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中 文 摘 要 ： 本計畫旨在探討馬來語和英語中的介系詞概念，而下列幾項
研究問題已在為期一年的計畫執行期中進行討論。
(1) 介系詞概念之呈現在馬來語與英語中有何異同？
(2) 在詞彙與結構層面上，此兩種語言中的介系詞概念有何
異同？
(3) 介系詞概念之前後搭配詞有哪些語意特徵？而這些語意
特徵在此二語言中又有何相同或相異之處?
本研究團隊已陸續發表兩篇書本章節、六篇期刊論文、十七
篇會議論文(期中兩篇全文收錄於論文集中)、七場演講(包含
一場專題討論)、及一篇書評，主持人亦指導五位碩博士生撰
寫論文、一個大專生研究計畫、主辦 2012 台灣語言學學會大
學生參與暑期語言學研習活動（其主題為語料庫語言學），
並受邀審核多篇投稿論文。
中文關鍵詞： 介系詞概念、馬來語、英語、跨語言研究、詞彙語意學、語
料庫
英 文 摘 要 ： Based on the approved project, the following research
questions were addressed and within one year, we
managed to focus on (a), the lexical part of (b) for
Malay and some construction analyses (of (b)) for
English, as well as the first part of (d).
(a) How are the occurrences of prepositional concepts
similar or different in Malay and in English corpora?
(b) How are prepositional concepts in the two
languages similar or different when they appear at
lexical and constructional levels?
(c) How will the patterns of semantic extensions
within a prepositional concept differ between the two
languages?
(d) What might be the semantic features of the
collocates preceding and following the prepositional
concepts? What are the similarities and differences
of semantic features between the two languages?
The PI＇s research team has published two book
chapters, six journal papers, seventeen conference
papers (two appeared with full papers in the
conference proceedings). The PI has given seven talks

(including one panel discussion), one book notice,
five dissertation-directing, one NSC College Student
Project directing, be a host of the 2012 Summer Camp
on Corpus Linguistics, and served as a reviewer of
multiple papers.
英文關鍵詞：

Prepositional Concept, Malay, English, Crosslinguistics, Lexico-semantics, Corpus
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前言
Most studies on prepositions have been carried out from the cognitive linguistic
perspective (e.g., Brugman, 1981; Lindner, 1983; Lakoff, 1987), mostly focusing on
one or more prepositions from a single language. There are many more other studies
which also analyzed the different senses of prepositions and their semantic networks
(e.g., Lindstromberg, 1996, 1998; Schulze, 1993; Kaufmann, 1993; Sandra & Rice,
1995, etc.). Cross-linguistic comparisons are also seen, especially the comparisons of
European languages with English. Corpus-based studies of Malay prepositions, or
their cross-linguistic comparisons, are rare.
研究目的
Based on the approved project, the following research questions were addressed and
within one year, we managed to focus on (a), the lexical part of (b) for Malay and
some construction analyses (of (b)) for English, as well as the first part of (d).
(a) How are the occurrences of prepositional concepts similar or different in Malay
and in English corpora?
(b) How are prepositional concepts in the two languages similar or different when
they appear at lexical and constructional levels?
(c) How will the patterns of semantic extensions within a prepositional concept
differ between the two languages?
(d) What might be the semantic features of the collocates preceding and following
the prepositional concepts? What are the similarities and differences of semantic
features between the two languages?
文獻探討
Corpus-based studies of Malay prepositions can be seen in Djenar’s (2007) work on
Indonesian locatives di, pada, and dalam (translated as ‘on, in, at’). (Note that the
translation provided by Djenar (2007) is based on Indonesian Malay.) Djenar’s study
utilized a small-scale corpus comprising texts totaling 60,000 words of Indonesian
Malay, but no systematic analysis has been conducted on Standard Malaysian Malay
using large scale corpora data. Although there are a series a work by Ho-Abdullah on
Malay antara/di antara ‘among’ or ‘between’ (2005); di atas ‘above’ and di bawah
‘below’ (2006); and on the Malay-English comparison of in (2000); corpus data were
not the focus of these work. Other research on Malay can be seen in Nomota’s (2006)
work on the polysemy of the preposition kat (short form of dekat ‘near/close to’) in
colloquial Malay; as well as Chung (2004) own analysis of the spatial concept of
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dalam ‘in/inside’ in Malaysian Malay.
From an initial comparison, it seems that English prepositional concepts are
richer than the Malay system, as similar prepositional concepts of Malay are seen
repeating compared to the different prepositions in English (e.g., di atas or atas is
used for onto, above, on, over, and up), while some English concepts have not
equivalents in Malay (see ‘Others’). Wienold and Rohmer (1997:170) have once said
that “[w]hat cannot be expressed by relational nouns or preposition in Thai and
Bahasa Indonesia can easily [be] expressed in those languages by movement verbs (or
combinations of movement verbs and relational nouns).”
Table 1: Prepositions in Malay and in English
Prepositional Concepts
Others
English
Malay
Menunjukkan tentangan/bertentangan dgn
against
-[verb]
di antara/di keliling/di
among
tengah-tengah/di
kalangan
as
-Apabila/semasa/oleh kerana [conjunction]
at
di/pada
di samping/di
beside
sebelah/di sisi/ di tepi
for
ke/untuk
from
dari/daripada
into
ke dalam
like
macam; seperti
of
dari/daripada
onto
di atas/ke
with
dengan
about
above
across
after
around

tentang
(di) atas
(ke) seberang
-(di) sekeliling/sekitar

selepas/sesudah/setelah [conjunction]

The list shows that it is impossible to analyze a one-to-one mapping from English to
Malay (in ways of in versus di, etc.).
研究方法
In this one year, mainly lexical analyses were undertaken. We were able to focus on
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lexical analyses of Malay and English prepositions, and their cross-linguistic
comparisons with at least one other language. Some construction analyses were also
made. All analyses were corpus-driven.
結果與討論
The discussion of this section is by themes. Some related research outcomes from
previous projects (99-2410-H-004-206-) which were published during the execution
of this project, or between the period of the two projects, are also discussed.
Malay Prepositions
In 2011, Chung (2011a) investigated di and dalam in Standard Malaysian Malay.
This study compared three forms (di-only, dalam-only, and both di dalam) using
collocation in corpus data and found that di denotes “a majority of collocates which
are location, while only a minority of future time; dalam denotes location, time, and
more abstract concepts such as a process, situation, and an incident… Di dalam refers
more to the space of a location than to the location itself” (pg. 76). In two other papers,
Chung, Proctor, and Gao (2012) compared Malay cross-linguistically with Polish and
Mandarin (2012); while Chung, Lee, Lin, and Hsieh (Forthcoming) compared Malay,
English and Mandarin (forthcoming). In Chung et al. (2012), they compared the
SOURCE-GOAL prepositions wang3 ‘towards’, dao4 ‘till’, and cong2 ‘from’ of
Mandarin; the prefixes do- ‘towards’ and prze- ‘over/through’ of Polish; and the free
forms ke ‘towards’ and dari(pada) ‘from’ of Malay. These forms were compared in
terms of literal and figurative meanings. In the other paper, Chung et al. (Forthcoming)
compared the prepositional concept IN(SIDE) – they observed the meaning groups of
the nearby NOUNs in a fixed frame like [in the NOUN of] in English and its closely
related structures in Mandarin ([zai4 ‘at’ NOUN li3 ‘inside’] [zai4 ‘at’ NOUN zhong1
‘middle’]) and Malay ([di dalam NOUN]). The behaviors of the NOUNs in these
different frames were found to be both similar (e.g., as ‘objects’ or ‘places/locations’)
and different (some are ‘events’ and some are ‘organizations’). The figurative
meanings also display different distributions across the three languages.
In addition to the above, the PI and co-PI (Huei-Ling Lai) are also the guest
editors of a Special Issue of Language and Linguistics (SSCI) volume 16.3 with the
journal title “Lexico-semantic and Construction-based Studies on Malay.”
English Prepositions
Several studies have been carried out which investigated English prepositions.
Chung (2012a), in her paper presented in Seoul, suggested a lexico-semantic approach
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to teaching English prepositions in the Taiwan context. She also acted as a panelist in
that conference. In addition, Chung (2012b) specifically analyzed the pattern [PREP +
the NOUN of] in the LTTC English Learner Corpus to explore second language
learners’ usage of prepositional phrases. Tseng (2012), an M.A. thesis directed by the
PI, used a semantic feature analysis of prepositional phrases of ‘IN’ and ‘ON’ based
on a native speaker corpus and Taiwanese learner corpus.
Focusing on the usage of prepositional phrases in the commerce and business
discipline, Lin and Chung (2012) regarded [VERB from the NOUN of] as the target
pattern and examined its occurrences. It was found that this pattern usually serves two
functions: (1) to indicate origins and (2) to describe a variety of causal relations.
Another study on prepositional pattern is conducted by Lee, Chung and Liu (2012)
which aimed to see the complexity of down, in the pattern of [DOWN the NPs],
which dictionary definitions or some previous studies may overlook. They
investigated the metaphorical extension of this pattern and found that some features
are shared by the NPs. In addition, some features of the neighboring words of down
(e.g., the preceding verbs) in [down the NPs] also display some influences on the
relations with down. It is this complexity that leads the single examination of a
lexicon to be unable to display its semantic meanings in a fixed frame. Directed by the
PI, Lee (in progress) is an M.A. thesis research on V-P construction with preposition
UP and DOWN and their co-occurring P-NP structure (e.g., bed down + on cement,
filled up + with tears).
As reported in the last project report, Chung, Chao, Lan, and Lin (2011)
presented the work of lexical bundles of twenty-two English prepositions in October
2011 (after the execution of the last project) in Spain. This paper was later published
as a journal paper in Language Value in the same year. In this paper, the fixed frames
[PREPOSITION the NOUN of] (e.g., by the sight of, around the time of, etc.) and
[VERB PREPOSITION the NOUN of] (submitted by the time of, set about the task of,
etc.) were compared. In a different study, Chung and Chao (2011) examined specific
lexical bundles that were found in the economic dissertation abstracts produced by
Taiwanese learners. Chung and Chao extracted twelve multi-word sequences
containing prepositions (e.g., by_II31 means_II32 of_II3) from the corpus. They later
compared how the pattern would vary when a slot becomes a free variable in the
pattern (e.g.,* means of, by * of, and by means *, etc.), a similar logic following Biber,
Conrad, and Cortes (2004). Chung and Chao then computed the probability of the
above lexical bundles to appear as fixed expressions in the corpus. In addition, Chung,
working with Tsai and Liu (2011), a paper in Chinese, evaluated two analysis tools –
Charniak and Stanford – by measuring the correctness of the tagging of prepositional
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phrases.
In Chen, Chung, and Liu (2011), they examined [V NP1 into NP2] constructions
and proposed that this construction enables a third PP-attachment structure which is
different from the two (VP-attachment and NP-attachment) that have been established
in previous literature. They found that a third type exist (spending themselves into
poverty; vote an individual into the presidency) which can only be explained using
construction grammar or caused-motion construction. In addition to the
above-mentioned papers, Chung and Tseng’s (2011) study of to in a learner corpus
was also published as a book chapter.
In addition, the PI has given a panel discussion (2012a), two talks (Chung, 2011d,
2012h) in the research field of English prepositions. She was also invited by five
(Chung, 2012d-g) other universities to give lectures on corpus-related topics, such as
“Research methodology in corpus linguistics”, “Toward a pattern analysis of corpus
data”, as well as “Frequency, collocation, and phraseology in corpus linguistics,” and
so on.
Lexical Semantics
Lexical semantics has been an on-going research of the PI. As for the
contributions in this field, a series of studies have been carried out to examine
near-synonyms and polysemy. For example, Hsu (2012), an M.A. thesis co-directed
by the PI (also the winner of 2012 LST Thesis Award), analyzed the semantics of the
polysemous word 發 and its metaphorical extensions. Hsu and Chung (an accepted
journal paper) compared the similarities and differences between two synonyms, PÀO
and JÌN. Chao and Chung (2011), a Chinese journal paper, taking 目 as an example,
applied computational statistics to analyze its extent of association among multiple
layers of meanings. Chung and Chao (2012), and Chao and Chung (2012), are two
papers which utilized VocabGraph, a platform created by both the authors to benefit
research on vocabulary and lexical items. To explore the deictic functions of huílái
(回来) and huíqù (回去), Chang and Chung (2012) compared the data from corpora
with those from a group Chinese participants in an experimental study.
As for the research outcomes in cross language comparisons, Chang, Lee and
Chung (2012) analyzed two corresponding equivalent action verbs, Chinese PA2 and
English CRAWL by utilizing a semantic feature specification system to explore how
senses could differ contrastively and are derived through semantic features. This study
showed that one specification of a feature may receive different weight of emphasis
from the two languages, and certain features can be specific to a language only, which
thus induces the derivation of a language-specific sense.
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In addition, Chung (2011b) compared two verbs which have similar senses,
“Create” and “Produce. Lin and Chung, 2011 inspected the semantic prosody of
“CHALLENGE”. The results showed that CHALLENGE has a mixed prosody. Chen
(In progress), under the PI’s instruction, is conducting her Ph.D. thesis research on the
semantic analysis of four reporting verbs (show, demonstrate, indicate, and suggest).
Lin (In progress) is also a Ph.D. dissertation directed by the PI on the pattern analysis
of reporting verbs in academic prose.
Metaphor-related Research Outcomes
Two of Chung’s papers are metaphorical-related issues (2011c, 2012c). The firt
one (2011c) focused on SARS in English News reporting in Malaysia and in the
United Kingdom; the other one (2012c) dealt with Mandarin translation of English
economic metaphors which are conceptually related. In 2011e, Chung also published
a book notice of Metaphor and Writing: Figurative Thought in the Discourse of
Written Communication. Other metaphor paper includes the abovementioned Lee et
al.’s (2012) paper on [DOWN the NPs] which also focused on its metaphorical
extension. There is also a newly accepted journal paper in Chinese (Chung, Ahrens
and Huang, Forthcoming) which investigated the incorporation of ontologies in
conceptual metaphors, a topic related to the PI’s earlier project NSC 97-2410-H-004
-001-).
The PI’s research team has published two book chapters, six journal papers,
seventeen conference papers (two appeared with full papers in the conference
proceedings). The PI has given seven talks (including one panel discussion), one book
notice, five dissertation-directing, one NSC College Student Project directing, be a
host of the 2012 Summer Camp on Corpus Linguistics, and served as a reviewer of
multiple papers.
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Abstract
Di dalam shows a combination of a locative marker plus a relational noun. In a prestigious
Malay dictionary Kamus Dewan, the meanings of di, dalam, and di dalam are highly
overlapped. This paper claims that it is important to investigate the collocations of these
prepositional concepts as they reflect high semantic-closeness yet with subtle differences. A
corpus-based analysis of the collocates of di, dalam, and di dalam, and an interpretation of
their semantics are conducted in this work.
1. Introduction
Studies on prepositions which were carried out from the cognitive linguistic perspective are
such as Brugman (1981), Lindner (1981/1983), Lakoff (1987), etc. Cross-linguistic studies on
prepositions have also been seen in Hawkins (1993) on English and Japanese; in Brée, Smit
and Werkhoven (1990) on English and Dutch; etc. Other than these, investigation of at least
one preposition in a single language can also be found in Kristofferensen (2001) on
Norwegian mot ‘toward, against,’ and Cuyckens (1993) on Dutch in. For Malay, in different
varieties, studies of prepositions are also seen. Examples are Djenar’s (2007) work on
Indonesian locatives di, pada, and dalam (translated as ‘on, in, at’), Nomota’s (2006) work on
the polysemy of the preposition kat (short form of dekat ‘near/close to’) in colloquial Malay,
Chung’s (2004) analysis of the spatial concept of dalam ‘in(side)’ in Malaysian Malay, and a
series a work by Ho-Abdullah on Malay antara/di antara ‘among’ or ‘between’ (2005); di
atas ‘above’ versus di bawah ‘below’ (2006); and on the Malay-English comparison of in
(2000); as well as on Arabic and Malay at by Hasan and Ho-Abdullah (2008). These studies
detail the meanings of one or more prepositions in Malay but no specific discussion was
found with regard to the meaning difference among di, dalam, and their combination di
dalam, all of which mean ‘in(side)’ (di has another meaning of ‘at’) in Standard Malaysian
Malay. Ho-Abdullah (2000) has discussed the differences when using di-only and dalam-only.
The presence or absence of topological force, and the presence or absence of relationship
between two entities are postulated for each use respectively. Although these claims are
important to the investigation discussed herein, it was found that no previous studies have
looked into the neighboring words of di, dalam, and di dalam. Assuming that the presence or
absence of a word will bring minor semantic differences, there should be differences in the
choice of collocates or nouns that appear after di, dalam, and di dalam but this has not been
inspected previously. With this hypothesis in mind, this paper will address the following
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research questions.
a. What are the possible differences between di, dalam, and di dalam in Standard Malaysian
Malay?
b. How can a corpus-based study reveal information that help distinguish among them?
Intended to differentiate di and dalam (and consequently their combination), this paper
first investigates dictionary meanings. The results, however, show that their definitions are
circular – the definition of di overlaps with dalam; the word dalam is used to define di, and di
dalam is also used to define dalam. In order to answer the above questions, the two words, di
and dalam, are then inspected using a one-milion size corpus of Standard Malaysian Malay.
For terminology clarification, the following discussion is given.
2. Terminology Clarification
By definition, the Malay prepositions are a closed class. However, there is a slight variation
in this closed set of prepositions included by different scholars. Table 1 below summarizes
the list of prepositions given by two scholars (Ho-Abdullah, 2000; and Nik Safiah et al.,
1997:402).
Table 1: List of Prepositions in Malay (Translation by the applicant)
di

ke

dari

at

to/
toward

from
(place)

daripada kepada pada
from
(person)

to

at

untuk dengan sejak* tentang sampai* bagi demi#
for

with

since

about

till/until

for

for

*Not in Ho-Abdullah (2000:113); #Not in Nik Safiah et al. (1997:402)

The list in Table 1 excludes some concepts such as BETWEEN, UNDER, DOWN, etc., which are
usually listed when a search on ‘preposition’ is conducted for English. 1 Among the
prepositions in Table 1, Sneddon (2010:195) states that only the first three (di, ke, and dari)
“indicate position and direction” while the others are not. In Wienold and Rohmer’s
(1997:169) typological study on the lexicalization of dimensional expressions such as
long-short, wide-narrow, etc., they explain that the Indonesian dalam is a ‘relational noun’ to
mean ‘inside’ (Goddard (2009) calls these ‘dimensional expressions.’). The combination di
dalam thus shows a locative marker plus a relational noun to mean ‘inside’ in general.
On the other hand, di is recognized as a preposition and a locative marker. Blust (1989)
calls the use of di as ‘adhesive locative’ (pg.197) and a ‘generic locative marker’ (1997:45) at
the same time. Specifically, Blust (1989) cites examples from Chamorro and Malagasy,

1

Lower capitals are used to indicate a concept. A concept IN will mean all forms (prepositions or a relational
noun) that express the same meaning.
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explaining that gi and am in gi-tatten ‘behind’ (Chamorro) and am-bany ‘below’ (Malagasy)
are adhesive locatives, while tatten and bany are called “specifiers” (pg.198).
Djenar (2007), on the other hand, uses terms such as ‘general localizer’ (pg. 37),
‘locatives’ (book title), ‘preposition’ (pg. 1), and ‘locative preposition’ (pg. 1) interchangeably.
Some, like Fillmore (1968, cited in Dirven & Radden 1987:24), define ‘locative’ as a ‘case’
“which identifies the location or spatial orientation of the state or action identified by the
verb.” Similarly, Blake (2001:33) classifies locative markers as ‘local cases,’ aside from the
five “core cases” of ‘nominative,’ ‘accusative,’ ‘ergative,’ ‘genitive’ and ‘dative.’ The ‘local
cases’ comprise notions such as location (at), destination (to), source (from), and path
(through). Huumo (1996:265), on the other hand, calls the locative phrases ‘locative
adverbials’: “[T]he primary function of locative adverbials is to introduce different types of
spaces, scenes, or background, in relation to which other elements in the sentence are
perceived.”
Despite the above, some scholars (e.g., Ramlan (1980); Datang (1989); Vimala (1984);
Lapoliwa (1992); and Tjia (2007)) still prefer to use the traditional labeling of ‘preposition’
for Indonesian. Adler (2008), who investigates French prepositions, has used ‘compound
prepositions,’ ‘prepositional locutions,’ and ‘prepositional phrases’ to refer to the French
preposition system. In Malaysian Malay, the same reference to ‘preposition’ is usually used
(cf. Table 1 previously). The words in the position of bawah, such as atas ‘above,’ belakang
‘back,’ utara ‘north,’ selatan ‘south,’ etc., are named ‘directional nouns’ (viz Kata Nama
Arah) by Nik Safiah et al. (1997), or ‘relational nouns’ by Wienold and Rohmer (1997),
whereas Sneddon (2010:195) calls them ‘locative nouns.’ Broschart (1997:287), in his
analysis of Tongan, has used the terminology ‘local nouns’ or ‘prepositional nouns’ to refer to
the nouns that follow the locative markers. In order to avoid confusion of terminology, this
paper uses Wienold and Rohmer’s terminology: Dalam is a ‘relational noun’ to mean ‘inside’
while di is recognized as a preposition and a locative marker.
3. Malay Prepositions: Di and Dalam
Many (cf. Sneddon (2010) and Nik Safiah et al. (1994)) have considered di as a preposition
which “indicate position and direction”, but not dalam. This part of the discussion will
inspect some examples using each of these three forms. The following examples in (1) show
the use of di-only (1a), dalam-only (1b), and di dalam (1c). (Free translation by the author is
used in most of the examples.)
(1) a. Albader Parad dan lima rakannya terbunuh dalam pertempuran dengan tentera laut di
kawasan hutan di kaki Gunung Tucay,… (0119.txt)
“Albader Parad and five of his friends were killed in the combat with navy in the forest
area at the bottom of Tucay Mountain…”
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b. Beliau berkata, bagi pemegang Lesen Perjanjian Pengurusan Hutan Mampan (SFMLA),
mereka perlu menyediakan pelan tindakan mencegah kebakaran dalam kawasan hutan
masing-masing. (0433.txt)
“[Honorable] He said, for license holders of Sustainable Forest Management Licence
Agreement (SFMLA), they will need to prepare action plan to avoid fire to occur in their
respective forest area.”
c. Ketua Jabatan Siasatan Jenayah Kelantan, ACP Mazlan Lazim berkata, mereka
ditahan pukul 11.20 malam tadi dalam operasi mencegah jenayah di kawasan
perumahan tersebut. (1858.txt)
“The head of the Kelantan Criminal Investigation Division, ACP Mazlan Lazim said,
they [the criminals] were detained at 11.20 last night in an operation to abolish
[originally, ‘to avoid’] crime in that housing area.”
d. “Selain itu, program seperti ini memupuk kesedaran serta semangat kejiranan apabila
duduk di dalam kawasan perumahan yang sama,” katanya ketika ditemui baru-baru
ini. (4168.txt)
“Other than that, a program like this raises awareness as well as neighborhood spirit
when residing inside the same housing area,” he said when interviewed [originally,
‘when met’] recently.”
All these examples show the use of di, dalam, and di dalam with the word kawasan ‘area,’ be
they forest area ((1a) and (1b)) or housing area ((1c) and (1d)). It is, therefore, expected that
the concept of an area can be used with all three forms. However, in the following example in
(2), when we re-investigate the previous example in (1a), differences among di, dalam, and di
dalam are observed. As there are other uses of di and dalam in this example in addition to the
identified di kawasan hutan earlier in (1a), we will compare the possibility of replacing one
with a different form, shown in shaded square brackets
(2) Albader Parad dan lima rakannya terbunuh dalam pertempuran [*di dalam
pertempuran/ *di pertemburan] dengan tentera laut di kawasan hutan [dalam kawasan
hutan/ di dalam kawasan hutan] di kaki Gunung Tucay, [*dalam kaki Gunung Tucay/
*di dalam kaki Gunung Tucay]… (0119.txt) [dalam kawasan hutan
“Albader Parad and five of his friends were killed in the combat with navy in the forest
area at the bottom of Tucay Mountain…”
As shown in this example, the first underlined phrase dalam pertemburan ‘in the combat’
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cannot be replaced with di dalam or di. The second underlined phrase di kawasan hutan, as
shown in (1) earlier, can be replaced with both. The third underlined phrase di kaki Gunung
Tucay ‘at the bottom of Mountain Tucay’ cannot be replaced with either one, too.2 It seems
important what the following noun is in each phrase, i.e., the types of nouns that follow di,
dalam, and di dalam might help display the semantic distinction among these three forms.
Given this, our intention is to examine all the different types of nouns that go with di, dalam,
and di dalam respectively in a large set of corpus data. In what follows, we will first discuss
what previous literature has said about the presence or absence of any of di or dalam in a
sentence. In the examples (3) below, an elaboration based on the relation noun bawah ‘below’
is conducted.
(3) a. Dilarang membuang air kecil di bawah pokok yang berbuah dan tempat berteduh.
(0793.txt)
“[You are] forbidden to piss under a tree that bears fruits or in a shielded place.”3
b. Penduduk diminta tidak menggantung plastik-plastik sampah di pokok serta di pagar
rumah… (4669.txt)
“Residents were asked not to hang garbage in plastic bags at the tree and at the gate of
[their] house”
c. Dalam cerita ‘Dewan Undangan Negeri Perak’ ada kisah bersidang bawah pokok
sehingga pokok tersebut dijadikan satu tempat bersejarah. (3206.txt)
“In the story ‘Dewan Undangan Negeri Perak’ there is an incident about meeting under
the tree which makes the tree to become a historical spot.” [literally, “until the tree
becomes a famous spot”]
Sneddon (2010:196) says the following regarding the omission of a relational noun (termed
‘locative noun’ below).
The locative noun can be omitted […] if it refers to a position which is normally
understood; thus di laci for di dalam laci ‘in(side) the drawer,’ di meja for di atas meja
‘on (top of) the table. If, however, some other position is referred to, the locative noun is
necessary: di bawah meja ‘under the table….For many speakers di is omitted before a
locative noun if figurative space is referred to; in this case, the locative noun occurs
alone as a preposition. [originally bolded]

2
3

It might be the case that kaki here is itself a relational noun.
This is said in an article outlining the manner of pissing in Islam.
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Following this reasoning, di bawah pokok in (3a) cannot be replaced with di bawah pokok
because di pokok can mean ‘at the tree’ as in (3b). However, it is difficult to see how bawah
pokok in (3c) can become a figurative space. In the example in (4) below, it still makes no
sense why ‘a program’ is not a figurative space because if it is, it should not sound odd to
appear as bawah program but in fact it does. (All instances of bawah program are preceded
by di in the corpus used for this work. No instance of di bawah program was found.)
(4) Ini adalah salah satu aktiviti di bawah program [*di program/ *bawah program]
tanggungjawab zakat korporat yang sudah dilaksanakan sejak 2006 lagi. (4615.txt)
“This is one of the activities under the program responsible by the tithe corporate which
has taken place since 2006”
Following the above discussion, we can see why kawasan ‘area’ in (1) above can be used
with all three – because as an area, kawasan does not require the specific information of
orientation and any forms of di, dalam, or di dalam refer to a space in(side) the area. This
further confirms the need to investigate the nouns that follow the prepositions.
Other studies which also discuss any one(s) of di, dalam, and di dalam are also detailed
below. For instance, Djenar’s (2007:220) study on Indonesian dalam, di, and pada was
motivated by the interchangeable status of the three in Indonesian (but not in Malaysian
Malay). Djenar lists the three senses for di and fourteen senses for dalam, given below in (5)
and (6), respectively (underlines added).
(5) Senses for di
(a) X occupies the same portion of physical space as Y
(b) Event X happens at the same time as time Y
(c) Abstract concept X is associated with physical/abstract space Y
(6) Senses for dalam
(a) X is inside three-dimensional space Y
(b) X is inside two-dimensional space Y
(c) X us below the Y’s surface
(d) X is part of Y’s
structure/compositions
(e) X is in state Y
(f) X is in grouping/category Y
(g) X is in the sense/context of Y

(h) X occurs during activity Y
(i) X is within abstract linear space Y
(j) Activity X is part of the set of practices Y
(k) Feature X is part of linguistic concept Y
(l) Position X is part of hierarchy Y
(m) Event X occurs some time during time
span Y
(n) Event X pertains during time span Y

Dalam seems to have more extended meanings than di does. For di and dalam in Indonesian,
both can refer to time ((5b), (6h), (6m), and (6n)), but only dalam refers to both three- (6a)
and two-dimensional space (6b). Djenar also hypothesizes pada to have originated from
Sanskrit but this part is not the focus of the current work. As Djenar’s study is based on
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Indonesian Malay, some meaning differences are expected between Indonesian Malay and
Malaysian Standard Malay. Although Djenar claims that dalam, di, and pada are
interchangeable, many of Djenar’s examples (e.g., di kita ini ‘in-us-this’ to mean ‘in our
community’) cannot be found in the Standard Malay in Malaysia. At the end of this paper,
meanings in (5) and (6) will be re-evaluated against the data we found.
In a different study, Chung (2004) investigates the word dalam or any derived form of it,
including sentences when it appears as a preposition, adjective, or its derivational forms such
as pe-dalam-an ‘inner land.’ As a preliminary study, Chung found three main image schemata,
listed in (7), and a series of meaning extensions (cf. Table 2 to follow) given for dalam.
(7) Image schemata of dalam (modified from Chung, 2004:150)
CONTAINER
Inside a three-dimensional space
(a) Schema 1
(b) Schema 2

NEAR-FAR

(c) Schema 3

MASS-COUNT

Far from the side of a boundary
Among; in between

The examples for CONTAINER are given in (8) below (pg. 150), taken from Sejarah Melayu
(SM), a Malay classic manuscript. (Glosses were modified from Chung.)
(8) a. SM 99:15 .

b. SM 13:32

...jika dalam
paya yang dalam, atau duri yang semak,
if DALAMPREP. Swamp REL
DALAM or thorn REL bushes
‘If (it is) inside a deep swamp or within thorny bushes,…’
…masuk ke
dalam laut
enter LOC DALAMNoun sea
‘…go into the sea…’

In (8a), the first dalam is a preposition, the second one is an adjective; the one in (8b) is a
[relational] noun. However, a second look into (8a) can tell that the addition of di before the
first dalam in (8a) will bring about a different reading – di dalam paya yang dalam, although
will be translated similarly in English, refers to a more specific although unidentified location
closer to the center of the swamp than a general ‘inside the swamp’ meaning. Example (8b)
refers to a motion towards a deeper level of the sea because of the presence of ke ‘towards’.
As dalam means both ‘inside’ as a noun and ‘deep’ as an adjective, Blust (1997:44) once
mentioned that dalam with “the meaning ‘deep’ […] do[es] not refer to e.g. deep holes, or
other solid structures, but generally to deep water.” Blust also cites Dempwolff’s (1938)
discussion that the meaning of dalam should not be seen as modifying a three-dimensional
object but with the meaning ‘under a planar surface.’ (cf. discussion in Chung). Nevertheless,
from Djenar’s study (cf. (5) above) and Chung’s study, both seem to agree that there is a
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three-dimensional space meaning accorded to dalam. Yet, if we contrast dalam and di dalam,
as is done above for (8a), the one without di seems to mean ‘under a planar surface of a
three-dimensional object’ than di dalam, which indicates a more specific location.
For NEAR-FAR schema, Chung uses the derived form of dalam – pe-dalam-an ‘inner
land’ – as examples (pg. 152), which refers to a concept far away from a boundary of a
two-dimensional object like that of a map of a city. For MASS-COUNT, Chung uses Lakoff’s
(1987) explanation of a high-above view of ‘amongst’ when referring to an object within a
mass group of things. Other meaning extensions of dalam are given in Table 2 below, most of
which can be matched to those of Djenar’s senses in (6b).
Table 2: Other Meanings of dalam and their Possible Image-schemata (Taken from Chung,
2004:154)
Meanings of dalam
Image-schemata
a) during; within a duration
PATH
b) while; in the process of
PATH
c) (be) at the stage of
LOCATION
d) inside, within, (an organization, a family, a matter,
CONTAINER
program, context, issue, report, etc.)
e) in the state of (emotion, sadness, quietness, etc.)
CONTAINER
f) not little; more than what is enough
CONTAINER
g) profound
CONTAINER
h) inner; internal; not obvious from outside
CONTAINER
i) (literal) palace area; royal
CONTAINER
In this table, dalam clearly shows to have a temporal extension.
As for di, Ho Abdullah (2006:282) found that the difference between Dia di restoran
‘He is at [the] restaurant’ and Dia di dalam restoran ‘He is inside [the] restaurant’ lies in
“how a speech community structures or conceptualizes a target as a location, and how that
speech community wishes to conceptualize a particular target following the meaning intended
to be portrayed or factors surrounding the speaker” [translated by the author]. Ho-Abdullah
provides the following Figure 1 as explanation to differentiate between di and di atas ‘above’
(pg. 288, new labels by the author). According to this figure, di atas tapak binaan (A) is
different from atas tapak binaan (B) (both mean ‘on the construction site’) because di serves
as the connector between two entities (the trajector: the round object; and the landmark:
construction site). With di only, the relationship between the trajector and landmark is present
(C); without di but with atas-only (B), the relationship between the two is unstated, but the
focus of the topological function and the aspect of dynamic force in the ‘above’ orientation is
present. With both di and atas (A), the relationship and topological function, as well aspect of
dynamic force are present [interpretation based on the quotation below].
Kata sendi di memprofitkan hubang kait antara tanda tempat dan trajektor, tetapi
senyap tentang aspek fungsi topological dan dinamik daya. Manakala penggunaan
kata nama arah sahaja adalah senyap tentang hubung kaitan lokasi tetapi terfokus
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kepada konfigurasi topological, dinamik daya dan fungsi dalam satu ufuk menegak.
(pg. 289)

Figure 1: Schemata of Di, Atas, and Di Atas by Ho-Abdullah (2006:288)

A:

B:

C:

This explanation takes a different perspective from Sneddon’s as he says that in cases where
the location is understood (cf. discussion in example (3) earlier), the noun can be omitted
(thus, C in Figure 1 above). Ho-Abdullah further explains that the removal of the relational
noun atas will also remove the topological function and dynamic force given to the ‘above’
orientation that is present with A and B. These explanations, although helpful in
differentiating some examples, might seem difficult to produce an overview of which goes
with which. Some nouns such as kawasan (cf. example (1) earlier) can appear with all three
but some nouns (e.g., di dalam program) only appear in one single form. In Malaysian Malay,
the differences among di, dalam, and di dalam are never obviously laid out with explicit
examples of nouns that follow each of these. As none of the cited previous studies have
differentiated di, dalam, and di dalam through inspecting their following noun collocates, this
paper will demonstrate that such a step is crucial to the understanding of these forms.
4. Methodology
Two main steps were taken for the analysis of di, dalam, and di dalam. First, a re-evaluation
of meanings through the dictionary was carried out. Second, an investigation into the noun
collocates of the respective three was undertaken. A search in a self-compiled one-million
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word corpus consisting news articles from Utusan Malaysia was undertaken. The use of
di/dalam/di dalam, along with their collocates, was inspected using the AntConc concordance
3.2.2.1w (Anthony, 2005). The top noun collocates of each of di, dalam, and di dalam were
recorded. Only the immediate collocates were collected. If an immediate collocate shows to
be a classifier (i.e., se-buah ‘one-CLASS’), a second-level search was further conducted to
see what are the nouns that follow this classifier.
5. Results
For the investigation of dictionary meanings, the results are presented in Table 3. From Table
3, we can see that di has three meanings, one of which (sense 3) belongs to the Minangkabau
dialect, and thus will not be further discussed. Sense 1 of di states clearly that di is a
preposition to indicate location. In sense 2, which is where the meaning of di overlaps with
dalam, the word dalam is used to define di, and both di and dalam are used to define dalam
(see sense 2 of dalam; both in bolds). Therefore, it is highly probable that di, dalam, and di
dalam are highly overlapped and they all contain the prepositional IN concept.
When temporal meanings are concerned, the meanings in Table 3 are somewhat
misleading. For example, sense 2 of di is defined as ‘at, inside’ but the examples given are
two different types – ‘in(side) the eyes’ and ‘in the next day.’ This meaning is different from
sense 4 of dalam which refers particularly to time. In addition, only dalam as a ‘while’
reading (sense 3). The meanings for di in Table 3 is quite similar to Djenar’s (2007:220) list
of senses (in (5) earlier) that in Indonesian, di is also accorded a temporal sense (i.e., Event X
happens at the same time as time Y). The critical question now is: these two lists of
definitions are still insufficient to distinguish among di, dalam, and di dalam.
Table 3: Comparisons of Di and Dalam in a Malay Dictionary (With translation added by
the author; underline and bold added)
Di in Kamus Dewan
Dalam in Kamus Dewan
1. kata sendi name yg menunjukkan tempat dll: ketika
cuti sekolah, Busu lebih suka duduk ~ rumah drpd
berjalan-jalan; ~atas, ~bawah;
“Preposition that shows location, etc.: during school
holiday, Busu prefers to stay at home than going out;
above, below”
2. pada, dalam: wajah Mawi terbayang ~ mata Aini;
~ hari kemudian;
“At, inside: Mawi’s face is reflected in the eye of
Aini; In the next day;”
3. Mn pada, kepada, akan, oleh, dari: datang ~ air
datang dr sungai
“Mn [Minangkabau] at, to, about, by, from: to arrive
by river.”

1. antara, di kalangan: ~ mereka yg bertiga belas itu
ada yang bergirang-girang;
“Between, among: Among the thirteen people, there
are some who are excited.”

2. di dalam (bukan di luar lingungan dsb sesuatu): ~
Willayah Persekutuan; ~ bidang mata pelajaran
tersebut;
“Inside (not out of the scope, etc. of something): In
the municipality (directly under the jurisdiction of
the Central Government); inside the subject (of
learning).”
3. sambil: ~ kita berharap keadaan akan bertambah
baik kita mesti juga beringat-ingat;
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“While: While we are hoping that the situation will
become better, we should always remind ourselves (of
something).”
4. pd waktu (tertentu): jika berharap keadaan akan
bertambah baik ~ tahun hadapan; dia masih ~
patang lagi;
“At (certain) time: if (someone) hopes that the
situation will be better at the year ahead; he is still at
his rebellion stage.”

In Table 4 below, the results from corpus analysis are displayed. From Table 4, the total
number of hits is given in the second row. The noun collocates for dalam exclude all
instances of di dalam. From the second column, we can see that dalam is the top fifth noun
collocate of di (below bawah ‘below’), indicating its high collocation with di compared with
other relation nouns such as luar ‘outside’ (13th), atas ‘above’ (19th), antara ‘among’ (25th),
etc.
Table 4: Top Ten Noun Collocates of Di, Dalam, and Di Dalam in a Malay Corpus
Total hits

Top Ten Collocates

di
26,398
Sini ‘here’ (3131)
Kawasan ‘area’ (867)
Negara ‘country’ (800)
Bawah ‘below’ (723)
Dalam ‘inside’ (605)
Kalangan ‘compound’ (542)
Negeri ‘state’ (500)
Malaysia ‘Malaysia’ (403)
Seluruh ‘whole’ (380)
(country, world, state,
Malaysia)

dalam
12,386
Negeri ‘state’ (820)
Tempoh ‘period’ (430)
Satu ‘one’ (367)
Pada ‘at’ (348)
Bidang ‘field’(334)
Keadaan ‘situation’ (294)
Usaha ‘attempt’ (232)
Masa ‘time’ (198)
Kejadian ‘incident’ (170)
Kes ‘case’ (124)
Kenyataan ‘truth’ (124)

di dalam
605
Sebuah ‘One-Class’
(22) (room, place, things)
Negara ‘country’ (18)
Rumah ‘house’ (17)
Kawasan ‘area’ (13)
Bilik ‘room’ (13)
Kereta ‘car’ (12)
Penjara ‘prison’ (10)
Diri ‘self’ (10)
Bidang ‘field’ (10)
Tong ‘tank’ (8)

Mana ‘where’ (356)

From Table 4, one can see that the collocates for di are mostly location (country, area,
compound, state, etc.). The use of pronoun sini ‘here’ and mana ‘where’ cannot be found in
the other two forms (*dalam sini/ *di dalam mana). As for dalam, the most frequently seen
noun is negeri ‘state,’ followed by tempoh ‘period.’ Masa ‘time’ was also found among the
top ten collocates of dalam only. When a second search was conducted, masa ‘time’ was
found to occur 36 times with di but only the future time was referred to (masa depan, masa
hadapan, masa akan datang) (9a-9b). When a duration of time is meant, dalam will be used
instead (9c-9d). Masa ‘time’ is never used with di dalam.
(9) a. Karnival itu, katanya, diharap dapat memberi peluang kepada bakal graduan UTeM
untuk merancang kerjaya mereka di masa depan. (1924.txt) [*di dalam/ *dalam]
“The carnival, he said, is hoped to give chances to the graduates-to-be of UTeM [a
local university] to plan their career in the future.”
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b. Menurut beliau, kerajaan negeri kini sedang merangka strategi pertumbuhan ekonomi
Perak di masa akan datang dengan penekanan kepada pelan pembangunan Perak
Aman Jaya (4529.txt) [*di dalam/ *dalam]
“[Honorable] He said, the present state government is structuring strategies for the
growth of economy in Perak in the future by emphasizing on the building plan of Perak
Aman Jaya”
c. Saya akan buat satu kertas kerja bagaimana untuk mendapatkan jumlah itu dalam
masa setahun ini,... (0778.txt) [*di masa/ *di dalam masa]
“I will do a working paper on how to obtain that amount of money within a year.”
d. Beliau berkata, berikutan itu, jumlah anggota dan pegawai polis wanita yang kini 11
peratus akan ditambah kepada 20 peratus dalam tempoh lima tahun. (0175.txt) [*di
tempoh/ *di dalam tempoh]
“[Honorable] He said, following this, the total number of [police] team and
policewomen will increase from 11 per cent now to 20 per cent within five years.”
Di usually refers to an indefinite time in the future; Dalam can only be used to refer to a
range of time, regardless of speaking time. When dalam can play the role of indicating the
range of time, there is no need to add di before it to make it more specific by further
indicating the point of time in the duration. This explains why there is no instance of di dalam
with either time or duration in our corpus.
6. Conclusion
To summarize, di was found to denote a majority of collocates which are location, while only
a minority of future time; dalam denotes location, time, and more abstract concepts such as a
process, situation, and an incident. Many of the noun collocates of dalam are nominalized
forms of nouns such as keadaan ‘situation,’ kejadian ‘happening,’ and kenyataan ‘truth.’ Di
dalam refers more to the space of a location than to the location itself. The fact that di is only
used to refer to future time because a different preposition, pada ‘at,’ is usually used to refer
to time. Ho-Abdullah (2000:116), in the comparison of the English preposition in and the
Malay dalam, states that: For examples such as He was shot at 8 o’clock, He was hot on
Monday, and He was shot in 1996, the preposition pada will be used in translating these
sentences.
In each case a single dedicated Malay sendi nama, i.e., pada, is used to locate an
event as a point in temporal space; to locate an event as being in ‘contact’ with a
time or period of time; and to locate an event as being enclosed in some time span.
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Thus, the metaphorical extensions of in into other conceptual domains are not
necessarily mirrored by the equivalent spatial preposition di dalam (and there is
no reason to assume that it should).
Therefore, when referring back to Djenar’s (2007) categories of senses for di and dalam
respectively in (5) and (6) earlier, it seems that di in the Malaysian Malay does not
necessarily mean “Event X happens at the same time as time Y.” The use of dalam with time
shows more or less the same functions as are stated in ((6h), (6m), and (6n)). Our results
further captivate the differences among di and di dalam (e.g., abstract concept, norminalized
form, etc.) which have not been listed in the senses earlier. A corpus-based study like this one
not only provides discussion of the semantics of these closely-related prepositional concepts,
but also enables inference based on distributional data to see what patterns of selectional
restriction, if any, are available for each of these concepts.
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Most people understand the term ‘preposition’ in the way how prepositions appear in English.
In a study of Mandarin ‘localizer’, a term referring to prepositional phrases in Mandarin,
Chappell, Ming, and Peyraube (2007:197-198) say the following:
Much to its detriment, the study of adpositions in Chinese languages has generally made use
of prepositional languages such as English and other European languages as its point of
reference[…]Postpositions in Mandarin[…]include not only locative markers[…]but also
what are commonly known as particles.

Prepositional meanings in Polish are expressed through prefixes (cf. Przybylska, 2006). For
Malay, preposition is a more acceptable terminology (cf. Djenar, 2007) but many scholars still
prefer to see a prepositional phrase in form of ‘locative marker+relational noun’ (Wienold &
Rohmer, 1997). In the examples (1)-(3), prepositional phrases in each language are shown.
While there have been many studies which discuss the individual functions of
prepositions and concepts of the like in different languages, this study will investigate how
prepositions could appear with verbs and the kind of metaphorical extensions that emerges
under such combination. The three languages in (1)-(3), which are of different origins, will be
selected for investigation. For Mandarin, the SOURCE-GOAL prepositions wang3 ‘towards’,
dao4 ‘till’, and cong2 ‘from’ are selected. For Polish, the prefixes do- ‘towards’ and prze‘over/through’ are investigated. For Malay, the free forms ke ‘towards’ and dari(pada) ‘from’
are selected. The mechanism of selection is tabulated in Table 1 – through finding matching
forms. The forms of interest for this work are shaded. We hypothesize that, despite the
differences in the three languages (see missing cells in Table 1), the original ‘prepositions’ in
each language may adopt new meanings to a certain extent, be they morphemes (Mandarin),
prefixes (Polish) or as free forms (Malay) when co-appearing with verbs.1
Table 1: Selection of ‘Prepositions’ in Three Languages
TOWARDS

Mandarin wang3
Polish
doMalay
ke

TILL

dao3
N/A (Mostly expressed through do-)
sampai (mostly verb)
hingga (Pure preposition)2
The results of all three languages are presented in Table 2 to follow.

FROM/THROUGH

cong2
prze- ‘through’
dari(pada)
(The enlarged table is

also enclosed at the end.) For ‘prepositions’ indicating the meaning of TOWARDS, it was found
that Mandarin [verb+wang3] and Malay [verb ke] consist mostly of literal usage, i.e., the
construction meanings depend on the meaning of the verbs that goes with each. This happens
also to the Polish [do+verb] but there are only few instances of literal combination were
found for Polish. Most of the [do+verb] combinations in Polish have figurative meaning,
mostly indicating the amount of effort involved in doing the action. In Polish, the action

denoted by the verb is sometimes understood as an instrument, e.g., dobiec DO-run means ‘to
reach the destination through running’ and an additional meaning ‘to reach the destination’
appears through the construction. For Mandarin, [verb+wang3] has few instances reflecting a
figurative meaning. These instances mostly describe actions that are intention-related which
are mostly irrealis in nature.3 Malay [verb ke] shows almost no instance of figurative use.
Table 2: Co-occurrence of Verbs with ‘Preposition’ in Mandarin, Polish, and Malay

For TILL, only the Mandarin [verb+dao4] fulfills this combination. Unlike TOWARDS,
[verb+dao4] shows a majority of literal meaning with emphasis on the final point of the event.
The verbs are likely to be accomplishment (e.g., learn) or achievement (e.g., arrive) verbs.
For FROM/THROUGH, instances of [verb+cong2] in Mandarin are also mostly literal
though in this combination, cong2 appears mostly as an adverb (to mean ‘follow’) rather than
a ‘preposition’ (‘from’). There are complicated meaning extensions between ‘from’ and
‘follow’ which are beyond the scope of this paper. Figurativeness is hard to distinguish for
[verb+cong2] due to the extensions of ‘follow’ (not ‘from’). In this FROM/THROUGH category,
both Polish and Malay display interesting patterns. For Polish, [prze+verb] displays two
general patterns – one group showing tendency to co-occur with action/manner verbs to
produce a literal meaning that focuses on ‘the process from point A to point B’; the other
group showing an extension of the co-appeared stative verbs (wet, freeze) to indicate ‘an
entirety of the state.’ For Malay, dari (‘from’ where) is originally used for an inanimate source
while an animate source will select daripada (‘from’ whom). In their combination, [verb dari]
shows more literal usages for location-only (unlike English, dari does not have a temporal
extension) whereas [verb daripada] shows to consist many formulaic patterns which are also
an oblique use (e.g., constituted by, caused by).

Our results show that while a neat pattern across languages is almost impossible, within
each matched pattern, there are still cross-linguistic discrepancies that are worthy of
exploration. It is interesting to observe how the same combination of [verb(+)‘preposition’]
(or vice versa for Polish prefixes) could bring about literal-figurative tendency that differs
vastly in the three languages studied.

(1) Mandarin4
(a) wo3 wang3 shang4 zou3
[localizer + directional noun]
I toward above walk
‘I am walking upward.’
(b) wo3 hui2 dao3 zi4ji3
de jia1
[localizer]
I return till oneself DE house
‘I came home [I return to my own house/home]’
(c) ni3 cong2 na2li3 lai2?
[localizer]
you from where come
‘Where do you come from?’
(2) Polish
(a) Doszedł
do
domu.
DO-go.3Sing.past
to
home
[prefix]
‘He reached his home.’
(b) Doholował
łódź do brzegu.
DO-tow.3Sing.past boat to shore
‘He towed a boat to the shore.’
(c) Dogonił
psa.
DO-get.to.destination.by.chasing.3Sing.past dog
‘He chased and reached the dog.’
(3) Malay
(a) Saya pergi ke
atas.
[locative.marker + relational.noun]
I
go towards above
‘I go to upward’
(b) Saya sampai di
rumah.
[locative marker]
I
reach at house.
‘I reach home’
(c) Kamu dari mana?
[preposition]4
You from where
‘Where do you (come) from?’
Footnotes
1

‘Preposition’ (in single quotations) is used to refer to all three languages for the ease of reference.
The words in this cell are not included because sampai is mostly used as a verb, and hingga is a pure preposition
indicating a range which is less connected with the preceded verb. E.g., 12 hingga 14 tahun ‘from 12 to 14 years’.
3
Most uses of wang3 that we found refer to on-going or past events. However, wang3 can also indicate immediate
future event in a simple instructions such as ni3 wang3 dong1 zou3 ‘you walk toward the east’ which may not have
taken place.
4
Chao (1968) called these ‘place word’.
5
Only di and ke are generally-accepted locative markers in Malay. Dari(pada) is termed as ‘preposition’ here.
2
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Languages

Original
‘Preposition’

Structure

[verb+wang3]
(mostly
literal)

Mandarin

TOWARDS

Polish

[do+verb]
(mostly
figurative)

Malay

[verb ke] (All
literal)

Mandarin
TILL

[verb+dao4]
(All literal)

Polish
Malay

N/A
N/A

Mandarin

[verb+cong2]
(Mostly
literal)

Polish

Malay

FROM/
THROUGH

[prze+verb]
(Mostly
literal)
[verb
dari(pada)]
(dari is mostly
literal;
daripada is
mostly
formulaic)

Literal

Remarks

Action/
Manner verbs
e.g., kai1/yong3 wang3
‘drive/
swarm
towards’
When literal,
construction meaning
Dosięgnąć DO-reach depends on the verb
‘To reach sth. that is meaning
high or far from us’
Balik/Pergi ke
‘return/go to’
Action/
Manner/Sensory
verbs
e.g., hui2/wen2 dao4
‘return to/
smell’
N/A
N/A
Few examples of
‘from’ as ‘preposition’
remain
e.g., da3cong2 ‘since.’
Mostly adverb use of
cong2 to mean ‘follow’
in its origin
e.g., ting1cong2 ‘to
listen and follow’
Action/Manner verbs
e.g., Przenieść ‘to
carry something over’
Action verb (the
location is more
emphasized than the
action) Datang dari
(tempat)
‘come from (place)’

Verbs
Figurative

Additional meaning

From action to intention
e.g. xiang3wang3 ‘eager Differ in being (ir)realis
towards’

From action to
instrument (dobiec
DO-run ‘to reach the
destination through
running’

Emphasize the amount of effort
involved

Ke is a locative marker. All verbs are mostly literal action verbs.

Emphasize the end point
of the event

Almost no example of figurative use – end point emphasis makes
the literal meaning more prominent

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

Figurativeness depends on
Emphasize the followed what is being followed
(Hard to distinguish a figurative
path or the manner how e.g., shi1cong2
something is followed
‘to follow as a learner of meaning exists.)
someone’
verbs
When co-occurs with stative verbs,
Emphasize the process Stative
e.g.,
Przemoczyć
‘to
wet
prze- emphasizes the entirety of the
from point A to point B
through’
state
Emphasize the source of
a location

Formulaic
use
for
daripada
e.g.,
terdiri
daripada Mostly oblique use of ‘by’
‘constituted by’
berpunca
daripada
‘caused by’

Cross-linguistic Literal and Metaphorical Comparisons of IN(SIDE):
A Perspective from Mandarin, Malay, and English
Siaw-Fong Chung, Ming-Chien Lee, Yen-Yu Lin, Ming-Che Hsieh,
National Chengchi University
As the semantics of a word could be influenced by the neighboring words
(Pustejovsky 1991, 1995), the meaning of a verb could be shared by the nearby nouns
(e.g., bake a cake vs. bake a potato). It is our attempt to investigate the meanings of
prepositions in several languages through observing their clusters of NOUNs that
could co-appear with these prepositions. Most studies on prepositions adopt a
single-word analysis (Lindstromberg, 1996, 1998; Tyler & Evans, 2003; Lindner,
1981). There have been studies of prepositions at the phrasal level. Examples are such
as the investigation of linguistic behaviors in lexical bundles which usually contain at
least one preposition (Biber & Conrad, 1999; Biber et al. 2004), and some
register-related studies (Marco, 2000, Cortes, 2004). Our study differs slightly from
these studies by inspecting constructions of almost similar meanings across languages.
Our study of prepositions is based upon the clusters of meanings formulated by these
prepositions when they are used in fixed frames – we observe the meaning groups of
the nearby NOUNs in a fixed frame like ([zài ‘at’ NOUN lǐ ‘inside’] [zài ‘at’ NOUN
zhōng ‘middle’]) in Mandarin and ([di dalam NOUN]) in Malay. As Chung et al.
(2011) has looked into multiple prepositions in the construction of [PREP the NOUN
of], this study further analyzed [in the NOUN of] and [in the NOUN] in hope of
comparing with the Mandarin and Malay data. Since these are various constructions
in different languages, they are termed ‘prepositional concept of IN(SIDE)’ .
Our data came from Mandarin (Chinese Gigaword 2.0 from Sketch Engine), and
Malay (a self-compiled one-million word newspaper corpus, processed through
AntConc). These two languages will later be compared to a structure of English [in
the NOUN of] taken from the British National Corpus (from BNCWeb). For Mandarin
and Malay, the following constructions were targeted.
(1) Mandarin
Malay
[zài ‘at’ NOUN lǐ ‘inside’]
[di ‘at’ dalam ‘inside’ NOUN]
‘inside something (NOUN)’
‘inside something (NOUN)’
[zài ‘at’ NOUN zhōng ‘middle’]
‘in the middle of something (NOUN)’
An example of each construction is given below.
(2) Mandarin:
(a) kě jiāng

pào shèng

de chá yè

zài kǒu

zhōng

xì jiáo
1

can

get

brew.leftover DE tea.leaves at mouth middle small.chew

‘…can take the tea leaves from after-brewing and chew inside the mouth…’
(b) xiǎo hái zi jiào tā fān gǔn
tā
jiù zài lóng zǐ lǐ
fān gǔn
small.kid call it
roll
it then at cage inside roll
‘When the small kid asked it [a small pet] to roll, it then rolled inside the cage.’
(c) Malay: mereka adalah pasangan suami isteri
yang dipercayai
they
BE
pair
husband wife REL. be.believed
bertengkar di dalam kereta
quarrel
at inside car
‘They were a couple of husband and wife that was believed to be
quarrelling about something inside the car.’
Two hundred Mandarin data were analyzed for each construction while Malay data
yielded 605 instances of [di dalam NOUN] and all of the NOUNs in the fixed framers
were analyzed. Since the numbers of extracted items differ, the three languages were
compared in terms of percentages and proportional distributions. Figure 1 below
displays the distributions of literal and metaphorical meanings of the prepositional
concept IN(SIDE) in Mandarin and Malay, comparing to the English [in the NOUN of]
(2,975) and [in the NOUN] (1,510) at the same time.

A metaphor (e.g., in the hope of/in the context) can be identified as the following,
when the NOUNs are mostly abstract. More metaphorical instances were found for [in
the NOUN of] than [in the NOUN] (in the body/face/car are all literal). Mandarin and
Malay examples are given below.
(1) Mandarin:
(a) tiān tiān

dōu

long zhào

zài

xué xiào kǎo shì de yā lì

lǐ
2

every.day also

shroud

at

school

exam DE pressure inside

‘every day is shrouded by the pressure of school exams [literal: inside the
pressure of school exam]’
(b) cháng shì rén zài fú
zhōng bù zhī
fú
always is people at happiness inside not know happiness
‘it is always ‘people who live in happiness [literal: inside the happiness] do not
know its existence’’
(c) Malay: [proper names] berada di dalam kesedihan
in at inside sadness
‘[human names] were in sadness [literal: inside sadness]’
From Figure 1, one can see that Mandarin lǐ and zhōng display different pattern, in
which the former is used more often as a literal meaning whereby its NOUNs are
mostly concrete nouns. In contrast, zhōng is more neutral in both uses. As for Malay,
di dalam is more literal than metaphorical. In the figures that follow, we further show
the breakdowns of data for literal (Figure 2) and metaphorical (Figure 3).

In Figure 2, we notice that most of the literal meanings of [zài ‘at’ NOUN lǐ
‘inside’] are composed of ‘place/location’ (e.g., river, garden, etc.) whereas those for
[zài ‘at’ NOUN zhōng ‘middle’] comprise more ‘event’ uses (e.g., meeting, gathering).
As for Malay, ‘object’ (car, container), ‘organization’ (country, society) and
‘place/location’ (cinema, forest) are all considerably high except for ‘event’ (darkness
of a place, a certain action). English [in the NOUN of] cannot be used as an
organization but [in the NOUN] can. The results show that, a particular structure is
preferred for Mandarin when expressing the literal meanings ([zài ‘at’ NOUN lǐ
3

‘inside’]), especially in denoting ‘place/location.’ In contrast, [zài ‘at’ NOUN zhōng
‘middle’] has half uses as literal meanings and they are mostly literal ‘event.’ Malay
[di dalam NOUN] works better for all except ‘event.’1

As for the distributions of metaphorical meanings in Figure 3, we only divided them
into ‘time’ and ‘non-time’ as ‘time’ seems to constitute an important category. English
[in the NOUN] denotes more instances of time than [in the NOUN of] does. One also
sees that although [zài ‘at’ NOUN lǐ ‘inside’] is higher in its literal uses (Figure 1), the
majority of its metaphorical uses are time-related. This works exactly the reverse for
its counterpart [zài ‘at’ NOUN zhōng ‘middle’], whereby its half (Figure 1)
metaphorical meanings are mostly non-time related. This finding shows that the uses
of these two forms in Mandarin are almost complementary. As for Malay, none of its
metaphorical uses is time-related, indicating that time issues are not expressed
through [di dalam NOUN] but with other forms.
As for English, it was found that [in the NOUN of] is high in metaphorical uses
(in the interest/care of) but these metaphorical uses are mostly non-time-related. Its
literal meaning constitutes 28% but it contains only ‘object’ (book) and
‘place/location’ (area, land). This comes as a surprise to the authors because the
non-existence of ‘event’ and ‘organization’ is unlike the characteristics of in. However,
the authors later realized that it was because the preposition of at the end of the frame
that limited the uses of ‘organization’ (e.g., there are more frequent uses of in the
contest/country than in the contest/country of)]. Both constructions of English do not
have an event meaning.
Our work suggests a different way of analyzing prepositions by looking into not
the semantic components of the preposition itself but believing in the influence of the
1

Chung (2011) found that [di dalam NOUN] differs from its counterparts [dalam NOUN] and [di
NOUN] in many aspects and one of which (dalam-alone) is higher in eventive use.
4

prepositions upon the selection of NOUNs to go with each preposition. Our work
displays a new direction of pattern analysis and we postulate it as a new way of
comparing cross-linguistic use of prepositions.
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[(VERB) PREPOSITION the NOUN of]
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ABSTRACT
This paper investigates twenty-two prepositions in two different lexical bundles – [PREPOSITION the
NOUN of] (at the point of, from the perspective of, etc.) and [VERB PREPOSITION the NOUN of]
(shouted above the noise of, suffering from the effects of, etc.), the only difference being that the former
does not include the head verb that is present in the latter. Strings of constructions were extracted from
the British National Corpus and the types of possible verbs, prepositions, and nouns in each possible
combination were analyzed. The paper also details an experiment in which the types of nouns under each
of the twenty-two prepositions were coded by human subjects in terms of their semantic features. Finally,
a computer program was also utilized to calculate the shared meaning of the different VERBs and
NOUNs. The results showed that the nouns in [(VERB) PREPOSITION the NOUN of], though they
might form clusters of meanings, may not behave in the same way with and without the presence of the
verbs.

Keywords: prepositions, lexical bundles, nouns, semantic features, corpus, constructions

I. INTRODUCTION
According to Biber et al. (2004) and Levy (2008), who investigated ‘lexical bundles’ in
spoken versus written registers, lexical bundles, or multi-word sequences, are “the most
frequent recurring lexical sequences in a register”, including, but not limited to, fourword sequences such as do you want to, take a look at, to come up with, I don’t know
what, one of the things, those of you who, and so forth (p. 376). Their instances of
bundles may or may not contain a head verb.
Most previous studies on lexical bundles focus on register-specific materials. For
instance, Biber (2009) compared the most common multi-word patterns in conversation
and academic writing and found that the multi-word patterns occurring in the two
registers are different. Patterns in conversation tend to be fixed sequences including
both function words and content words; patterns in academic writing, however, tend to
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be formulaic frames consisting of invariable function words with an intervening
variable slot that is filled by content words.
Focusing on academic prose, Biber proposed that there are numerous fillers that may
occur in the frame the * of the. It was found that four different prepositions tend to
precede the * of to form the four-word lexical bundles: at the * of, on the * of, in the *
of, and to the * of, all of which are patterns of interest in the present paper. Among these,
the most distinctive frame is at the * of, which co-occurs frequently with the fillers end,
time, beginning, level, expense, start, center/centre, top, and base. On the other hand, in
the * of takes several high frequency fillers that are distinctively used in this frame,
namely case, absence, form, context, course, and process. Using a similar ‘frame’, this
paper investigates the distributions of different variables (in capitals) in the pattern
[(VERB) PREPOSITION the NOUN of]. The present work focuses not on any specific
genre, but on material contained in the British National Corpus (BNC), a general corpus.
We propose that similar clusters of nouns (and verbs) can also be found in a general
corpus. Our study further hypothesizes that the VERBs and NOUNs can be measured in
terms of their semantic relatedness. To answer this question, two types of
methodologies were employed – one including an experimental-based analysis of
semantic features, while the second involves the automatic extraction of semantically
related hypernyms. The details of this will be illustrated in the next section.
In a different study, also following a genre approach, Luzón Marco (2000) investigated
the collocational framework in the medical research paper. The results showed that two
of the most common frameworks in the corpus are: [the NOUN of] (e.g. the start of), a
NOUN of (e.g. a variety of). [The NOUN of] tends to be used in expressing the
construction of nominalizations (e.g. the cloning of); [a NOUN of] is frequently applied
to describe the process of quantifying and categorizing. Another important finding is
that these two frameworks are likely to precede or follow the collocates belonging to
specific semantic classes. For example, the risk of is always preceded by verbs with
causative meanings (related/associated with/to the risk of). It was concluded that the
selection of specific collocates for these frameworks is conditioned by the linguistic
conventions of the genre. In a different study and in an attempt to improve the
understanding of the function of lexical bundles in academic prose, Biber et al. (2004)
compared the use of such bundles by published authors in history and biology. The most
Language Value 3 (1), 138–152
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frequent four-word lexical bundles in these genres were classified in terms of their
structure groups. The findings revealed that lexical bundles in history mainly belong to
two structural groups – noun phrases and prepositional phrases – while lexical bundles
in biology cover a wider range of structural groups, including noun phrases,
prepositional phrases, [it + Vbe + adjective], [Vbe + complement], and [noun phrase +
V + complement] clause fragments. In general, in both history and biology genres, the
majority of the bundles could be categorized into the groups containing a noun phrase
with an of phrase fragment (e.g. a measure of the, the beginning of the) and
prepositional phrases with an embedded of phrase (e.g. as a function of, at the beginning
of, at the university of). From here, one can see that most of these studies in lexical
bundles needed to deal with noun phrases and prepositional phrases in one way or
another. For instance, Biber and Conrad (1999) found that, in academic prose, 60% of
the bundles are phrasal, parts of noun phrases or prepositional phrases, as in the case of,
as a result of, on the basis of, and on the other hand. Noun phrases and prepositional
phrase fragments were also found as the most frequent patterns in academic prose (also
found in Biber et al. 2004 and Hyland 2008a, 2008b). Similarly, scientific discourse is
also characterized by very frequent occurrences of nouns, long words, prepositions,
conjuncts, being agentless, and by-passives, as well as past participial adverbial clauses
(Biber 1988). In a book by Silvestre (2009), he investigated the particle meanings of in
and on. In his methodology, “multi-word lexicalized expression” was recognized as one
of the criteria in extracting verb-particle constructions (VPC). Multi-word expressions
were included in his VPC analysis because some uses of in and on, such as in “to decide
in favor of sb” are “motivated by” the noun (favor in this example) “rather than being
directly bounded to the verbal element” (p. 159). Given the above studies, we postulate
that it might be useful to investigate lexical bundles by examining the nouns (and the
verbs) in a given construction. This paper inspects both the nouns and the verbs in the
constructions [(VERB) PREPOSITION the NOUN of], which co-occur with twenty-two
different prepositions.1
Rather than looking at one particular preposition, this paper investigates a group of
prepositions in terms of distributional patterns. As Silvestre (2009) discovered, some of
the particles were more closely related to the nearby nouns than to the verbs, and this is
the kind of phraseological phenomenon we inspect in this study. The foci of this study
Language Value 3 (1), 138–152
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are: (a) To compare the distributions of NOUNs and VERBs in the construction
[(VERB) PREPOSITION the NOUN of] when twenty-two different prepositions are
involved; and (b) To display similarities of meanings among NOUNs and VERBs in
this construction. The ultimate goal is to propose a systematic way to analyze semantic
features of nouns and verbs given a preposition-containing construction. Two types of
methodologies were employed, namely experimental analysis of semantic features, and
computational calculation of semantic meanings by measuring the common hypernym,
if any, found between any two nouns or verbs. Both these methodologies complement
each other and the results were cross-referred.

II. DATA FROM THE CORPUS
All data discussed in this paper were taken from the written portion of the BNC,
retrieved through BNCWeb, a platform which allows access to the BNC through a
search engine of its own (Hoffmann et al. 2008). Twenty-two prepositions (about,
above, across, after, against, among, around, as, at, beside, by, down, for, from, in, into,
like, of, off, on, onto, and with) were investigated. It was hypothesized that the groups of
words that appear with a similar preposition would share some similarities in semantic
features. In the following sections, the distributional patterns will first be discussed,
followed by a semantic analysis by human subjects. Finally, in section III, a
computational program will be discussed.

II.1. Distributional patterns
In the written portion of the BNC, 373,258 instances of [PREPOSITION the NOUN of]
and 86,877 instances of [VERB PREPOSITION the NOUN of] were found. These
instances were analyzed according to the different types of verbs and nouns used in
them.
Table 1, below, displays the most frequent patterns for each preposition, along with
their frequencies and percentages. For example, about the nature of has a frequency of
225 and the percentage of nature in the construction of [about the NOUN of] is 4.5%.
Patterns with the same scores were all listed (as for among and onto).
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Table 1. Frequencies of [(VERB) PREPOSITION the NOUN of] in the BNC.

Prep.

about
above
across
after
against

among

around
as
at
beside
by
down
for
from
in
into
like
of

Four-Word Bundles
[PREPOSITION the NOUN of]
Most Frequent Nouns
(Freq., %)
about the nature of
(225, 4.5%)
above the level of
(57, 10.14%)
across the top of
(49, 5.85%)
after the death of
(270, 7.2%)
against the background of
(176, 6.22%)

among the members of
(36, 5.15%)

around the time of
(90, 6.86%)
as the result of
(183, 3.66%)
at the end of
(1086, 21.72%)
beside the bed of
(4, 5.33%)
by the end of
(688, 13.76%)
down the side of
(89, 7.09%)
for the rest of
(207, 4.14%)
from the point of
(143, 2.86%)
in the case of
(259, 5.18%)
into the hands of
(247, 4.94%)
like the rest of
(158, 7.57%)
of The House of
(70, 1.4%)

Language Value 3 (1), 138–152

Five-Word Bundles
[VERB PREPOSITION the NOUN of]
Most Frequent Verb-Noun Pairings
(Freq., %)
set about the task of
(11, 0.52%)
shouted above the noise of
(3, 2.01%)
runs across the front of
(3, 1.01%)
look after the interests of
(7, 1.29%)
seen against the background of
(10, 1.02%)
discovered among the remains of
was among the members of
were among the beneficiaries of
distribute among the members of was
among the founders of
are among the findings of
be among the victims of
(2, 1.36% each)
was around the time of
(5, 0.99%)
used as the basis of
(23, 1.24%)
is at the heart of
(101, 0.98%)
lived beside the Loch of
(2, 10%)
completed by the end of
(56, 0.45%)
turned down the offer of
(12, 1.42%)
called for the establishment of
(24, 0.40%)
suffering from the effects of
(24, 0.44%)
was in the middle of
(88, 0.44%)
fall into the trap of
(37, 1.36%)
look like the sort of
(14, 3.33%)
is of the order of
(25, 1.73%)
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off
on

off the coast of
(107, 10.3%)
on the basis of
(357, 7.14%)

onto

onto the surface of
(15, 7.5%)

with

with the help of
(155, 3.1%)

fallen off the back of
(6, 0.98%)
was on the verge of
(93, 0.76%)
screws onto the front of
moves onto the carbon of
tacked onto the end of
built onto the end of
(2, 2.56%, respectively)
charged with the murder of
(52, 0.67%)

From Table 1 it can be seen that higher percentages were generally found for the fourword bundles (without the verb) than the five-word bundles (with the verb). The
percentages for the [VERB PREPOSITION the NOUN of] patterns are all lower than
5%, except lived beside the Loch of, although its frequency is only 2, further indicating
that very few patterns were found matching this construction. For the four-word
combination, higher percentages indicate that the top noun patterns are less varied (e.g.
at the end of (21.72%), by the end of (13.76%), off the coast of (10.3%), and above the
level of (10.14%).
From Table 1, the most frequent nouns (column 2) may not be the same as the verbnoun pairings (column 3) because the verbs added in column 3 might affect the most
frequent nouns used under each combination. Interestingly, in two of the prepositions
(against and around), similar nouns were found in both four- and five-word lexical
bundles. This shows that against the background of and around the time of are equally
frequent with or without the verbs appearing before them, further indicating the strength
of the occurrences of nouns with the prepositions.2 Some prepositions (e.g. of, as, with,
and about) have a wider range of nouns, as the most frequent nouns (The House, result,
help, and nature, respectively) constitute less than 5% of the total number of nouns in
the [PREPOSITION the NOUN of] patterns.
Thus, Table 1 provides a general overview regarding the different prepositions when
appearing in the [(VERB) PREPOSITION the NOUN of] construction. In the following
section, we discuss an experiment we conducted in order to code the semantic features
of the nouns.3
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II.2. Semantic coding
Since there are twenty-two prepositions and each has its own instances to be analyzed,
human subjects were trained to code the semantic features of this part of the analysis.
Two Ph. D. experimenters were in charge of the experiment and the procedures that
were followed are described in the following.
In this experiment, one hundred instances of each of the twenty-two prepositions were
analyzed. Six English-major university subjects were paid to participate in the analysis
process. Among the subjects, two senior subjects were each responsible for six
prepositions, two junior subjects each took responsibility for three prepositions, and two
junior subjects were each made responsible for two prepositions. The task was assigned
based on a student’s experience in coding the semantic features. Two of these senior
students had had training in coding semantic features for over six months.
Each preposition contained one hundred noun types to be analyzed. The selection of the
noun types was based on the frequency of patterns in the whole BNC, from high to low
percentages. In this experiment, the singular and plural forms of the nouns were counted
as one, and the duplicate one was deducted if the percentage was lower, e.g. at the
corner of (0.32%) and at the corners of (0.17%), so the latter one was deducted.
The noun of the preposition was to be categorized by the subjects (e.g. of the bank of, of
the history of). During the analysis process, the subjects were allowed to use
dictionaries, but other documents or books, or having discussions with others were not
recommended. The purpose of such restrictions was to avoid any distractions that could
affect the subjects’ judgment. The categorization should be based on their instinct.
The subjects were required to sort the nouns into categories based on similarity of
semantic features. No exhaustive list was provided, but the generality of the category
level was hinted at through the instructions. For instance, before starting, the subjects
were given instructions such that bank, post office, library, and cottage should be
categorized and tagged as “building”. The subjects were then asked to generate the
category names by themselves. All data were distributed through excel files and
subjects were allowed to work at their own pace. The subjects saw the nouns in excel
files, exemplified in Table 2 for the preposition of.
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Table 2. Example of excel data used for semantic coding of nouns

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

1

of

the

*

of

bank

25

0.50%

2

of

the

*

of

history

23

0.46%

3

of

the

*

of

city

23

0.46%

4

of

the

*

of

law

23

0.46%

5

of

the

*

of

role

22

0.44%

H

The subjects were required to analyze the nouns in column E, which originally occupied
the asterisk (*) in the phrase but were moved to the end for the sake of convenience.
The result of the analysis was tagged in column H. If a noun could be categorized into
more than one category (e.g. bank, as in (1) a financial establishment, and (2) the land
alongside or sloping down to a river), all categories would be provided. Furthermore,
the subjects were required to provide their own criteria for the categorization. An
example of their definitions is displayed in Figure 1.4

Figure 1. Definitions of semantic categories by subjects.

The two experimenters in charge would then collect and standardize the results from all
subjects. If inconsistency was detected, the subjects were required to carry out revisions.
After the coding, one of the experimenters then went through each of the instances for
all 22 prepositions and checked whether consistency had been achieved. With the
criteria and the revisions, the analysis process was made more systematic. Some parts of
the final results of the subjects’ analysis are shown in the following snapshots as
examples.
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Figure 2. Sample of completed coding.

Based on the outcomes of the semantic coding, results such as the following Tables 2
and 3 were obtained. Since the lists are long, this paper only provides selective
categories. Twenty-two tables were prepared for twenty-two prepositions.
Table 2. Selective semantic features of NOUNS in [on the NOUN of].

Categories Groups of Noun Collocates
1
on the (edge, verge, side) of,
on the (top, surface, end, point,
back) of

2

on the (basis, grounds, floor)
of

3

on the (day, night, morning) of

4
5

on the (face, outskirts, site) of
on the (role, subject, eve,
future, development, use,
number, question, nature,
issue) of

Language Value 3 (1), 138–152

Explanation
The nouns in on the * of usually
denote positions. The first three (edge,
verge, side) have similar meanings.
The other five (top, surface, end,
point, back) can be used to denote
different location or positions on
concrete subjects; moreover, point and
end can also refer metaphorically to a
temporal meaning.
The three nouns all refer to the base of
something. However, on the basis of
and on the grounds of tend to be
followed by abstract nouns while on
the floor of usually goes before
concrete nouns.
The three nouns refer to different
periods of the day.
The three are concrete (visible) nouns.
These are abstract nouns. The phrases
with subject, question, or issue here
are usually followed by different
topics or themes for discussion.
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Table 3. Selective Semantic Features of NOUNS in [at the NOUN of].

Categories Groups of Noun Collocates
1
at the (end, top, back, bottom,
centre, edge, base, side, front)
of
2
at the (beginning, start) of

3

at the (head, hands, heart,
foot) of

Explanation
These are nouns denoting locations.

The nouns denoting different times
also occur frequently in this
construction.
The nouns found here refer to
different parts of the body.

Based on the semantic coding of the nouns, we further confirm that it is possible that the
nouns that share the same construction reflect certain similar clusters of meanings. In
order to examine further how far these similarities can be measured, the following
computational process was undertaken.

II.3. Automatic data extraction
In order to calculate all the possible verbs and nouns that might fill the [VERB] and
[NOUN] slots of [(VERB) PREPOSITION the NOUN of], a program was written to
measure the combination of these verbs and nouns. The program consisted in the
following steps:
a) First, based on the retrieved data indicated in Table 1 above, the occurrences of each
verb or noun that appears with its respective preposition were recorded. For instance,
for [PREPOSITION the NOUN of], the instance about the nature of would mark 1
occurrence for nature under the preposition of about. For [VERB PREPOSITION
the NOUN of], seen against the background of would mark 1 for seen as well as 1
for background for the preposition against.
b) For both verbs and nouns, all lemmatized forms were counted as a similar group
(e.g. seen was grouped under see and so were saw, sees, see, and seeing). The
lemmatization process followed Someya’s (1998) e-lemma list.
c) A normalized score called the z-score was then used to measure the occurrences of
verbs and nouns found in these two constructions. The z-score was selected because
it reduces the problems that arise when a word is particularly high or low in
frequency.5
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As our previous hypothesis assumed that all the verbs and nouns that occur with a
similar preposition might share certain similarities, our program also included a
calculation of similarities. This was executed through finding out the common shared
hypernym(s) for any two verbs or nouns in a lexical resource called WordNet 3.0 (cf.
Fellbaum 1998). The following example shows two nouns for among in the
[PREPOSITION the NOUN of] construction.
(a) among the group of
(b) among the world of
In WordNet, we first found many different synsets (synonymous sets) for group and for
world. These synsets indicate the different meanings of group and world. Group has three
synsets of nouns, whereas world has seven synsets of nouns. Each of the three synsets from
group were paired with each of the synsets from world to find any common hypernyms.
The number of common hypernyms was then recorded, and presented as z-scores.
The results are shown in Table 5 below. A high z-score might mean the nouns or verbs
of these prepositions possess a higher number of common hypernyms. A higher number
of common hypernyms usually means that the meanings among the nouns or verbs
might be closer to one another. This part of the analysis thus attempted to prove our
hypothesis of semantic relatedness among the nouns or verbs in the [(VERB)
PREPOSITION the NOUN of] construction.
Table 5. Total Z-scores of different types of nouns.

Prep
as
with
from
of
across
like
around
against
among
at
beside

Total Z-score
Nouns
Verbs
12.01
-1.5
11.72
-1.25
11.65
-2.41
10.25
-0.08
1.94
-0.7
1.73
0.03
1.49
1.60
1.21
0.07
0.97
0.31
-0.01
0.87
-0.13
0.04
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Prep
off
onto
above
in
down
on
about
into
for
after
by

Total Z-score
Nouns
Verbs
-0.17
1.22
-0.42
-0.51
-0.73
0.14
-1.19
0.83
-1.8
-1.09
-3.25
-1.66
-4.36
-0.35
-4.86
-2.21
-5.35
-2.19
-6.14
-0.51
-7.82
4.90
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The results in Table 5 show that some prepositions (as, with, from, and of) co-appear
with nouns with higher z-scores, but their verbs are not necessarily displaying higher zscores. These controversies demonstrate that the types of nouns co-occurring with these
prepositions (as, with, from, and of) are more similar than their verbs are. For instance, a
closer investigation through the semantic coding in the previous section shows that the
NOUNs in [as the NOUN of] display semantic groups related to amount (such as
amount, sum, majority, proportion, ratio, etc.) and point in time or space (such as end,
beginning, center, start, last, first, etc.), and so forth. The VERBs in [VERB as the
NOUN of] (e.g. regarded as, seen as, defined as, calculated as, etc.) are more varied
and it is harder to generate a pattern for them.6
Other than that, Table 5 also shows a reverse pattern, i.e., some VERBs in [VERB by
the NOUN of] seem to show a higher z-score than those of NOUNs in [by the NOUN
of]. This indicates that constructions such as completed by the NOUN of, approved by
the NOUN of, divided by the NOUN of, etc. might share greater similarities than those
of [by the NOUN of]. From this example, too, we might assume that those possessing
higher scores for verbs are likely to form stronger bonds for [VERB+PREP] than those
of nouns. However, this part will need further investigation, as the measurement of
bonding is not the current focus of this work but will be an interesting aspect to explore.
To sum up this section, we used a computational program to calculate the similarities of
meanings among the NOUNs or VERBs in the constructions [(VERB) PREPOSITION
the NOUN of]. The results may help explain whether a noun behaves similarly with or
without the presence of a verb in the construction [(VERB) PREPOSITION the NOUN
of]. As shown in Table 5, the nouns may not behave similarly with the presence of the
verbs under a similar construction.

IV. CONCLUSION
Unlike previous studies, our sequences of words contain two patterns – one with the
presence of the head verb [VERB PREPOSITION the NOUN of], and one without the
head verb [PREPOSITION the NOUN of]. This paper analyzes the semantic features
shared by all the VERBs and NOUNs in the lexical bundle [(VERB) PREPOSITION
the NOUN of]. In order to ensure that the nouns are semantically related, an experiment
Language Value 3 (1), 138–152
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was run in which subjects were asked to code the semantic features of the nouns in this
construction. To compare the data, an automatic data extraction program was run to
measure the shared meaning (their hypernyms) in a lexical resource.
Some limitations remain because the verbs in [VERB PREPOSITION the NOUN of],
especially the copula BE (e.g. was among the members of), were not completely dealt
with at the present stage. These copulas might cause problems as they do not possess a
specific meaning, and they also tended to be dropped in the WordNet searches. The
hypothesis-testing of semantic relatedness on the verbs, therefore, will need further
inspection.

Notes
1

Although more attention will be given first to the nouns.

2

In addition, some prepositions (among, around, at, in, of, and on) appear to be less likely to form verbparticle constructions, as their most frequent patterns collocate more often with a copula BE, showing the
tendency of the prepositions to become a single preposition rather than a verb-particle combination.
3

At present, only the nouns have been discussed because the analysis of the verbs was found to entail
more difficulties than expected. In addition to removing the copula BE, which contains no lexical
meaning, there was also the problem of selecting suitable semantic features.

4

Instructions and definitions were given in Mandarin to avoid misunderstanding. The results in Figure 1
might not represent the finalized code, as revisions and modification might have been undertaken.
5

More about the z-score can also be found in McEnery and Wilson (1996) and Hunston (2002). McEnery
and Wilson further mentioned that the z-score is particularly useful in “multi-word units” (p. 87).
6

When most of the verbs fell under a general category of ‘Act’, this might mean a problem existed with
the WordNet verb trees and it was not due to the methodology itself. However, an evaluation of the
WordNet hierarchies is beyond the scope of the present work.
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Abstract
Recent corpus-based studies have shifted from lexical to pattern analysis (Hunston &
Francis, 1999). Adopting Biber et al.’s (2004) lexical bundle framework, this paper
utilizes a self-compiled dissertation corpus and investigates the preposition-containing
lexical bundles or idiomatic expressions found within this corpus. The possibility of a
slot to be filled by any word was calculated so that the level of lexical bundleness can
be measured.

1.0 Introduction
Lexical bundles are fixed sequences of words or ‘multi-word sequences’ which are
found in specific registers such that in university teaching (spoken) and textbook
(written), as was inspected in Biber et al. (2004). Biber (2009) examined several
fillers in lexical bundles such as [the * of the] in academic prose. He compared the
words in the of the asterisk slots which might be filled by similar or different nouns
when different prepositions were concerned (e.g., at the *of, on the * of, it the * of,
and to the * of). Under a similar framework yet different intention, this paper focuses
on several preposition-containing lexical bundles such as according to, away from, in
accordance with, etc. which are tagged as idiomatic expressions in a part-of-speech
1

tagger called CLAWS (Garside, 1987). The aim of this work is to inspect lexical
bundles and idiomatic expressions found in the writing of dissertation abstracts.1
Using a dissertation corpus produced by students in Taiwan, these lexical bundles
were examined in terms of their fixedness or (‘lexical bundlessness’) in the register.
The study also investigates how fixed expressions as such might or might not appear
in the economic register.

2.0 Literature Review
Academic writing, especially dissertation writing, demands a writing flow in a
certain format. For example, Dudley-Evans (1999) believes that a standard
dissertation structure includes introduction, literature review, methodology, results,
discussion, and conclusion. In investigating both the M.A. and Ph.D. dissertation
structures, Paltridge (2002) found that in addition to the aforementioned standard
format (called traditional-simple in Paltridge’s study), other models (e.g.,
traditional-complex, topic-based, and compilation of research articles) were also
commonly found in theses and all these models have slightly different organizations
from that of the traditional-simple. No matter what the model is, the systematic
structures of a dissertation indicate that dissertations should be presented in a logical
way. That is, a good dissertation writer is capable of digesting theories of related
issues and presenting his own arguments in a systematic way.
In Taiwan, several dissertations have shown interest in examining prepositions,
although they mostly attempt to discern the relatedness between their spatial and
temporal meanings. Cheng [鄭碧燕] (2006) is a study that has investigated EFL
students’ performance by using in, on, and at, as spatial and temporal prepositions in
prepositional phrases (He lives at 87 Nanking Road) and as particles (My house
1

Lexical bundles and idiomatic expressions are used interchangeably in this paper.
2

increased in value) in separable and inseparable transitive phrasal verbs. Her study,
which is based on multiple-choice questionnaires, shows that there are several factors
affecting the selection of prepositions by learners, among which are: L1 (i.e.,
Mandarin) interference, confusion of the different prepositions and the existing
concepts of noun phrases following the prepositions. In a different study, Ho [何宜蓁]
(2007) focuses on in and on only, aiming to introduce a polysemous network in
teaching prepositions. This research lasted two months, involving two groups of
subjects in which one was taught using the polysemous-network approach, while the
other group received instructions through the images of senses without being
introduced their relatedness. Though the statistical result did not differ significantly, a
follow-up investigation showed that learners in the polysemous-network group were
able to retain the network knowledge longer and better. Such comparisons of teaching
approaches have also been seen in Hsu [許雅惠] (2005) who conducted a study on
senior high school students – comparing instructions given using a cognitive semantic
approach versus a traditional preposition. In a recent study, too, Tang [唐建樑] (2009)
analyzes the preposition on from a syntactic perspective. The researcher adopts
Littlefield’s (2006) Prepositional Domain as the syntactic criterion to classify
prepositions in order to investigate learners’ use of preposition-like elements,
including (prepositional) adverbs, particles, and true prepositions (termed as P-forms
in this study) in verb-particle constructions (e.g. depend on and get on) with the aim
to reveal the cause of difficulty through error analysis. In another work, Liao and
Fukuya (2004), who claim that avoidance behavior is a manifestation of interlanguage
development, discover three main factors that may influence Chinese learners’
avoidance behavior in producing phrasal verbs, namely learners’ proficiency level, the
types of phrasal verbs, and the test types. Therefore, the importance of distinguishing
the types of phrasal verbs has also been noted by other studies in different ways.
3

Despite the above analyses on academic writing, not many have worked on the
abstracts, the foremost part of dissertations. Dissertation abstracts, knowingly, should
possess all the requirements of summary writing which are being condensed and
precise. Cooley and Lewkowicz (2003: 112) state the following about dissertation
abstract.
[Dissertation abstract] is written after the research has been completed
and the writer knows exactly what is contained in the body of the text. It
is a summary of the text and it informs readers of what can be found in
the dissertation and in what order, functioning as an overall signpost for
the reader. Although it is the last part of a dissertation to be written, it is
generally one of the first a reader will look at. Indeed, if the Abstract is
now well written, it may be the only part of the dissertation a reader will
look at!

Paltridge and Starfield (2007: 156) also state that the typical structure of an
dissertation abstract should contain (a) overview of the study; (b) aim of the study; (c)
reason for the study; (d) methodology used in the study; and (e) findings of the study.
In recent years, studies of lexical bundles in academic writing have been found.
For examples, Lee and Chen (2009) created a learner corpus through collecting
seventy-eight dissertations of Chinese undergraduates whose majors were either
linguistics or applied linguistics. They compared this learner corpus with a collection
of published journal articles (e.g. TESOL Quarterly and Applied linguistics), whose
topics were selected to match those of the Chinese learners’ works. They identified
some common lexical bundles with which learners of English might encounter
problems when they wrote academic research. One lexical bundle frequently used to
refer to general knowledge in a certain field by the Chinese learners is according to.
4

For instance, the sentence, According to Nunan (1991:189),…teacher talk can be used
to instruct…, was seldom found in experts’ writing and was often paraphrased into the
following alternative, Teacher talk can be used to instruct…(Nunan, 1991:189) (p.
290). This indicates that according to is over-used by learners of English than by
native speakers. In a different study, Cortes (2004) identifies and compares lexical
bundles found in history and biology by published authors and university students.
The result demonstrates that typical bundles used in published academic writing (e.g.
the relationship between the, the relative importance of, etc.) are hard to be found in
second language writers’ production.
Different from these previous studies, our paper aims to use a corpus-based and
empirical approach to investigate preposition-containing lexical bundles in
dissertations in the economics field. Our approach enables us to measure the
occurrences of possible words that fill a slot in a fixed expression. The methodology
and results are described in the following section.

2.0 Methodology and Results
The dissertation corpus used in this study comprises 999,567 words with 4,195
dissertation abstracts from 51 institutes in Taiwan collected from 1996 through 2008.
We first used the ditto tags from CLAWS7 tagsets to retrieve all multi-word
sequences containing prepositions from the corpora. An example of these ditto tags is
by_II31 means_II32 of_II33, in which these three words are tagged as a multi-word
sequence.
In total, twelve patterns were found from all the dissertations, given in Table 1
below.

5

Table 1: Preposition-containing Lexical Bundles
according to

away from

in accordance with

rather than

as for

by means of

in terms of

such as

as to

due to

instead of

with regard to

From these twelve patterns, 29 possible slots were derived. A possible slot was
defined as any word that may appear in any position of the multi-word sequence.
Thus, by means of will enable slot-filling in three different positions, namely * means
of, by * of, and by means *. We then searched in the whole dissertation corpus for any
words that will fill respective slot. Probability was calculated for each slot to be filled
by another word. The results are given in Table 2 below. It was found that some slots
are predictable as lexical bundles, reaching a 100% probability. Some lexical bundles
show lower probability to be identified as a string. Examples with lowest probability
scores are mostly strings containing two words with the preposition appearing on the
right (* for, * to, * from, * of, and * as).

Table 2: Frequencies of Slots to be Filled
Slots

Freq.

II combination

Freq.

Probability

* means of

9

by means of

9

100

by means *

9

by means of

9

100

in terms *

9

in terms of

9

100

* accordance with

3

in accordance with

3

100

* regard to

3

with regard to

3

100

in accordance *

3

in accordance with

3

100

with * to

3

with regard to

3

100
6

with regard *

3

with regard to

3

100

away *

2

away from

2

100

instead *

2

instead of

2

100

such *

19

such as

18

95

due *

9

due to

8

89

according *

7

according to

6

86

* terms of

11

in terms of

9

82

by * of

11

by means of

9

82

in * of

13

in terms of

9

69

in * with

5

in accordance with

3

60

rather *

4

rather than

2

50

Some two-word bundle such as away *, instead *, such *, due *, and according *
produce a high probability score, indicating the strength of the combinations to be
used idiomatically as a string.
In addition to the above analyses, this paper also measures the possible of
semantic similarity between lexical words (marked # in Table 3) that might fill the
missing slots. A program was thus written to measure whether any two words that fill
a slot are semantically related. Following a similar measurement in Chung et al.
(Forthcoming), the number of shared hypernyms among the different meanings of any
two words was measured. For instance, semantic similarity between the underlined
nouns in idiomatic expressions such as by means of, by ways of, etc. was measured.
The similarity scores were given in z-scores. The higher the z-scores, the more shared
hypernyms these two nouns possess. The results can be seen in Table 3 below.2
2

In this table, ‘Entity’ and ‘Abstraction’ were removed because they constantly appear as the top two
meanings in all categories. Therefore, Table 3 presents only the subsequent two most frequently7

Table 3: Most Frequently Filled Shared Meanings/Hypernyms in the # Slots
in_#_wi
#_of
th

in_#

#_to

as_#

#_well

#_that

in_#_of

Event

Psychol

Psychol

Physical

Psychol

Physical

(-1.03)

ogical_

ogical_

_entity

ogical_

_entity

ogical_

feature

feature

(1.16)

feature

(1.35)

feature

(3.12)

(-0.11)

Act

Physical

Attribut

(-1.03)

_entity

e (-0.23) ogical_

(1.25)

Nil

(2.66)
Psychol

feature

Psychol

(1.88)

Physical

Object

_entity

(0.77)

Nil

Act
(1.56)

(1.3)

(0.88)
so_#

#_from

#_as

by_#_of

such_#

#_for

#_than

Physical_

Psycholog Psycholog Psycholo

Physical_

Psycholog Physical_

entity

ical_

ical_

gical_

entity

ical_

entity

(0.56)

feature

feature

feature

(-0.73)

feature

(0.39)

(2.05)

(0.91)

(-0.74)

Object

Event

Physical_

Event

Object

Physical_

Object

(0.28)

(1.4)

entity

(-0.83)

(-0.93)

entity

(0.39)

(0.47)

(1.34)

(0.87)

From Table 3, it can be seen the ‘psychological feature’ appears in many category, so
does ‘physical entity.’ However, further analysis is still needed so that these top
shared hypernyms can be explained.

appearing shared hypernyms.
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3.0 Conclusion
This study provides useful information about chunks of words most often appearing in
dissertation abstracts, as well as chunks of words most frequently used by a group of
graduate students from a particular genre. Since idiomatic expressions might appear in
low frequency in students’ work, it is also worth investigating whether or not lexical
bundles or idiomatic expressions are lowly appearing strings in the dissertation
abstracts as compared to others produced by graduate students in the States. We leave
this for future studies.
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My expertise is in corpus linguistics, lexical semantics, and cognitive linguistics. I
have had experience using corpora or computational tools for both teaching and
research. I have given multiple talks and demonstrations on the use of corpora for
language teaching and research.
For the past few years, my research has focused on studies of lexical meanings,
including near-synonyms, metaphors, and recently prepositions in several languages
including English, Mandarin, and Malay.

Presentational Proposal for the Session: Foreign Language Teaching Methods
Title of Presentation: A Lexico-semantic Approach to Teaching English
Prepositions (Cases of Taiwanese Classrooms)
When it comes to the teaching of prepositions, it seems unquestionable that children
should be taught from the prototypical meaning first (see Figure 1). Many textbooks
and Internet resources list only one prototypical meaning for each preposition.
Learners are expected to develop the derived meanings themselves gradually as they
grow.

http://www.enchantedlearning.com/dictionarysubjects/prepositions.shtml
Figure 1: An Example of Illustration of English Prepositions

Among the derived meanings are such as (1) below, all of which are taken from
materials whose intended audience are children (a feature that can be set through
BNCWeb,1 a platform to access the British National Corpus2, a national collection of
texts representing British English). The derived meanings from the Merriam-Webster
Dictionary Online3 are shown in square brackets.
(1) (a) Very well!’ the Lord Mayor shouted above the noise. [as distinct from and in
addition to]
(b) In Devon, the farmer and his workers stood around a tree in the orchard and
drank a toast to the apple trees. [so as to encircle or enclose]
1
2
3

http://bncweb.info/
http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/
http://www.merriam-webster.com/

(c) ‘Doesn’t it disgust you to be lying around at home while your child works
herself into an early grave?’ [here and there in or throughout]
(d) His wife’s mouth, under less control, was twitching, and they carefully
avoided each other’s eyes. [subject to the authority, control, guidance, or
instruction of]
(e) And if he wasn’t complaining he was muttering under his breath about them.
[below or beneath so as to be overhung, surmounted, covered, protected, or
concealed by]
Most of the uses of prepositions in the examples above are abstract and many are
extended figurative meanings of the prepositions. For instance, a child is expected to
gradually come to the realization that there is a difference in the ‘encircle’ meaning
(1b) and the ‘here and there’ (1b) meaning of around. The question, therefore, is how
one expects a child to develop such a complex network of meanings by themselves.
The following question would be: Could educators guide these learners with the
assistance of computational technologies such as corpus?
As computers have become an inevitable part of current and future education,
this paper demonstrates how the use of corpus can enhance foreign language teaching.
Using English prepositions as examples, this paper explores the power of quantitative
data and how these data could provide information to language educators or for
learners’ self-learning of a particular linguistic point. Examples, not only the
prototypical ones, can be shown to the learners and educators. A more advanced
facilitation will involve exposure of a semantic network of these prepositions to the
learners.

Siaw-Fong Chung, National Chengchi University, Taiwan R.O.C.
sfchung@nccu.edu.tw

Outline of talk:
Part I: Lexico-semantic Approach to Teaching English Prepositions (Cases of Taiwanese Classroo
ms) and the Use of Questionnaire in Research
Part II: Panel Discussion (Comparison of ELT in Taiwan and Korea: A Questionnaire Survey)
Part I: The Use of Corpus (Exemplification through Prepositions)
Corpus
-

A corpus is a collection of texts which can be accessed electronically. (cf. Hunston, 2002)

-

An example of a corpus search is shown.

-

The use of corpus has affected linguistic research by taking into consideration frequencies
and observation of new categories.

-

Corpus has also been used in dictionary writing and in classroom teaching (e.g., for both
teachers and learners to look for the most frequently-used collocations by native speaker
s).

-

Some cognitive linguistics studies also use corpus as a resource of information.

Prepositions
-

An example of a cognitive study of the preposition ‘over’ can be found in Lakoff (1987).

-

The application of cognitive semantics into teaching can be seen in an example of a stud
ent’s categorization of the meanings of ‘on’.

-

Such a lexico-semantic approach enables a cognitive explanation to an existing category s
uch as the prepositions.

-

Studies comparing traditional teaching of prepositions and an image-schama approach to
prepositions are also seen.

-

Through using a corpus, one is able to see the distributions of data across sub-corpora
(e.g., written versus spoken; across genres).

-

Corpus can also be used by teachers to discover learners’ common errors (e.g., ‘most of’
versus ‘most’).

Incorporation of Technology in Research (From Corpus to Questionnaire)
-

Corpora materials can be tested via questionnaires. This is to validate the linguistic pheno
mena found in the data.

-

Certain designs are usually needed to incorporate linguistic variables into a psycholinguisti
c study.

-

In order to demonstrate how an online questionnaire works in EFL research, this talk will
discuss a sample research on Korean and Taiwanese perspective on EFL teaching.

-

In order to answer the question how English language teaching might differ in Taiwan an
d in Korea, a small questionnaire was conducted.

-

Only four subjects participated and their responses showed that Taiwan and Korea are ver
y much alike but some discrepancies can still be found, discussed below in terms of vario
us teaching methods:

-

-

-

Similar results were found in:


Lecture (at both high school and undergraduate levels)



Student presentation (only at undergraduate level)

Slightly different results were found in:


The use of video (slightly more frequent in Korea)



E-learning (not so frequent in both; but slightly frequent in Korea)



Memorization of vocabulary (both very frequent but the pattern differs slightly)

Quite different results were found in:


Traditional grammatical exercise (high in both countries but even higher in Korea es
pecially in high school than in undergraduate classrooms)



The use of songs/games (much more frequent in Korea especially in high school)



The use of translation method (on average in Korea but the subjects had different
views for Taiwan classrooms) (used in both high school and undergraduate levels)



The use of communicative activities (higher in Taiwan)



Drilling/Reading aloud (much higher in Korea than in Taiwan) (higher in high school)

Part II: Panel Discussion
-

The best persons to ask are Korean students in Taiwan who have gone through English te
aching in Korea and have learnt/heard about English language teaching in Taiwan.

-

Very different results were found in:


Role play (higher in Korea than in Taiwan) (Used both in high school and undergra
duate levels)

-

What should be the focus of high school EFL teaching versus undergraduate EFL teaching?
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A Pattern Analysis of [PREP + the NOUN of] in the LTTC English Learner
Corpus
Siaw-Fong Chung
National Chengchi University
Pattern Analysis (cf. Francis & Francis, 2000) emphasizes sequences of words which
can be retrieved quantitatively from corpora. Using twenty-two prepositions (about,
above, across, after, against, among, around, as, at, beside, by, down, for, from, in,
into, like, of, off, on, onto, and with), Chung et al. (2011) tested the constructions of
[(VERB) PREP + the NOUN of] in the British National Corpus. In this paper, data
from a subset of the LTTC English Learner Corpus (LTTC-ELC), containing 2,000
essays of Intermediate (567,558 words) and 3,385 essays of High-Intermediate
(1,446,787 words) GEPT Exams, were computed. Both sets of essays were examined
separately. The aim was to observe the use of this construction by test-takers of
different language proficiency. The results are summarized in Figure 1 below.

The high-intermediate group generally uses more of this construction that the
intermediate group does. [In the NOUN of] appears on top of the Intermediate group
with in the process of (12; 7.55% dominating the examples. For the Intermediate
group, [with the NOUN of] dominates the patterns with the majority with the help of
constituting 16% of the total (25). Other than these, [down the NOUN of] and [after
the NOUN of] were only found with the high-intermediate, while [among the NOUN
of] and [against the NOUN of] show no instances in the two groups. For both groups,
on the top of, from the bottom of, and for the sake of appear on top of each of the
group, indicating their idiomatic use since Intermediate level. Some (though minimal)

overlapping patterns were also found among the top ten patterns among the two
groups.
Through the comparison of the patterns, one can infer the occurrences of a
pattern in a corpus. Such a study will facilitate teaching and learning of prepositions
and to figure out which of prepositions may cause more problem to the learners.
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“From the …of”: The Use of the Prepositional Phrases in Published
Writing in Commerce
Yen-Yu Lin, Siaw Fong Chung
National Chengchi University

In recent years, a growing number of studies have employed corpus data to
illustrate the importance of lexical bundles in spoken and written registers. It is
notable that most previous studies mainly focused on three aspects: the development
of the lists of lexical bundles in certain disciplines, the analysis of the re-occur
patterns generated from different genres, registers or disciplines in terms of their
rhetorical functions, and the comparison of the use of bundles by published authors
and students at different levels. Few studies have further looked into the use of
specific lexical bundles in academic texts. What’s more, noun phrases and
prepositional phrase fragment, which are found as the most frequent patterns in
academic prose (Biber, & Conard, 1999; Cortes, 2004; Hyland 2008a, 2008b), are
seldom explored in terms of their variability. In other words, little attention has been
paid to the internal variability in specific clusters, which are parts of noun or
prepositional phrases. Biber (2010) seems to be a pioneer to specifically investigate
four high-frequency lexical bundles (in the * of, to the * of, on the * of, at the * of) in
academic writing and found the four patterns select distinctive groups of filler terms.
The lexical bundle, from the * of is not discussed in this study and it is still a rather
neglected area.
Accordingly, this study attempts to investigate the combination of verbs and from
the * of in commerce as a starting point to see how this prepositional phrase is applied
in a specific discipline. The present study shed light on the following questions:
1. What kinds of verbs tend to collocate with specific nouns in this prepositional
phrase?
2. What are the discourse functions of the combination of the verbs and from the
* of with different content words in it?
The data were gathered from the existing corpora, the British National Corpus
(BNC) in sketch engine1. from the * of was searched under the written restrictions as
the following: written books and periodicals and the discipline of commerce and
finance. Seventy nouns were found to serve as the fillers in the slot. The concrete
findings are shown in Table 1.
1
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Table 1 The list of verbs which can go with different nouns as filler terms in from
the * of
verbs

Freq.

Percent

from
the

1. receive

4

9.09%

2. obtain

2

4.5%

from
the

3. derive

2

4.5%

4. raise

7

15.9%

1. run

7

13.46%

1. rise

3

1. borrow

8

nouns

Freq. of
of

sale

44

from
the

date

52

of

75%

from
the

ashes

4

of

32%

from

bank

25

of

the
1. transferred

3

10.34%

2. move

1

3.4%

3. obtained

2

6.89%

1. derive

2

28.57%

2. arise

2

28.57%

1. deduct

2

1. form
1. free

from
the

of
Department

29

from
the

disposal

7

of

50%

from
the

proceeds

4

of

2

66.6%

from
the

merger

3

of

2

66.6%

from
the

obligation

3

of

1. face (competition) 2

40%

from
the

Institution

5

of

1. implied

3

75%

conduct

4

of

2. infer

1

25%

from
the

1. learn

5

45.5%

experience

11

of

2. draw

2

18.2%

from
the

1. result

2

66.65%

from

failure

3

of

2. derive

1

33.3%

the

1. derive

2

33.3%

from
the

nature

6

of

2

1. resign

3

75%

from
the

Board

4

of

1. result

2

66.6%

from

employment

3

of

14

of

5

of

3

of

9

of

6

of

6

of

the
1. obtain

3

21.4%

2. arise

3

21.4%

3. stem

1

7.1%

4. derive

1

7.1%

1. derive

1

20%

2. result

1

20%

3. accrue

1

20%

1. divorce

1

33.3%

2. separate

1

33.3%

1. derive

3

33.3%

2. stem

1

11.11%

1. omit

1

16.66%

2. drop

1

16.66%

1. shield

1

16.66%

2. cushion

1

16.66%

3. protect

1

16.66%

from
the

use

from
the

introduction

from
the

question

from
the
from
the

from
the

work

list

effect

Results indicate that twenty-one nouns, which stand for 30% of the seventy nouns, are
preceded by different verbs which co-occur with them for at least two times or merely
one time but share semantic features with other verbs. Eleven of these nouns (e.g. sale,
disposal, failure, use) were found to be able to follow more verbs while the other ten
go with only one verb (e.g. date, ashes, bank, merger). In addition, there are
twenty-seven verbs. Notably, some verbs, such as move and infer, which only
occurred for one time, and they were still included in the current study due to their
shared meaning with other verbs. For example, infer is synonymous with imply and
move is synonymous with transfer. We can claim from the grouping that the verbs
carrying certain similarities tend to collocate with certain content words.
Moreover, four verbs were found to be used in the wider contexts, that is, they
can co-occur with different nouns in the slot of from the * of (see Table 2).
Table 2 Different combination-the verbs with various nouns in the slot of from
the * of
3

verbs

from the

nouns

of

derive

from the

sale,
disposal,

of

failure,
nature,
use,
introduction,
work
result

from the

failure,
employment,
introduction

of

obtain

from the

sale,
use,
Department

of

stem

from the

use,
work

of

derive seems to be the most commonly used one. Sometimes it shares the meaning
with result, which usually connect to the prepositional phrase starting with from and
denotes a causal relation. Some other time, derive plays a similar role as obtain—as
combining with from the * of, emphasizing the action of getting something from
somewhere. In addition, its combination with from the * of is also applied to express
the emergence or appearance of something, functioning as stem from. In addition,
there are three verbs (arise, raise, rise), though with much fewer opportunities to go
with different nouns, are found to carry the similar sense to above-mentioned four
verbs. All of them can denote ”appear, originate, spring up.”When you do the action
of rising, you should start “from” somewhere, and it leads to the tendency for why the
three verbs more tend to collocate with from. Totally, there were seven verbs (derive,
result, obtain, stem, arise, rise, raise) out of the twenty-seven verbs listed in Table 1
(25%), which can indicate the source, frequently go with the prepositional phrases
starting with from. It can be inferred that the verbs which possess the common
characteristics shared with from are much more likely to collocate with it.
In terms of the discourse function, it shows that the combination of verbs and from
the * of usually realize two important goals: show the causal relation and the
indication of origins. For example:
(1)
4

company. The results include £11.58m arising from the disposal of the joint records venture.

This sentence describes that £11.58m originated from sale of the joint records venture.
Using a cause-effect relation to interpret it makes sense too-- £11.58m was gained
because the joint records venture was allotted of by sale.
(2)
allowance to reduce the additional gain deriving from the sale of the shares, and because they would

Sample sentence (2) shows that “… additional gain deriving from the sale of the
shares…”, which can be interpreted either as the benefits was gotten from another
source or the gains were produced because of the sale of something. Generally
speaking, in the discipline of commerce, when the verb and the from * of occur
together, they usually serve to express the source of give and take, gain and loss, and
the causal relation.
More efforts should be devoted into the investigation the application of specific
lexical bundle in certain discipline and see how it interacts with the surrounding
context. By doing so, the distinctiveness of certain lexical bundle would be identified
and enhance people’s awareness of its use in different genres and fields.
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A Corpus-based Investigation of Metaphorical
Extensions of ‘Down the NPs.’
Min-Chien Lee, Siaw-Fong Chung, and Chao-Lin Liu
National Chengchi University, Taipei, Taiwan.

Abstract
Collecting data from the Wall Street Journal corpus with the help of a computer
program which extracted these strings within a verb phrase, this paper investigates the
connection between the preposition down and the NPs in the part of the strings [down
the NPs]. We classified and annotated these NPs respectively. We found that the NPs
are characterized not only with certain shapes, but also with certain positions, some
displaying features of continuity. This paper proves that all NPs following down share
a certain level of similarities or metaphorical extensions. And the results also support
the notion of coercion by illustrating that the preposition down exerts influences on
the nearby words (and vice versa) in [down the NPs], causing subtle, yet not unrelated,
variations when co-appearing with different NPs.
Key words: Corpus, Preposition, Down, NPs, Coercion

1. Introduction
Spatial prepositions, also called projective in Herskovits (1986) have been
widely studied (Lakoff, 1987; Boers, 1996; Grabowski and Miller, 2000; Tyler and
Evans, 2003; Adams, and Niemi, 2009; Lindstromberb, 2010; Vorwerg and Weiß,
2010; Geld and Krevelj, 2011). In many of such studies, researchers investigate how
people comprehend the dimensional concepts encoded in prepositions and how people
use such spatial terms. For example, the examination of up in Geld and Krevelj (2011),
over in Lakoff (1987), and near and far in van der Zee, Adams, and Niemi (2009)
presented the polysemous nature (i.e., different senses realized by one single
preposition form) and also the image schemas for the prepositions. Besides the senses
and image schemata for prepositions, researchers such as Grabowski and Miller (2000)
further their foci on how people perceive and produce dimensional prepositions in
front of and behind. Later, Vorwerg and Weiß (2010) proposed other possible factors
influencing people’s cognitive process regarding prepositions, and proved that the

verbs co-appearing does come into play. In addition to these physical, geometrical
investigations for the spatial concepts, the non-geometrical aspects for prepositions
were also examined as in Lindstromberb (2010) and Boers (1996), and it was
demonstrated that prepositions can denotes temporal readings stemming from
different metaphors involved. Besides the study of projectives in one language, there
are also cross-language examinations for spatial terms. For example, in Grabowski
and Miller (2000) and Vorwerg and Weiß (2010), the comparisons were made between
German and English. Similar cross-language studies can also be seen in Grabowski
and WeiB’s (1996a, 1996b)
Among the studies, some conducted the spatial term research from the
perspective of contrasting pairs. For example, Tyler and Evans (2003), and
Lindstromberb (2010) talked about down in contrasting pairs with up, and it was
found that up and down do not form a simple oppositional pairs (Tyler and Evans,
2003: 142). In line with other studies regarding projectives, the geometrical senses
and image schema resulting from its spatial meaning of down was also revealed; also,
the research illustrated that paths denoting by down involves different metaphors and
the downward sense could be extended for temporal meanings.
All findings from previous studies about the dimensional preposition down
could be seen from our data collected from corpus. For instances, down can be used to
convey non-vertical paths while it prototypically refers to vertical paths as
Lindstromberg (2010) claimed, and also the concept of being down can encode an
end-point focus of a path as in Tyler and Evans (2003:145). However, as we look into
the dictionary, we see that an investigation of the meaning of down alone (‘from a
higher to a lower part of (something)’ or ‘along the course or path of (something)’)
(Merriam-Webster’s Learner’s Dictionary) may not be able to explain why it
collocates with certain NPs. In other words, if we examine the structure [down the
NPs], the ideas of the path emitted by down do not perfectly abide by the dictionary
definitions (i.e., objects going down being vertically positioned and without an
end-point focus). Down is more complex than what was indicated in dictionaries.
Therefore, in this paper, we attempt to explore the structure [down the NPs] in
order to see this complexity of down, which dictionary definitions may leave behind.
In other word, we focus to examine whether the NPs following down can be
systematically categorized according to their shared characteristics. By such an
examinations toward the connection between down and its following NPs, we
hypothesize that NPs share a certain degree of similarities or metaphorical extensions.
In addition, we believe that it is the neighboring words in the [down the NP] structure
that can impact on each other to coerce certain semantic properties. It is this
complexity of metaphors that leads the single examination of a lexicon to be

insufficient for seeing its semantic meanings

2. Methodology and corpus data analysis
To testify our hypotheses, all data from for this study were taken from the
BLLIP 1987-89 Wall Street Journal Corpus Release 1 (Eugene Charniak, et al., 2000),
a corpus containing Penn Treebank annotation. To extract the data, a computer
program was written to automatically retrieve all instances of prepositional phrases
that appear within a verb phrase.1
From the results, the part of the strings [down the NP] (356 hits) were analyzed
for this study. As shown at the bottom row in Table 1, it is to be noted here that there
are 358 tokens found, including two repeated instances. Totally, we have 356 types for
varied NPs, which were firstly formed into two classes based upon the criteria of
whether they are observable objects or abstract concepts.
Table 1.
Classes
Concrete objects
Observable things or human organs

Number of hits

Percentage
(hits/356)

266

74.71%

85

23.88%

356+2

98.56%

(e.g., way, hall, draft, throat, etc.)
Abstract concepts
Ideas or actions
(e.g., time, level, and performance, etc.)
Total

We found that down collocates mostly with, around 75%, NPs that are concrete
NPs which are observable things or human organs such as way, hall, draft, throat and
so on. In contrast, abstract NPs, which are ideas or action, occupy 24% of all the
instances such as time, level, and performance, etc.
To see if the NPs share certain level of similarities or metaphorical extensions,
we next furthered the NP groupings departing from the above two broad categories.2
Detailed NP groupings are as follow, and we begin with “concrete object group.” In
the following analysis of NPs, we focus on the former two groups: concrete object
NPs and abstract concept NPs.

1

(VP (VBD presented) (NP#1012 (DT the) (NNS lawyers)) (PP-DIR (IN down) (NP (DT the) (NN

hall)))
In our data, three hits were put into “Other” for which we cannot distinguish whether they are
referring, and one being put into “Error” for the computer program might mistake the tree structure for
[down the NP].
2

Table 2. Concrete entity NPs
NP
NP
subgroup type
(A)

Path/
Route

Example

Feature

Frequency
(hit/356)

Entities on land
(e.g., road, way; drain, hole; black hole,
cracks; hall, aisle; stair, ladder, etc.)

Cylinder
Continuity
3-dimention

64.32%

End-point
3-dimension

3.37%

Entities on sea
(e.g., gulf, beach, etc.)
Entities in human body
(e.g., neck, throat, spine; leg, hand, etc.)
Space/
Room

Location
(e.g., there, town, hill, etc.)
Dimension
(e.g., cargo plane, cellar, gas tank, etc.)

(B)

Space/
Room

Object
(e.g., chart, list, curve, line, etc.)

End-point
2-dimension

6.18%

Object

Object (e.g., dirt, product)

End-point

0.84%

Person

Human (e.g., Jimmy)

End-point

0.56%
Total: 75.27%

From Table 2, we can see that the “concrete observable object,” which accounts
for around 75% of the data, can be divided into 2 subgroups: (A) NPs with
accommodating characteristics as a Path/Route or Space/Room, and (B) NPs without
accommodating characteristics. For the concrete NPs in subgroups (A) and (B)
collocating with down, some similarities among them are found and described as
follows.
As we see from the subgroup (A), Path/Route NPs account for most of the NPs
in our data. They feature with a shape of conduit-like cylinder, either opened or closed
(referring to Table 4), and are of different scale (i.e., large scale of path on land and
sea: road, way, gulf, beach; medium scale of path on land: hall, aisle, ladder; small
scale of path on land and in human body: drain, hole, neck, throat, spine). All of them
are 3-dimensional paths without explicit end-points. For Space/Room type of NPs,
they are 3-dimensional entities carrying no emphasis on shape but a specific area of a
location (e.g., there, town) or dimension (e.g., cellar, gas tank), and there are
2-dimensional entities as well (e.g., chart, list, curve, line). From the subgroup (B) in
concrete NPs, we found around 2% of them do not have accommodating
characteristics. They are either specific objects without certain shape (e.g., dirt,
product), or specific person name like Jimmy.
Table 3. Concrete NPs with vertical shape

NP type

Example

Feature

Frequency
(hit/356)

Path/ Route

Entities on land
(e.g., drain, hole; stair, ladder)

Continuity

12.64%

3-dimension

Entities in human body
(e.g., neck, throat, spine)
Space/ Room

Dimension
(e.g., cellar, gas tank)

End-point
3-dimension

0.56%

Object
(e.g., chart, list)

End-point
2-dimension

1.97%
Total: 15.17%

After seeing the general features for concrete NPs, we now come to verticality
issue. As shown in Table 3, only 15.17% of the concrete entity NPs are in line with
the definition from the dictionaries (i.e., ‘from a higher to a lower part of
(something)’). All other data with concrete entities following down denote horizontal
or no specific dimensional extension in space.
Table 4. Concrete Path/Route cylinder NPs with open or closed mouth
Example

Feature

Frequency
(hit/356)

Entities on land
(e.g., drain, hole)
Entities in human body
(e.g., neck, throat, spine)

Closed cylinder
Continuity
3-dimensional
Vertical

10.95%

Entities on land
(e.g., stair, ladder)

Opened cylinder
Continuity
3-dimensional
Vertical

1.69%

Entities on land
(e.g., road, way; black hole, cracks; hall, aisle)
Entities on sea
(e.g., gulf, beach)

Opened Cylinder 50.55%
Continuity
3-dimensional
Non-vertical
Total: 63.19%

Considering the general characteristics of concrete NPs and the issue of
verticality, we note that among those NPs put under the category of “concrete objects”
are formed mostly (65%) by the “3-dimensional ‘Path/Route’” (i.e., subgroup A) with
the shape of a cylinder, which bear the continuity traits. Most of them, around 50%,
are opened cylinder positioned non-vertically, as shown in Table 4. This may be due
to the reason that while collocating with down, the NPs might have to be a continual

path that something could move down. And when the path is vertically positioned, the
cylinder should be closed to prevent objects moving down from falling out of the path
track. For example, when the drain is vertically positioned, liquor can only be poured
down the drain if the drain is a closed cylinder. On the other hand, while the path is
non-vertically positioned, there is no such a constraint that the cylinder must be a
closed one.
Table 5. Abstract entity NPs
NP
subgroup
(C)

NP
type

Example

Feature

Frequency
(hit/356)

Path/
Route

Duration
(e.g., year, day, etc.)

End-point

21.91%

End-point

1.96%

Scale rank
(e.g., level, volume, etc.)
Economic device/ monetary instruments
(e.g., money, index, %, etc.)
(D)

Ideas

Business (e.g., industry)
Rule (e.g., law)
Weather (e.g., storm)
Action (e.g., performance, speech)

Total: 23.87%
Next, we analyze the abstract concepts NPs in [down the NPs] structure. As in
Table 5, these NPs (which accounts for about 25% of all the data) can also be put into
2 subgroups: (C) concepts with extended sense of continuity (around 22% of the data),
and (D) concepts without extended sense of continuity (ex: industry, storm). Since the
NPs are abstract ideas, the issue about verticality does not exist.
For the abstract concepts, because of the meaning extension of continuity, data
from subgroup © are named as Path/Route as well. They are realized in three
extended types of Path/Route, which are temporal duration (e.g., year, day), scale rank
(e.g., level, volume), and economic device/monetary instrument (e.g., money, index).
However, as mentioned, because of their non-concrete features, they have no certain
shape as those in the concrete object NP groups. From subgroup (D), the data are
miscellaneous concepts without extended sense of continuity, such as, industry and
storm.

3. Results:
In sum, when we look into the data, we can see that NPs having the following
characteristics in common seem to collocate with down in the structure [down the

NPs]. NPs that are path/route occupy more than four fifths of all the data, around 85%
in total. Amongst, there are around 65% of the hits are concrete objects, which are
path/route themselves. All of them have a shape of a cylinder with a 3-dimensional
accommodating trait and continuity, but only around 15% are of vertical shape. They
are composed of either human body part (e.g., neck, throat, and spine) or man-made
devices (e.g., chart, list, cellar, gas tank, and ladder). What’s more, due to the meaning
extension of continuity, for the rest classified as “Path/Route” are abstract concepts,
accounting for 21% out of 85% of the data. Different from the concrete Path/Route
NPs, the abstract Path/Route is irrelevant of the shape and verticality, and have an
emphasis on a final end-point.
Figure 1.

From all the above discussion, it is clear to see that when the NPs from either
“concrete objects” or “abstract ideas” categories collocate with down, [down the NP]
identically conveys an image or movement of “PATH.” However, there are two
different senses for the structure [down the NP] in terms of PATH with regard to the
end-point emphasis: (1) move “along” NP (PATH without final end), and (2) move
“toward” NP (PATH with final end). As Figure 1 shows, we believe that “moving
down the NP” is the core sense for down, since the data of this sense covers over half
(around 65%) of the corpus data. With additional semantic feature [+end], the sense
“moving toward the NP” is thought to be a semantically extended sense of the
structure [down the NP].
Regarding the NP similarities and metaphorical extensions, we can advance
Figure 1 to Figure 2 to present the uses of down to co-appear with certain NPs for the
structure [down the NP].
Figure 2. Uses of down collocating with NPs

64.32%

34.82%

23.87%

10.95%
21.91%

All in all, when [down the NP] bears the sense of ‘move “along” NP’ (i.e.,
“Path without end-point”), the continuing PATH is emphasized, and the
TRAJECTORs move with directions along the NPs, mostly non-vertically. Besides,
the NPs serve as accommodating LANDMARKs (3-dimensional opened cylinder),
which are concrete PATHs themselves. And the preposition down is used to center on
the direction TRAJECTORs move along the NP landmark. On the other hand, for the
other sense ‘move “toward” NP’ (i.e., “Path with end-point”), a GOAL (final
end-point) is emphasized rather than the PATH. Because LANMARKs are mostly
abstract ideas, which are mostly not PATHs themselves, the TRAJECTORs may not
move with explicit direction (i.e., the NPs are irrelevant with any spatial directions of
verticality or non-verticality). And the preposition down is used to help making a
direction toward which the GOAL the TRAJECTOR moves.

4. Conclusion and Discussion

1.96%

Our paper proposes that NPs following down share certain level of similarities
and figurative extensions. The NPs are characterized not only with certain shapes, but
also with certain positions (i.e., vertical or non-vertical), some displaying features of
continuity. The shared characteristics of the NPs in [down the NPs] show that the
preposition down exerts influences on the nearby words (and vice versa), resulting in
variations when co-appearing with different NPs. In other words, the senses of down
listed in dictionaries may not be sufficient in explaining why down collocate its NPs.
It is the NPs’ semantic properties following down coerce down in which certain
semantic properties are elicited. For future work, further analysis of the verbs that
co-occur with [down the NPs] could be done to reveal the connection between the
verb and the spatial prepositions down.
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Abstract. This paper provides a construction grammar perspective to identifying the
ambiguity of prepositional phrase (PP) attachments (i.e., whether a PP is attached to the
closest VP or NP1). Despite the wide discussion of these two structures (VP-attached and
NP1-attached), we raise the possibility for a third parsing structure (about 11.3% from all
1845 instances analyzed), a co-attachment to both verb and noun. A co-attachment structure
denotes the lack of [movement] feature in both the verb and noun surrounding a PP. This
proposal is arrived when we annotate the semantic feature [-movement] to both VP and NP1,
respectively, in a caused-motion construction of V NP1 into NP2 (e.g., vote an individual
into the presidency; shamed us into pity; define ourselves into a box).

Keywords: construction grammar, prepositional phrase attachment, caused-motion
construction.

1

Introduction

The preposition into describes the path of motion event which typical involves an object, or
figure, moves along the path to enter a reference object, or ground (Talmy, 2000). An example
of motion event is the caused-motion construction involving a verb (V) and two noun phrases
(NP1 and NP2) as a direct and an indirect object, respectively. Sentence (1), extracted from the
Penn Treebank Wall Street Journal (WSJ) Corpus1 (Charniak, et al., 2000), illustrates such a V
NP1 into NP2 construction (shown in bold with lexical categories glossed underneath). The
basic semantics of the construction involves a motion event that requires the direct object (NP1)
to be moved and directed to the confinement of indirect object (NP2). In this case, an
unspecified number of airplanes undergo movement towards a deictic space.
(1) To shove even more airplanes into this space is asking for trouble,
V
NP1
Prep
NP2
experts say. (WSJ-V1141)
However, this type of prepositional phrases poses an ambiguity problem in parsing. Sentence (1)
serves as an example for one means of parsing in which the preposition closely associates with
the verb but not NP1. The second possibility of parsing is where the PP is required to be
interpreted with NP1, as illustrated in bold in sentence (2).

*

The authors would like to thank the anonymous reviewers for their comments on this work. This study is supported
in part by National Science Council Research Grants (NSC 99-2410-H-004-206-, NSC 100-2628-H-004-137-, and
NSC-100-2221-E-004-014).
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(2)

And he soon became aware that the government was able
to show a flow of millions of dollars in illicit funds into his account.
V
NP1
Prep
NP2
Here the head of NP1 (a flow) is to be interpreted along with into and NP2 (his account), rather
than with the preceding verb (to show). Computational linguists have found these two structures
causing parsing problems in natural language processing (NLP) and referred to this problem of
determining the site of PP to be attached as the PP attachment problem (e.g., Hindle and Rooth,
1993; Volk, 2006). As illustrated in (1) and (2), this problem is conventionally formalized as a
binary choice (Merlo and Ferrer, 2005), either verb-attached for (1) or noun-attached for (2). In
the minimalist syntax, ternary structures like (3a) are to be transformed by deriving an explicit
causative construction (3b) (Radford, 2004). The operation involves raising of the verb roll to
join the causative verb made to adhere to a binary operation.
(3a) He rolled the ball down the hill.
V
NP1
Prep NP2
(3b) He made + roll
the ball (roll) down the hill.
V-causative + V
NP1
trace Prep
NP2
(Radford, 2004, p. 337, with gloss added)
Although the plausibility of equating the two constructions has long been questioned (e.g.,
Fodor, 1970), the causative structure (3b) cannot provide a direct solution to the PP attachment
problem for (3a). Moreover, the binary solution to the problem has been challenged by
computational linguists. For example, Merlo and Ferrer (2005) contend that such a dichotomous
treatment may be a simplification. They propose to take into account of the nature of the
attachment by distinguishing PP arguments from PP adjuncts. Sentence (4) is an example of two
verb-attached PPs that maintain different relationships with the verb shown in the gloss.
(4) Put the block on the table in the morning.
V
NP1
PP argument
PP adjunct
(Merlo and Ferrer, 2005, p. 342, with gloss added)
Since PP arguments carry the core message and PP adjuncts provide additional information to
the core meaning, their distinction further refines NLP tasks. Although studies like Merlo and
Ferrer (2005) provide novel approaches to tackle the PP attachment problem, the notion of
binary sites for PP attachment has not been scrutinized. The presupposition of binary attachment
sites, however, may result in a forced selection from one of the two choices and may overlook
other possibilities for correct parsing. Consider the construction in bold in sentence (5) for
determining the PP attachment site.
(5) Frank sneezed the tissue off
the table
V
NP1
Prep
NP2
(Goldberg, 1995, p. 152, with gloss added)
According to our first choice, verb-attached parsing, the verb sneezed is to be analyzed with
NP1 the tissue. The grouping is semantically invalid since the verb is normally intransitive
without a direct object. Yet, it is not any less awkward as the noun-attached option is considered
(the tissue off the table). In Goldberg’s (1995) seminal work on construction grammar, she
discusses the basic semantics of caused-motion construction or that “the causer argument
directly causes the theme argument to move along a path designated by the directional phrase:
that is, ‘X CAUSES Y to MOVE Z’” (p. 152). In brief, the caused-motion construction includes
a directional phrase like into PP and entails a movement feature. However, (5) illustrates an
atypical example of caused-motion construction where the construction fails to be interpreted
through its components or what the PP attachment problem is based on. According to Goldberg,
the semantic meaning of (5) can only be derived by taking into account of the entire
construction. In other words, to address the PP attachment issue in sentences like (5), we need to
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take into account of a third possible structure in addition to a binary choice from verb- or nounattachment.2
In this study, we take the construction grammar approach to reformalize the PP attachment
problem. In addition to the conventional binary approach to determining the PP attachment sites,
we suggest a third possible structure where the PP co-attaches to both verb and noun based on
the construction grammar framework. We also develop a semantic analysis of the feature
movement (denoted as [+movement] or [-movement]) for the verb and direct object in the V
NP1 into NP2 construction to determine the PP attachment site. Our proposal examines the WSJ
corpus data by means of manual annotation.

2

A Semantic Feature Classification

From our preliminary observations of the WSJ data, we noticed that the notion of movement is
closely correlated to the verb and first noun in the V NP1 into NP2 construction, and the
observation can be confirmed by the semantic meaning of the preposition into. According to
Tyler and Evans (2003), the ‘proto-scene’, or illustration of the primary sense in spatial
configuration, of into involves NP1 (figure) being outside NP2 (ground) and then entering the
boundary of NP2. The movement feature is a distinctive feature for into to be distinguished
from in as the latter expresses a locative sense. As the notion of path is encoded by the
preposition, the parsing structure may reflect our proclivity to associate the notion of path with
that of movement. We therefore hypothesize that the feature [±movement] can be used to
determine the PP attachment site as summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: Hypotheses for determining PP-attachment sites from [±movement] specification at V
and NP1.
[±movement]
Hypotheses
V
NP1
+
Expected specification for verb-attached PP structure.
+
Expected specification for noun-attached PP structure.
Expected specification for co-attachment structure.
+
+
Undetermined.
Table 1 demonstrates the four possible outcomes after specifying [±movement] at V and NP1,
each elaborated below. Constructions (in bold) in (6) and (7) exemplify verb and noun
attachment, respectively, and the feature is specified in plus or minus sign for each lexical item
in gloss.
(6) They threatened to crash the jet into Kuwait's royal palace. (WSJ-V924)
V [+]
NP [-]
PP
(7) He describes his launch into American society In 1962,… (WSJ-V245)
V [-]
NP [+]
PP
It is not difficult to see that the concept of path encoded in the PPs is more semantically
coherent when interpreted with [+movement] sites such as the verb crash in (6) and the noun his
launch in (7). In contrast, when the potential attachment site is [-movement] like the NP the jet
in (6) or the verb describe in (7), there is no strong semantic association with the PP. However,
the binary distinction of verb and noun attachment sites is not sufficient to capture the parsing of
2

Such treatment appears to be in common with approaches that accommodate ternary branching such as HeadDriven Phrase Structure Grammar or HPSG (Pollard and Sag, 1994), or proponents like Jackendoff (2002) and
Carrier and Randall (1992). In contrast to the other approaches, this study stresses the entirety of construction in
which causative meaning of non-causative verbs can be derived as in the case of sneezed in (5). In addition, much
earlier work concentrated on the analysis of ternary branching resultative constructions (e.g., Carrier & Randall, 1992;
Wechsler & Noh, 2001). To the best of our knowledge, the results have not been applied to tackling the PP
attachment problem.
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some instances like (8). Sentence (8) exemplifies an unconventional caused-motion construction
like those described by Goldberg (1995).
(8) Watching the weekend spectacle, we return to the thought that the next U.S. President and
the rest of the West's leaders should keep in mind that their primary responsibility is not
(WSJ-V30)
to baptize
the Soviet Union
into Western civilization.
V [-]
NP [-]
PP
The verb baptize is commonly used in passive voice and is an unaccusative verb with its object
as the argument. Yet, in sentence (8) we found a transitive use followed by a direction
prepositional phrase. A semantic feature of movement can only be construed when the entire
construction V NP1 into NP2 is processed simultaneously. This is the basis of our contention
that in addition to previous two sites to attach PP, a co-attachment structure is required.
The last feature category [+, +] is the most complicated one among the four. Consider
sentences (9) and (10). Complication arises as the intensity of [+movement] could vary and
compete between the verb and noun that would result in a differential reading. For example,
sentence (9) demonstrates a stronger sense of movement in the verb that results in a verbattachment interpretation. On the contrary, sentence (10) posits a stronger feature in the noun
that results in a noun-attached reading. In addition, the rate of V-NP or NP-PP occurrence may
also interfere with the feature reading.
(9) But the mess in sales isn't the only problem that
slowed revenue growth into single digits in the latest quarter. (WSJ-V1334)
V [+]
NP [+]
PP
(10) Moreover, the economy shows scant evidence of
repeating the post-1929 slide into the Depression. (WSJ-V1337)
V [+]
NP [+]
PP
However, the determination of feature strength is subjective which requires a more objective
approach such as cognitive experiments to be conclusive; therefore, we designate this category
as ‘undetermined’.

3

Categorization Procedures

The extracted WSJ corpus data were analyzed manually to identify the semantic category for all
words in the lexical categories, V and NP1. According to Fellbaum (1990), there are 15 files or
semantic domains of verbs in WordNet all of which are listed in Table 2 except for weather.
The online WordNet Search 3.1 was used to identify the category of each verb by selecting
“show all” in Display Options for each search word (Figure 1). The categorization fits our
purpose of identifying the presence or absence of the semantic feature [±movement]. We based
our judgment from the senses listed in the Oxford Online Dictionary
(http://oxforddictionaries.com/) for into, except for the addition of two domains, body and
possession, in Fallbaum. Table 2 summaries the semantic domains that reflect the [± movement]
feature with examples. In Figure 1, the verb induct is used as an example to show the display of
search results. While induct has at least five senses, the senses fall into three semantic domains,
as designated in < >, namely, social, creation and communication. For each instance from the
WSJ corpus, the sense of the verb was identified first by one of the authors and then matched to
the WordNet search results. For example, the meaning of induct in sentence (11) is introduce,
thereby assigning communication (sense five above) for categorization.
(11) Typically, Mr. Grace inducts his Catholic recruits into the Knights of Malta and
encourages their participation in charity. (WSJ-V855)
However, if the WordNet result did not have a match with the verb under search, dictionaries
(e.g., Merriam-Webster online dictionary and Collins English Dictionary) were consulted. In
total, there were 30 verbs (1.6%) (mainly words with prefixes such as reopen and unimpede)
consulted dictionaries for their categories.
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Table 2: Semantic Categories of Verbs (Fallbaum, 1990).
Central Notions
Central Notions
[+movement]
[-movement]
(with examples from WSJ)
(with examples from WSJ)
Make a movement or
Cognitive acts and states.
Motion
Cognition
contained motion
e.g., await, engineer, trick
e.g., fall, elevate, intrude
Troponyms of fasten, cover,
Verbal and non-verbal
Communicacut and touch
e.g., say, cite, protest
Contact
tion
e.g., chisel, nudge, pile
Verbs of becoming.
Verbs of ingesting, using,
e.g., substitute, accelerate,
exploiting, spending and
Change
Consumption
sharing
delay, empty, restructure
e.g., drink, wean, tax
By mental act, artistic means
Include law, politics,
or from raw material
economy, education family
Creation
Social
and religion.
e.g., rebuild, cast, cause
e.g., resign, punish, hinder
Includes sports, games and
Covers the five senses.
e.g., find, witness, see
Competition warfare.
Perception
e.g., battle, parlay, fight
Bodily care and function
Subject or object as the
words.
experiencer.
Body
Emotion
e.g., breathe, sweat,
e.g., scare, tease, rile
hypnotize, secrete, twist
Change of possession and its
Verbs of being and having.
preceding and resultative
e.g., require, defer, involve
Possession
Stative
state.
e.g., buy, invest, spend

Figure 1: A screenshot of WordNet Search 3.1 search result for the verb induct.
The categorization of nouns in WordNet unfortunately does not focus on the notion of
movement as this feature is not a primary characteristic of noun. Different criteria were used for
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categorizing nouns. The nouns in our constructions were grouped manually into six major
categories. The [+movement] feature is found in the following three domains: movement (e.g.,
verb derivations like continuation, delivery and expansion), route/entry (e.g., way, window) and
psychological/cognitive path (e.g., insight, inquiry, research). Most of the [+movement] nouns
were easily identified as they are closely related to their morphological counterparts in the verb
category (e.g., discharge, investigation, immigration and investment). The [-movement] nouns
can be found under another three domains: entity (e.g., physical objects), abstraction (e.g.,
temporal and spatial concepts), group/person (e.g., name entities and pronouns).

4

The Corpus

The annotated Penn Treebank WSJ corpus was used for data analysis. Two sub-corpora that
contain the V NP1 into NP2 were extracted based on the built-in annotation: verb-attached
structure ((VP NP1)(into NP2))3 and noun-attached structure ((VP)(NP1 into NP2))4. All the
data were converted into Excel files for further processing. First, those instances without an NP
(labeled as ‘None’ in WSJ) were excluded. Second, to provide a full coverage of verbs, only one
instance per lexeme was selected for manual semantic analysis. For example, there are in total
29 instances of the V NP1 into NP2 construction for the lemma absorb (four for absorb, 22 for
absorbed, and three for absorbing). Only one instance of each lexical form (absorb, absorbed
and absorbing) was analyzed. In addition, instances which do not have a PP attached to either
the verb or head noun in NP1 were manually eliminated. Sentence (12) exemplifies such a case
as into is neither attached to V (sympathizes) nor NP1 (a bit), but rather to another NP
(Belushi’s escape) subsumed under NP1.
(12) If she was as simpering in life as she is on film, one sympathizes a bit with Belushi's
escape into reality-altering substances. (WSJ-V17)
In the end, a total of 1918 types of verbs were screened, and 1845 instances were considered for
further analysis along with their direct object (NP1).

5

Annotation Results

The distribution of the four types of [±movement] feature specified at V and NP1 is summarized
in Table 3. Overall, over half of the PPs are attached to the verb [+, -] (51.5%). Noun-attached
[+, -] and undetermined structures [+, +] fall into close range (17.4% and 19.8%, respectively).
The lowest proportion is co-attachment [-, -] (11.3%) which is expected due to its atypical
semantic properties.
Table 3: Distribution of four types of feature specification.
Hypothesized
[± movement]
Rate (count)
attachment site
V
NP1
Verb-attached
+
51.5% (950)
Noun-attached
+
17.4% (321)
Co-attached
11.3% (208)
Undetermined
+
+
19.8% (366)
Total
100% (1845)
Next, we compare our annotation results with that extracted directly from the Penn Treebank
which was generated from the traditional binary attachment approach. Table 4 demonstrates the
feature distribution of the Penn Treebank binary attachment in percentage and counts in
parentheses. A match of 65.6% for verb-attached PPs and 44.8% for noun-attached PPs can be
3

An example of noun-attached structure: (VP (VBZ parses) (NP#1230 (NNS names)) (PP-CLR (IN into)
(NP (DT every) (JJ conceivable) (NN interest) (NN group)))).
4
An example of noun-attached structure: (VP (VB plot) (NP (DT a) (JJ peaceful) (NN course)) (PP-CLR
(IN into) (NP#1080 (DT the) (NN future)))).
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found across both methods. Following the feature analysis, 137 instances of noun-attached PPs
are found under the verb-attached category in the Penn Treebank annotation. More than half of
these instances are communication and cognitive verbs (100/137). Examples include
masterminded, consolidated, picked, implies, mandate, requested and protested. For those verbattached PPs classified under the noun category, the main verb categories are change and
motion verbs (39/76), exemplified by verbs like fermented, infusing, integrating, transforming,
reached, walk, sweeping, threw and drops.
Table 4: Feature analysis of the Penn Treebank computer-generated binary attachment.
[± movement]
Penn Treebank Binary Attachment
Hypothesized
attachment site
V
NP1
Verb-attached PPs Noun-attached PPs
Verb-attached
+
60.9% (874)
18.5% (76)
Noun-attached
+
9.6% (137)
44.8% (184)
Co-attached
14.2% (204)
1.0% (4)
Undetermined
+
+
15.3% (219)
35.8% (147)
Total
100% (1434)
100% (411)
A further analysis of the semantic domains of all the co-attached PPs can be found in Table 5.
The social, emotion, cognition and communication domains comprise of nearly 90% of the data.
Table 5: The distribution of semantic domains of verbs in [- -] category.

16
9
6
4
(7.7%) (4.3%) (2.9%) (1.9%)

Total

Perception

31
(14.9%)

Consumption

48
(23.1%)

Stative

Emotion

94
(45.2%)

Cognition

Social

Count

Communication

Verb
domains

208
(100%)

Both the social and communication domains consist of verbs that can only be interpreted with
rhetorical force as shown bolded in (13a) and (13b), respectively.
(13a) …punish Iran and Iraq into an agreement on each other's production quotas…
(WSJ-V42)
(13b) …the courts have refused to uphold contracts in which people have voluntarily
contracted themselves into peonage or slavery. (WSJ-V30)
Emotion verbs are also found to have their emotional sensation evoked and passed onto NP2 as
shown bolded in (14). Some of them collocate with into (e.g., intimidate, scare, and galvanize).
This domain is almost uniformly co-occurs with human subjects (93%).
(14a) It happened in the 1970s when the government panicked itself into an "energy crisis,"
(WSJ-V202)
(14a) …deluded ourselves into thinking we were safe. (WSJ-V70)
In contrast, the result for cognition verbs is rather difficult for interpretation as the category
could have covered too broad a range. Verbs like trick, sorted, plugged, instilling, reclassify,
parsing, and categorizing, clearly denote change at the cognitive level and are supposedly
assigned to the verb-attached group. In brief, the above annotation results show that the coattached instances for the into PP are more commonly associated with interpersonal functions
such as communication, social and emotion.

6

Conclusion

In this study, we adopt the construction grammar framework to provide a different means to
reformulate the PP attachment problem. In addition to the conventional approach that makes a
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binary choice between verb- and noun-attached sites, we propose a third possible parsing
structure that requires a co-attachment to both the verb and noun. By exploiting the linguistic
properties of caused-motion construction, we propose the use the semantic feature [movement]
to parse tree structure. The co-attached structure lacks the [movement] feature at both V and
NP1 because the sense of motion resides in the construction per se rather than being imposed on
the attachment sites. The results indicate that 11.3% (208 instances) of the 1835 types of verbs
in V NP1 into NP2 constructions extracted from the WSJ corpus are co-attached. It is therefore
worthy of further consideration in NLP tasks involving PP-attachment.
However, there are some limitations to the feature specification approach of this study. First,
more stringent criteria for feature annotation are necessary. For example, some words in
communication, cognition and social interaction domains denote rhetorical forces (e.g., entice,
allure, pressure) and their movement feature may have been overlooked. Furthermore,
refinement on the undermined category [+, +] is necessary to provide more accurate figures to
support our approach. Future work should also include analysis of the nouns in depth, and
extend the results of this study to other prepositions and PPs in other constructions.
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SIAW-FONG CHUNG / YU-WEN TSENG

Learning Prepositions: A Corpus-based Study in
Taiwan EFL Contexts1
Abstract
This preliminary corpus-based study aims to explore how the English preposition to is
used by Taiwanese undergraduate learners of English. Through analyzing the collocations of to on the immediate left (L1) and right (R1) in a learner corpus built from essays collected from undergraduate (sophomore) learners of English, we counted their
total occurrences in the corpus and the frequency at which a particular word appears
on the L1 or R1 of to. We also observed that the collocates most frequently combined
by the learners are used correctly, as learners' errors only occur with words appearing
in lower frequency (e.g. *become to, *enter to). In addition, five hundred instances were
randomly selected to further scrutinize the distributions of sense and errors committed, from which the influence of language transfer and some patterns of how preposition to is used are examined.

1.

Introduction

Language transfer (cf. Gass / Selinker (eds.)1983, Kellerman / Perdue 1992) is an
issue widely discussed in second language acquisition, and preposition is one of
the areas in which cases of language transfer can be found. Language transfer,
in a basic sense, refers to the phenomena of transferring the structural patterns
of native language to that of the target language. Selinker (1983) discussed three
possible kinds of language transfer. Positive transfer is a predominant pattern of
one of two alternative linguistic items in the native language which is a nonerror compared with the target language; negative transfer is identified as a
process in which the predominant pattern of one of two alternative linguistic
items in the native language is an error in target language. The third type, neutral language transfer, differs from the previous two in that there is no predominance of either of two alternative linguistic items in the native language. On the
1

We would like to thank the NCCU Foreign Language Learner Corpus Project and the National
Science Council project of Siaw-Fong Chung (Project Number: NSC 97-2410-H-004-001) for supporting this work. We would also like to thank the members from Corpus Research Group, the
anonymous reviewers and the participants from the Grammar and Corpora 2009 conference for
their comments on this work.
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other hand, Odlin (1989) further elaborated on the classifications of learners'
language performance on negative transfer. It could be underproduction, rendering avoidance strategy due to unfamiliarity with certain structures, overproduction of particular language forms to avoid using unfamiliar structures,
substitution of the target language forms with a native language one, calque,
which refers to a word in a language as a translation of a word in another language, and alternations of structures. For language avoidance, Schachter (1974)
proposed that in the analysis of learner language, in addition to focusing on the
language produced by learners, those linguistic structures or expressions that
are consistently avoided in usage are worth tending to as well.
Another issue which is usually related to preposition is the image schema theory (Johnson 1987, Lakoff 1987). It is claimed that a large number of metaphorical expressions are instantiated from some basic image-schemas, as the spatial
constructs provided by Johnson (1987), including CONTAINER, PATH, POINT,
SURFACE, etc., from which more abstract concepts are mapped and metaphors
projected. There is a schematic pattern in which an internal structure is present.
For example, the PATH schema involves a starting point, an end-point, and a
sequence of locations that link the starting point to the end-point. When we
begin at the starting point and arrive at the end-point, we would pass through
these locations that connect these points. Expressions with the preposition to
correspond to the PATH schema, as illustrated in example (1):
(1)

Your brother drives his car to the hospital fast. (S008_010.txt)

Source
(starting point)

Goal: The hospital
(ending point)

In example (1), your brother does the motion of driving from a starting point
to reach the goal of this path, or the end-point, the hospital. Throughout this
path to the hospital, the car passes through many different locations connected
by this motion.
From these studies one can see that prepositions have been examined in different facets, but not many studies have examined prepositions used by learners.
This study attempts to fill this gap by examining the preposition to found in
EFL students' writing. More specifically, this paper intends to answer the following questions: How do the senses of to pattern in a learner corpus? What is
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the frequency of the collocates of to and what does the frequency imply? Furthermore, we also attempt to answer what might cause the occurrences of errors with regard to the use of to, if any.
2.

Methodology

In order to observe how Taiwanese EFL learners use the preposition to in English, essays were collected from undergraduate (sophomore) learners of English
at National Chengchi University, Taiwan. The purpose is to observe the collocational patterns of to and the possible errors which occur due to several causes.
A corpus was built based on this purpose. Both Wordsmith (Scott 1999) and
AntConc (Anthony 2005) tools were used for the analyses discussed here. One
hundred and fourteen essays were collected and they have amounted to 69 407
tokens with 6 295 word types. Its type-token ratio, an index used to indicate the
variedness of vocabulary in texts, is about 9.07%.2 On average, each essay constitutes about 609 words. For the preposition to, 2 289 instances were found and
this shows a coverage of 3.30% from all the words in the whole corpus.
3.

Results

The results will be discussed in terms of the sense distributions of to, the analysis of the collocates of to, and an investigation into learners' errors.
3.1

Sense Distributions

In order to scrutinize the data further, five hundred instances of to were randomly selected from the total 2 289 for further analyses. As a precaution not to
select similar data from the same text or from the same learners, these 500
random examples were selected based on the re-sorting of a list of random
integers generated by Excel in which every concordance line was assigned a
random integer. They were first grouped according to the senses categorized in
Merriam-Webster's online dictionary (2009), as in Table 1. If an error is found
such as (2), the error will be singled out as a separate category.
(2)

2

*The idea that one to have talks with his inner self is valued ...
(S009_004.txt)

See also http://www.speech-therapy-information-and-resources.com/lexical-density.html (last visited: 10/
2010 for lexical density). We are grateful to Professor Hengsyung Jeng from National Taiwan University for pointing out this reference to the first author.
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SENSE

COUNTS

%

66

13.2

104

20.8

0

0.0

1.

Movement, direction, or contact

2.

Purpose, tendency, or result

3.

Indication of position or relation in time

4.

Addition, connection, belonging, or response

29

5.8

5.

The extent or degree

22

4.4

6.

Comparison, correspondence, or proportion

23

4.6

7.

Application of an adjective or noun, receiver,
the relation of a verb to its complement

100

20.0

8.

Infinitive

138

27.6

9.

Errors

18

3.6

TOTAL

500

100

Table 1: Sense Distributions of the Preposition to (According to Major Categories in
Merriam-Webster)

The preposition to has the highest frequency used as an infinitive (27.6%),
indicating that the to-infinitive combinations are frequently used by the learners, as in (3).
(3)

... the purpose that people want to improve their appearances is unchangeable. (S010_004.txt)

The preposition to denoting intention usually involves the volition of the subject and what the subject intends to do. In this example, improve their appearances acts like the goal that lays in the future point of the path. The second
highest of all is the sense representing purpose, tendency, or result (20.8%),
exemplified below. In this example, a huge sum acts as a goal on this path that
the tiny extra tax could possibly attain.
(4)

... the tiny extra tax could finally accumulate to a huge sum.
(S009_003.txt)

From the randomly selected five hundred instances, eighteen errors were
found in the current analysis, constituting 3.6% of errors from all the instances
analyzed. Among these, eight instances (44.5%) seem to express the infinitive
sense, one (5.5%) denotes a movement in time, four (22.2%) show the purpose
or result, and the remaining five (27.8%) indicate the application of a noun or
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an adjective. The instances for errors appearing in the last three senses (movement, purpose and application respectively) are shown in (5). (The infinitive
sense has been listed in (2).)
(5) (a) ?Then, we finally understood what Nash equilibrium is to the end.
(S007_008.txt)
(b) *... once they don't follow the trend, they are to be lagged behind.
(S009_004.txt)
(c) *... we will begin to have excessive hair loss, and our abilities to
memory will decrease. (S005_004.txt)
Example (5a) shows the movement in time, which will be discussed in the error analyses section. In (5b) the learner uses to to express the result of change,
while in (5c) the meaning of the noun before to is related to the following one.
3.2

Collocates Analysis

For all these instances of to, we analyzed their most frequently appearing collocates on the immediate left (L1) and right (R1), as given in Table 2. For each
collocate, its total occurrence in the corpus is given (e.g., 472 for have on the
L1 of to). From these total instances, the frequency at which this word appears
in the L1 or R1 position is also given (e.g., 91 out of 472 instances of have (thus,
19.27%) appear after to).
TOTAL

L1

%

WORD

TOTAL

R1

%

have

472

91

19.27

smoke

201

54

26.86

want

104

72

69.23

do

210

52

24.76

need

75

40

53.33

tell

112

41

36.60

go

75

33

44.00

make

127

40

31.49

used

40

21

52.50

get

121

38

31.40

according

38

38

100.00

have

472

34

7.20

tend

20

20

100.00

go

75

30

40.00

going

20

20

100.00

learn

76

28

36.84

choose

42

16

38.09

live

83

27

32.53

start

25

16

64.00

grow

61

26

42.62

WORD

Table 2: Top Ten Collocates on the First Left (L1) and First Right (R1) of the Keyword to
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Some collocates in Table 2 have 100% usage with to: according, tend, going (in
bold), as shown in example (6).
(6)

According to US Food and Drug Administration, “healthy” products
are certified with some criteria for limiting amount of fat or cholesterol ... (S003_004.txt)

Learners knowingly use these collocates before to and they usually learn them
as chunks in class (cf. Lewis 2002). Comparing all the collocates on the left and
right of to in Table 2, it can be seen that most of the collocates in the L1 position have generally higher percentages than those in the R1 position. For have,
which appears on both the L1 and R1 of to, the percentage is still higher in the
L1 position (19.27%) than in the R1 position (7.20%). Thus, have to is higher
in percentage than to have.
In addition, only a small number of words appearing in the L1 position (shaded in Table 2) has percentages lower than 50, while all the words appearing in
the R1 position have percentages lower than 50. This result shows that the
types of collocates appearing before to (L1) are less varied than those after to
(R1). For example, one can say have to, want to, and need to with a combination of collocates after to (have / want / need to smoke, do, tell, and make).
Therefore, our results in Table 2 not only reflect this linguistic phenomenon,
but also provide a methodology to examine the varied forms appearing before
and after a target word.
We also found that most of the combinations in Table 2 are correctly used by
our learners, and learners' errors only occur with words appearing in lower
frequency (not in Table 2). Two examples are become to (as in *become to leave
home) and enter to (as in *to enter to college) in the corpus. From these examples, it is possible that learners sometimes try to avoid using structures they
are unsure about and this is reflected in the examination of specific linguistic
forms in corpora. Kleinmann (1977) suggested that linguistic structures
avoided by learners are those patterns predicted to be more difficult in contrastive analysis. Moreover, Kleinmann also agreed that this avoidance was
connected to the affective state of the learner. For example, it is related to
one's confidence to produce the pattern. In the section that follows we look
further into the errors made by learners.
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Error Analyses

As discussed, only eighteen instances of erroneous combination with to were
found, further proving that they tend to occur in lower frequency. Among
these cases, a large number of them seem to be the evidence of negative language transfer from the learners' native language, Mandarin, in which the
equivalents of the preposition to are varied. It can be translated as dao4 ‘to
reach a place; up to (a figure or time)’, dui4 ‘for or as regards’, and rang4 ‘to
cause or to make someone do something’. Therefore, learners might use to to
express similar meaning, as shown in (7).
(7)(a) ?Then, we finally understood what Nash equilibrium is to the end.
(S007_008.txt)
(b) *Another reason of their individual performing styles is their unique
interpretation to the roles they plays. (S007_002.txt)
In example (7a), the end functions as an indication of time instead of the goal
of this process, so it should be “in” the end. The expression with dao4 in Mandarin dao4 zui4 hou4 (*to the end) might be the cause of confusion between
the preposition to and in. In (7b), the roles they plays is the main issue to be
interpreted (in a unique way), so learners included the preposition to to indicate this relation, which is usually expressed with dui4 in Mandarin dui4 jiao3
se4 de quan2 shi4 (*interpretation to the roles). It could thus be a possible reason of where this error comes from.
In addition to cross-linguistic influence, there are some cases which might be
the results of an overgeneralization of the syntactic structure VERB to VERB, as
in example (8).
(8)(a) *When we grow older and older, we become to leave home and make
our own social life ... (S005_002.txt)
(b) ?I regretted to tell her the truth because it has made her preoccupied
for a long time, and blocked me from life routine. (S010_010.txt)
Learners applied the VERB to VERB construction to whatever verbs they use
regardless of the different meanings and syntactic structure implied in a specific verb. For the verb become, it is usually followed by a description of what
the subject will be like instead of an action that he or she is going to do. For the
verb regret, there is a distinction between the forms of its complement that
tend to be confusing for learners.
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Two instances of misusing the infinitive are found, as in example (9), which
could be explained by employing the image-schema theory.
(9)(a) *... you have better to choose online shopping. (S005_005.txt)
(b) *Besides, I also have lots of fun to read the articles that the BBS users
have written everyday. (S004_004.txt)
In (9a), the learner used to as a connection that brings the end-point choose
online shopping of this motion; however, the collocation have better does not
entail a path for this movement. The same goes for to in (9b) as the motion
read the articles is what the agent has been doing already, rather than the goal
the agent intends to carry out. These analyses reveal that learners mistakenly
conceived these events or processes on a path as something or someone that
might change from one point to another or appear at the future end. Although
misuses occurred in lower frequency, they provide evidence that learners were
unsure whether it is correct to involve this path when using to with certain
collocation.
4.

Conclusion

This study, though carried out as a pilot study, will be expanded when larger
amounts of corpora data are collected. However, based on the analyses above,
some problems remain unsolved which will be our suggestions for future studies. For the analysis of sense enumeration for to, we found that it is sometimes
impossible to distinguish the semantic meaning from the syntactic meaning.
For example, one possible suggestion for this is to apply image schema theory,
through which we might have different explanations of the preposition to. In
addition to the senses, we also observed that some uses of to are affected by the
meanings of the words around it; thus, the concept of coercion (Pustejovsky
1995) may become useful in explaining this phenomenon. Moreover, though
this study is advantaged in its use of corpora data for error analyses, only a few
errors were found in the two-word analysis. If we further examine three- or
four-word combinations of to, more errors may be found, which will be worth
exploring in the future.
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基於辭典詞彙釋義之多階層釋義關聯程度計量─
以「目」字部為例1
A Measurement of Multi-Level Semantic Relations
among Mandarin Lexemes with Radical mu4:
A Study based on Dictionary Explanations
趙逢毅∗、鍾曉芳+

F. Y. August Chao, Siaw-Fong Chung
摘要
本研究使用辭典中詞語與釋義的關係，透過計算機進行詞語的多階層釋義關聯
(Multi-Level Semantic Relation)量化計算，以比較字與詞組之間的釋義關聯程
度。本研究從臺灣「教育部重編國語辭典修訂本」之中，取出屬「目」字部之
所有字/詞共計 4549 個字與詞彙進行直接試驗，以避免人為語意辨別模糊與使
用不同語料庫定義不同的缺點。經過不同的試驗說明多階層釋義關聯的特色及
使用方式，其中包括將屬「目」字部所有的字與「目」進行多階層釋義關聯計
算，表現出漢字意符的特色。最後並與常用的 MI Value 及 t-score 比較多階層
釋義關聯之異同。
關鍵字：釋義關聯，多階層釋義關聯網路，辭典，語料庫，「目」字部
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Abstract
In this study, we utilize a quantitative method measuring the Multi-Level
Semantic Relations based on 4549 Mandarin lexemes containing the radical mu4
(目). The research is carried out by first extracting all dictionary definitions for
all lexemes containing this radical. Then, we consider the different layers of
definitions (e.g., the definitions of the keywords in a definition) and measure
whether two different mu4 (目) lexemes are related in meanings. It was found
that both width (the number of lexemes covered) and depth (the number of levels
to be calculated) contribute to the measurement of semantic relatedness. Some
seemingly unrelated mu4 (目) lexemes are found related when the depth of
definitions increases. The study also compares two sets of results - one based on
MI value and the other based on t-score. Our findings show that our
measurement based on multi-level semantic relations produces better results than
MI value does, as a collocation measurement like MI value is less suitable for
analyzing semantically related dictionary entries.
Keywords: Definition relation, Multi-Level Semantic Relation, Dictionary,
Corpus, Mandarin radical mu4 (目)

1. 前言
「辭典」乃依據詞彙體系及一定的編輯體例蒐集詞、詞組、短語等資料，加以解釋以備
查索、參考的工具書。在編輯辭典時，除了要考量到查詢者所擁有的先備知識(Prior
Knowledge)以撰寫其能理解的釋義之外，還要使用簡單的釋義文字說明，才能使查詢者
瞭解該字所俱備的義涵。中文辭典的排版則是透過具有意符表徵的部首，將所有漢字與
詞語聯繫並形成知識架構(周亞民、黃居仁，2005)。黃居仁(2005)亦認為詞是「語言中表
達意義的最小獨立單位」，在辭典中則是透過不同的詞彙組織成為釋義文字以說明查詢
的辭彙。因此從辭典的釋義文字、詞組與查詢字(詞)之間的釋義關聯，可以發現釋義說
明所用的單一詞語會包括被解釋字(詞)的部份或完全的涵義，以及對該字(詞)認知和意義
延伸的比喻涵義，並且使用屬於知識層級上較為通俗的語句或概念撰寫釋義詞語，從而
讓具有一般知識水準的大眾都能很快理解釋義的說明。臺灣的「教育部重編國語辭典修
訂本」即是在提供各界人士及中小學生檢索、查閱的目的之下而編修的一本實體紙本工
具書，因此編輯釋義內容均使用大眾能理解的文字及簡單的詞語說明辭典之中的字詞。
在分析字(詞)之間的釋義關聯方法中，除了透過人為語感對詞彙進行詞意訊息上的
討論外(黃居仁等 2005, 2008)，便是使用已經建立好的詞彙工具進行語意的探索，如：知
網(Hownet)(Dong & Dong, 2003)、英文的 Wordnet (Miller, 1995)及中研院的中文詞彙網路
(Chinese WordNet, CWN)( Huang, Chang, & Lee, 2004)。雖然現有語料工具定義詞彙語意
十分詳細，卻無法如辭典釋義般詳述詞彙語意的內容。本論文透過使用 Chung, Chen, 與
Chao (2009) 所建立的隱喻關聯程度計算，直接計算中文辭典之中的釋義文字，同時比較
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字(詞)之間的釋義關聯(dictionary definition relationship)。除了建立釋義關聯網路與同義
字彙集群之外，更進一步擴展此關聯計算以揭露中文詞彙之間，在相同部首之中深層的
釋義關聯。

2. 相關研究
中文字本身就存在很強的義形(plyph)與概念(concepts)的聯結關係。在編撰辭典時，參與
編輯人員亦會仔細研究該字要表達的意義與所歸屬的部首之間概念上是否恰當(周亞民、
黃居仁，2005)。鄭文泉(2004)更從符號學的角度指出「漢字藉由方位隱喻足以使人們領
略它的肖像的符號涵意」。其它學者則從不同的觀點討論此一課題，如黎傳緒(2004)對
“相＂的解析，討論「本義」與「引義」之間的發展關係。另一方面，祝清(2009)從詞
類上著手，探討漢語獨立詞類─動名詞，提出動名詞實為語法的隱喻，是詞類的去範疇
化與再範疇化的結果。
中文辭典則是將不同的辭句，透過文字部首架構起來匯集成為辭典。辭典釋義的編
撰會因操作視角策略與適用的領域不盡相同而造成釋義不同，但都是透過文字紀錄下適
合於當代的定義與闡釋的語料庫(羅益民，2007)。從語料庫的觀點而言，透過部首分類
的字或詞組應可在其所包含的義涵之中尋找到概念上的聯繫。黃居仁等(2005, 2008)則以
人工的方式，從知識概念的層級上建立中文部首與文字之間的關係，透過物質(formal)、
組 成 (constitutive) 、 功 用 (telic) 、 事 件 (participating) 、 參 與 者 (participator) 、 描 述 狀 態
(descriptive)與產生(agentive)等七類衍生面向，探討漢字知識表達的層面與目、耳、口、
鼻、舌等五官類漢字意符(漢字構字要件)的語意關聯。為能確保詞彙語意的品質與一致
性，黃居仁、蔡柏生等(2003)則認為參與編撰人員需對詞義判準有一致性的準則，避免
不同人對某一詞彙在語境中，依據不同的直覺而有不同的區分方式。
另一方面，近十多年來語料工具發展對詞彙語意探討, 與詞彙語意之間關係的規範
有很大的幫助。常見的語料工具有：Wordnet (Miller, 1995)，一個由普林斯頓大學所發展
出的英文語料工具，其中定義了詞彙的涵義、上/下位關係詞、部份/全體關係詞與同義詞；
Hownet (Dong & Dong, 2003)，以常識(common sense)定義中文字彙的義原，並討論義原
之間的關聯所建立的詞彙知識庫；不同於 Hownet 的義原關聯建立原則，中研院的中文
詞彙網路(Chinese WordNet, CWN)(Huang, Chang, & Lee, 2004)使用中文詞義(sense)區分
資料，並且將中文詞義與英文詞義(Wordnet)建立關聯。透過使用前述不同的中文/英文語
料工具，高照明(2007)同時整合不同辭典中文詞彙語意訊息，建立詞彙關係擷取系統。
然而前述中文語料工具所涵蓋的字與詞彙相較於辭典字彙仍有不足外，語料工具所建立
的知識領域亦有所局限，而且使用英文語料工具還有語言平行對譯等問題。
不同於前述，本研究直接探討字與詞彙間釋義的描述關聯。延伸自 Chung et al. (2009)
對知識本體與語料庫之中的字詞，以字詞共同出現的知識概念出現比例，決定隱喻關聯
的強度，藉此建立辭典字彙之間的釋義關聯網絡。
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3. 研究方法
本研究收集提供給廣泛使用者查詢的「教育部重編國語辭典修訂本」資料(網路版)，透
過統計詞彙之間共同出現的釋義字彙，以了解詞彙之間多階層釋義關聯程度，並說明此
關聯程度所表達的意思之間的概念關聯。首先呈現資料收集原則與比較釋義關聯計算，
並說明辭典資料透過此關聯度而表現出不同程度數值的釋義關聯內容。接著詳述延伸自
隱喻關聯計算原則的多階層釋義關聯，並驗證黃居仁(2005, 2008)部首與中文字之間的意
符關聯。最後則將比較多階層釋義關聯與互見信息值 (Mutual Information Value)、t-score
間的不同。

3.1 資料收集與實作關聯計算
在中文辭典中，部首的分類原則在民國初年已經過許多人的改制，目前較通用的檢字規
則是教育部頒訂的「部首檢字法」(改自林語堂「上下形檢字法」)，將中文字所表達的
意符分類到不同部首中。因此本文在資料收集的過程之中，為求所收集到的辭典釋義能
將含括特定意符的知識概念都包含在詞彙的釋義之中，因此在收集的字詞選擇上，參考
薛榕婷(2003)對部首與文化之間的研究，選定依「目」字部為主，並收集所有包括屬「目」
字部首的字詞共計 4549 字(字數 115 與詞彙數 4434)，其中亦包括異體字(如瞅、眀、眥
等同為「目」字的異體字與變形部首，如：眾與瞏)。在取得釋義之後，將資料透過中研
院所開發的中文斷詞系統(http://ckipsvr.iis.sinica.edu.tw/)以獲得釋義文字之中各詞語的
詞類。在取得字詞類的釋義後，本研究保留知識概念涵義較大的動詞詞類('VA', 'VAC',
'VB', 'VC', 'Vi', 'Vt', 'VCL', 'VD', 'VE', 'VF', 'VG', 'VH', 'VHC', 'VI', 'VJ', 'VK', 'VL', 'V_2')與
名詞詞類('Na', 'Nb', 'Nc', 'Ncc', 'Nd', 'N')進行隱喻關聯的計算。此外亦將標記後句中含有分
號(COLONCATEGORY)的句子刪除，因在「教育部重編國語辭典修訂本」的釋義中，使
用到分號的句子為來源或例句的說明。接著以「瞄」、「瞄準」二字為例說明處理過程：

「瞄」為「注視」；
「瞄準」為「用眼睛注視目標，使發射、投射的動作準確。」
此二組字詞之間因包含「注視」而產生了釋義關聯。所取得的釋義在經過斷詞系統處理
及詞類過濾後，保留下的釋義分別為：

「瞄」為「注視(VC)」；
「瞄準」為「眼睛(Na)注視(VC)目標(Na)使(VL)發射(VC)投射(VC)動作(Na)」
從上述的資料可知，「瞄」與「瞄準」共同使用的釋義詞為「注視」。本研究的釋義關
聯計算，參考知識概念隱喻計算(Chung et. al., 2009)，以共同出現的二度隱喻詞百分比表
示 (“Percentage of co-appearance of 2nd degree relations”, CoAP) 。其中令 x 為來源詞語的
字詞，其過濾後符合的字詞集合為 X，而 y 為目標詞語，其過濾後符合的字詞集合為 Y；
X ∩ Y 則為兩組字詞共同所使用的詞組，x、y 個別的二度隱喻詞百分比為：
CoAP ( x) =

X ∩Y
，
X

(1)
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在 X 所有釋義中與 Y 共同出現的字詞的比例，同理
CoAP ( y ) =

X ∩Y
，
Y

(2)

即 Y 所有釋義中與 X 共同出現的字詞的比例。
依前例，「瞄」字的釋義為："注視(VC) "、「瞄準」的釋義僅保留："眼睛(Na) 注視(VC)
目標(Na) 使(VL) 發射(VC) 投射(VC) 動作(Na) "，則

CoAP (瞄 ) =

(注視 )
= 1 ，同理
(注視 )

CoAP (瞄準 ) =

(注視 )
1
=
(眼睛、注視、目標、使 、發射、投射、動作 ) 7

「瞄」字對「瞄準」的釋義關聯大於「瞄準」對「瞄」的釋義關聯。意即「瞄」所含的
概念(即共有的概念詞彙，"注視(VC)")能被「瞄準」所包括，而「瞄準」的概念卻無法透
過「瞄」的概念完整詮釋。最後再透過網路分析工具 Pajek (http://vlado.fmf.uni-lj.si/
pub/networks/pajek/) 進行釋義關聯網路的繪製，如圖 1。圖中表示「瞄」與「瞄準」(深
色方型，辭典詞彙)在釋義之中都有使用到"注視" (淺色菱型，辭典釋義中的釋義關聯媒
介文字)。由此可得知，「瞄」與「瞄準」在辭典釋義之中都會使用"注視"來描述兩者涵義。

圖 1.「瞄準」與「瞄」之語意媒介網路 圖 2.「矚」及包涵「矚」字之詞語間
(菱型為釋義關聯媒介，方型為辭
交互語意媒介網路
典詞語)
同理，計算「矚」與其相關字詞(包括「令人矚目」、「倍受矚目」、「備受矚目」、
「受人矚目」、「引人矚目」、「眾所矚目」、「矚望」、「矚目」、「舉世矚目」、
「遠矚」、「駭矚」、「高瞻遠矚」、「麗矚」)等 14 個詞語，將其中產生語意關聯的
8 個詞語繪成語意媒介網路為圖 2。從圖 2 可知「矚」及使用到「矚」字的 8 個詞語之中，
依釋義的動詞及名詞的使用情況可以區分為兩個群，即圖 2 中的半下方群集與"注視"有釋義關聯
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的「矚」群，及屬於"注意"-"受到"釋義的群。為了能更清楚地了解集群中的義涵，我們試著從
釋義中了解中介節點的涵義如下："受到"為單一動詞；"注意"的釋義為：關注留意；"注視"的釋
義為：集中視線，凝目而望。因此"注視"群相較於"注意"-"受到"群保有實際上的視線、凝望等釋
義關聯，而"注意"-"受到"釋義的辭典詞彙群則有接受及注意的釋義關聯。由此可知，應用知識
概念隱喻計算於辭典釋義之中，再藉由詞彙語意媒介網路的集群具體呈現，結合詞彙釋義的深
入了解，我們可以更清楚地區別辭典如何詮釋字彙的涵義，也更明白近義詞彙之間的不同形式。
進一步分析字詞時，由於釋義關聯媒介文字的比例會隨辭典詞彙的比例增加，使得
釋義關聯無法將高度關聯的詞彙表現出來。因此參考 Chung et. al. (2009) 的隱喻關聯計
算，將兩詞語相互之間共同詞彙所擁有之詞彙比例進行平均數計算，以表示來源及目標
釋義關聯相互之間的釋義關聯程度 (Definition Relation Degree, DRD)：

DRDxy = 2

CoAP ( x )CoAP ( y )
, 0 ≤ DRDxy ≤ 1
CoAP ( x ) + CoAP ( y )

(3)

承前例，「瞄」與「瞄準」兩詞之間的釋義關聯程度即為：

1
1( )
CoAP (瞄 )CoAP (瞄準 )
DRD瞄 ,瞄準 = 2
= 2 7 = 0.25 = DRD瞄準 ,瞄
1
CoAP (瞄 ) + CoAP (瞄準 )
1+
7
從「瞄」與「瞄準」的釋義之中可知，雖然兩者共同使用「注視」為釋義詞，但因為「瞄
準」的釋義詞使用較多名詞與動詞，即「瞄準」的概念較「瞄」的概念複雜，從而降低
了兩詞彙間的釋義關聯程度。

表 1.「矚」及包涵「矚」字之詞間交互釋義關聯程度表
詞(一)對詞(二) 詞(二)對詞(一) 詞(一)與詞(二)
之 CoAP
之 CoAP
的 DRD

詞(一)

詞(二)

矚

矚目

1

1

1

備受矚目

受人矚目

1

0.5

0.67

倍受矚目

備受矚目

0.5

1

0.67

倍受矚目

受人矚目

0.5

0.5

0.5

令人矚目

備受矚目

0.2

1

0.3

令人矚目

受人矚目

0.2

0.5

0.29

倍受矚目

令人矚目

0.5

0.2

0.29

眾所矚目

令 矚目

0.3

0.2

0.25

舉世矚目

矚目

0.125

1

0.22

矚

舉世矚目

1

0.125

0.22
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圖 3.「矚」及包括「矚」字之釋義關聯網路
(顏色深淺表 DRD 數值，顏色深表數值高)
依上述原則，計算「矚」及包括「矚」之辭典詞彙(見表 1)，並透過釋義關聯程度(DRD)
值計算，簡化成單純釋義關聯網路，並去除釋義關聯網路中間的媒介釋義字詞(見圖 3)。
在表 3 中，詞(一)與詞(二)為來源與目的辭典條目，透過「詞(一)對詞(二)之 CoAP」與「詞
(二)對詞(一)之 CoAP」分別計算兩者間共用釋義媒介詞的占有比率後，再取兩 CoAP 去
向性的平均值為釋義關聯值(DRD)。

圖 4.「目」、「眼」及包括二字的高釋義關聯集群
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釋義關聯網路可以藉由群集的結果，瞭解辭典詞彙之間大體上的釋義關聯情況及相
關的程度。以「矚」及包括「矚」之辭典詞彙為例，圖 3 左側「倍受矚目」、「備受矚
目」及「受人矚目」，與右側的「矚」及「矚目」的釋義關聯程度都較其它辭典詞彙高(表
1 中，DRD 值高於 0.5)。從釋義文字中得知(見圖 2)，「眾所矚目」及「令人矚目」的釋
義關聯之中還包括了"注意"的文字概念，而在另一個集群之中的「舉世矚目」，因釋義
文字多於「矚」與「矚目」，從而使其釋義關聯程度(在圖 3 呈現) DRD 值降低。因此從
資料中我們可以說明，「矚」-「矚目」與「倍受矚目」-「備受矚目」-「受人矚目」這
兩個群組的釋義(涵義)上有高度的關聯，而「舉世矚目」的釋義較接近「矚」-「矚目」
群而非「倍受矚目」-「備受矚目」-「受人矚目」群。
我們更進一步從前述釋義關聯分析「眼」字與「目」字及包括二字的辭典詞彙之釋
義關聯，並分析兩兩成對的釋義關聯程度值 DRD 介在 0.9~1 的高釋義關聯部份，最後藉
由社會網路分析軟體 Pajek 中的網路圖佈局集群將此關聯呈現視覺化圖形。結果得到上
圖 4 共 78 個集群 (詳見表 2)。

表 2.「目」、「眼」及包括二字的詞語集群關聯媒介文字表，DRD>0.9
集群別

釋義關聯媒介文字

集群 1

集群別

釋義關聯媒介文字

集群別

釋義關聯媒介文字

頭腦、昏沉、視覺、
集群 11
模糊

病名

集群 21

注視

集群 2

動物、名

集群 12

閉上、眼睛

集群 22

比喻、痛恨、人

集群 3

親自、看到、聽到

集群 13

看見

集群 23

眼球

集群 4

書名

集群 14

目、示意

集群 24

眼光、銳利、動作、
敏捷

集群 5

北平、方言

集群 15

形容、眼睛、昏花、
集群 25
心緒、迷亂

擦亮、眼睛、等待

集群 6

具有、特殊、眼光、
集群 16
見解

佛教、人名

眨眼

集群 7

異體字

集群 17

眼睛

集群 8

眼睛

集群 18

眼睛、示意

集群 9

形容、見、情景、
令、人、驚異

集群 19

植物、名

集群 10

哺乳綱

集群 20

眼睛、轉

集群 26

集群 27 之後為兩個辭典詞
彙，且為高度釋義關聯，故不
再贅述。

其中集群 1 為最大，包括了十個辭典詞語(「頭眩眼花」、「頭暈目眩」、「頭昏眼
暗」…等等)，且都是相似的詞義；集群 2 則是表示動物的辭典詞彙；集群 3 則是以「聽
到」、「看到」為釋義關聯媒介的集群；集群 4 是書名；集群 5 是北平方言；集群 6 是
以「特殊」、「眼光」及「見解」所組成的；集群 7 為異體字集；集群 8 即為眼睛…等
等。由此分析可知，DRD 值高即為同義詞，因為用以釋義的字詞幾乎相同。在此要特別
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說明的是，透過釋義關聯程度 DRD 值所呈現出的同義詞集群，並非由辭典在編撰時特
別說明為同義詞組；而是經由釋義之中所擁有共同詞彙的百分比計算而得。因此，獲得
集群後必需再進一步了解各個集群之中的釋義媒介文字為何，才能說明該集群的特徵。
在了解高關聯度 DRD 之後，為討論中度釋義關聯值，我們以「目所未賭」與目字
所有詞組進行分析，並取出 DRD 值界在 0.3~0.6 的中度關聯 DRD 詞彙，共九個詞彙列
於表 3。

表 3.「目所未睹」與同屬「目」字部之詞組比較（DRD 值介於 0.3~0.6 間）
詞彙

釋義

釋義過濾後的詞組

與「目所未賭」
DRD值
相同釋義詞組

目所未睹

從來沒見過，形容極為罕見。 見,形容,罕見

n/a

n/a

目下有臥蠶

形容眼瞼浮腫，下瞼有臥蠶
樣。多見於腎炎病人。

形容,眼瞼,浮腫,有,臥蠶樣,見,
於,腎炎, 病人

形容 見

0.33

目連

人名。見「目犍連」條。

人名,見,目犍

見

0.33

目眩神迷

形容所見情景令人驚異。亦
作「目眩神搖」
。

形容,見,情景,令,人,驚異,作,
目眩神搖

形容 見

0.36

目斷飛鴻

極目遠望，直至飛雁不見。
常形容離別的悲悽之情。

遠望,直至,飛雁,見,形容,離別,
悲悽,情

形容 見

0.36

目眩魂搖

形容所見情景令人驚異。亦
作「目眩神搖」
。

形容,見,情景,令,人,驚異,作,
目眩神搖

形容 見

0.36

目瞪口歪

形容非常生氣的樣子。

形容,生氣,樣子

形容

0.33

目眩神馳

形容所見情景令人驚異。亦
作「目眩神搖」
。

形容,見,情景,令,人,驚異,作,
目眩神搖

形容 見

0.36

目下十行

形容看書看得快。見「一目
十行」條。

形容,看書,看,快,見,一目十行

形容 見

0.33

目視雲霄

形容眼界高闊。

形容,眼界,高闊

形容

0.33

從表 3 可知，九個詞彙分別透過釋義媒介文字"形容"、"見"與辭典條目「目所未賭」
產生釋義關聯；但由於與「目所未賭」所共用的詞組太少，而且九個詞彙的釋義又多，
從而降低了 DRD 值。使用較多的釋義文字說明詞彙，即表示該詞彙的概念較為複雜。
從表 3 的資料中可看到，與「目所未賭」產生釋義關聯的詞彙為「形容」與「見」，雖
然此二釋義詞並非詮釋該辭條的主要用意，但可知此中度釋義關聯的主要集群概念都為
比喻用詞彙。
同理在我們分析 DRD 值更小的如「眼」與「眼鏡蛇」兩個詞彙(表 4)。因「眼鏡蛇」
是屬於表示特定動物的下位詞，從而在辭典編撰中即會使用包含較多上位詞概念的釋義
文字以闡述此一詞彙的概念，即該辭彙所涵蓋的概念多且複雜，從而降低了兩個詞彙之
間的 DRD 值。
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表 4.「眼」與「眼鏡蛇」之詞組比較
詞彙

釋義

釋義過濾後的詞組

釋義中與「眼」
DRD 值
相同詞組

眼

目，動物的視覺器官。

目 Na 動物 Na 視覺 Na 器官 Na

n/a

n/a

眼鏡蛇

動物名。爬蟲類有鱗目。
長四、五尺，頸部有一對
有白邊黑心的環狀斑
紋，形如眼睛。背褐色，
腹青白色，毒牙有溝，可
注毒液，怒則頸膨大，昂
首直立，晝伏夜出。俗稱
為「飯匙倩」
。

動物 N 名 N 爬蟲類 N 有 Vt 鱗
目 N 長 Vt 頸部 N 有 Vt 有 Vt
白邊 N 黑心 Vi 環狀 N 斑紋 N
形 N 如 P 眼睛 N 背 Vt 褐色 N
腹 N 青白色 N 毒牙 N 有 Vt 溝
N 注 Vt 毒液 N 怒 Vi 頸 N 膨大
Vi 昂首 Vi 直立 Vi 晝伏夜出 Vi
俗稱為 Vt 飯匙倩 N

動物

0.05

綜合上述分析，直接使用釋義關聯程度(DRD)所得的值，因受詞彙所使用的釋義文
字長短或涵蓋的知識概念多寡，而有不同的影響。此外若所使用的釋義文字沒有完全的
對應，則無法納入相同詞組的計算。最後釋義關聯計算單元是以字與辭彙所含的「知識
概念」，因所有過濾後的辭彙字詞是相等權重，因此在計算上則不需為個別知識概念加
權。反觀釋義文字在編撰時，會因該詞彙概念內容特殊而特別偏重在幾個詞上。因為 DRD
的釋義關聯計算上，是將取自釋義的詞組視為包括部分或全部的知識概念單元進行計算，
從而無法完整表達個別釋義詞組所含蓋知識概念的權重。

3.2 多階層釋義關聯
前述已討論過，應用基於辭典釋義的釋義關聯程度值 DRD 計算時，會因釋義中單詞的
權重與解釋文句長短而影響 DRD 值。為了改善釋義關聯計算使其更加精確，本研究提
出多階層釋義關聯(Multi-level Definition Relation Degree, MDRD)。黃居仁指出(2005)漢語
的詞是知識表達的最基本單位，因此在釋義之中所使用的詞組也可以再透過辭典的釋義，
擴充共同使用的字詞而併入計算的權重中。本研究所建立的辭典語料是以部首屬「目」
的字詞，因此進行釋義文字擴充時會以現有的辭典語料進行擴充。
令 X1 為條目 x 所有符合過濾條件的辭典釋義詞彙；X2 為 X1 釋義詞彙再經過辭典釋
義文字擴充並符合過濾條件詞彙；同理，Y2 為 Y1 符合的釋義詞彙，再經辭典釋義擴充後
且符合過濾條件詞彙集合。而 X (1+ 2) ∩ Y (1+ 2) 則分別為 X1、X2 與 Y1、Y2 共同擁有的釋義
文字的集合。 而

CoAPx2, y ( x)

X 1 + X 2 ) ∩ (Y 1 + Y 2 )
(
，表在 x 所有擴充釋義中與 y 共同使
=
( X1 + X 2 )

用的擴充釋義字詞的比例，則第 n 階層釋義關聯的一般式即可寫成：
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∑ X i∩ ∑ Yi

CoAPxn, y ( x )

i=n

=

i=n

(4)

∑ Yi

i=n

DRD xn, y = 2

CoAPxn, y ( x )CoAPxn, y ( y )
CoAPxn, y ( x ) + CoAPxn, y ( y )

, 0 ≤ DRDxn, y ≤ 1

(5)

當釋義關聯計算加入擴充的釋義文字之後，釋義的字詞片段會依所搜集來自辭典語料而
增加該字詞的權重與增加計算的詞語廣度，進而產生且增加兩者釋義語意上的關聯程度。
以「目的」與「瞄準」為例(參考次頁表 5)，使用 DRD 計算「目的」與「瞄準」之第一
階共同釋義字百分比與釋義關聯值：

1
1
( )×( )
1
1
9 = 0.167
CoAP (瞄準 ) = ， CoAP (目的) = ， DRD目的 ,瞄準 = 2 3
1
1
3
9
( )+( )
3
9
在計算第二階層釋義關聯時，二字的釋義都經過部首屬「目」的字與辭彙進行擴充後並
2
納入計算，則兩者之間的第二階層釋義關聯 SRD目的
為：
,瞄準

27
27
= 0.964
= 0.675 ， CoAP (目的 ) =
28
40
(0.675) × (0.964)
=2
= 0.794
(0.675) + (0.964)

CoAP 2 (瞄準 ) =
2
DRD目的
,瞄準

從上述的計算可知，透過將第一階層釋義文字內的「目標」一詞的釋義擴充後，「目
的」與「瞄準」兩詞之間的釋義關聯提高到 0.794。其中，共同擁有的釋義文字，在第一
階段僅只有"目標"一個媒介詞。但在經過二階段擴充之後，"達到"與"注視"兩字會因釋義
有共同交集而使權重增加。媒介文字"達到"在「目的」的第一階段的釋義文字與第二階
段透過「目標」擴充後，釋義文字產生加權效果；同理"注視"在「瞄準」的釋義之中亦
產生了加權效果。此外，兩者之間的釋義關聯，也因為「目標」一詞的擴充而加強了彼
此的釋義關聯強度。在此特別說明，此擴充之釋義計算僅涵蓋現有辭典語料，即「目」
字部所有字辭。
雖然共有的詞組數都為 27，但「目的」的共有詞組表中，較「瞄準」多計算了分別
落於第一階釋義(「目的」的直接釋義)與第二階釋義詞語 (擴充自「目的」釋義詞組中的
"目標"釋義詞組)的"達到"一詞。而相反的，「瞄準」則較「目的」多計算了一組"注視"
的釋義詞語(分屬於「瞄準」的直接釋義與「目標」的擴充釋義)。由此可進一步推論，
「目的」相較於「瞄準」有地理位置轉移的概念義涵；「瞄準」相較於「目的」，則著
重在視覺專注的狀態或動作。而從 CoAP 2 的數值上看來，「目的」的概念義涵較能表達
「瞄準」概念，但「瞄準」的概念涵義則無法表達「目的」的義涵，因「瞄準」一詞的
義涵較複雜。
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表 5.「目的」與「瞄準」之多階層釋義表 (共同出現的釋義已特別標示)
詞彙

釋義

釋義過濾後的詞組

共有的
詞組數

第一階段釋義
目的

想要達到的目標。如：
「人生以服務為
目的。」

想要,達到,[目標]

瞄準

用眼睛注視目標，使發射､投射的動作
準確。

用,眼睛,注視,[目標],使,發射,投射,
動作,準確

1

第二階段釋義
目標

可為目力的標準或目力能注視的地 為,目力,標準,目力,注視,地方,工作,計畫,擬訂,
方。工作或計畫中擬訂要達到的標準。 達到,標準,軍事,上,運用,軍隊,望,達成,目的,行
軍事上運用軍隊所望達成的最終目 動,望,殲滅,敵軍,攻占,地區,地點
的，或攻擊行動所望殲滅的敵軍或攻占
的地區或地點。

眼睛

動物身上觀察外物的視覺器官。

動物,身,觀察,外物,視覺,器官

合併計算之釋義詞組及權重 (字詞後的數字為計次)
目的

瞄準

行動 1 攻占 1 計畫 1 運用 1 望 2 地區 1 殲滅 1 敵軍 1 為 1 工作 1 上
1 地方 1 [注視 1] 軍事 1 [達到 2] 軍隊 1 標準 2 目力 2 目標 1 目的 1 地
點 1 擬訂 1 達成 1 想要 1

27

行動 1
1 地方
地點 1
外物 1

27

攻占 1 計畫 1 運用 1 望 2 地區 1 殲滅 1 敵軍 1 為 1 工作 1 上
1 [注視 2] 軍事 1 [達到 1] 軍隊 1 標準 2 目力 2 目標 1 目的 1
擬訂 1 達成 1 投射 1 發射 1 身 1 觀察 1 準確 1 視覺 1 眼睛 1
器官 1 用 1 使 1 動作 1 動物 1

由於此辭典的釋義只限於部首屬「目」的字與辭彙，因此在表 5 第一級釋義裡僅有
"目標"與 "眼睛"兩個詞是會被擴充的。其它不屬於部首「目」的字詞不會再經釋義擴充，
因此這些不再擴充釋義字詞的權重相對於能擴充的字詞來說權重較低，也就是透過字詞
的擴充決定不同釋義詞的權重。另一方面，雖然釋義關聯的計算仍以字形為主的計算比
較原則，但中文經過斷字詞之後的字詞組保有釋義文字要傳遞的知識單元，因此再經過
許多階層釋義擴充之後，便能透過使用相同的釋義文字而說明兩個辭彙之間的關聯。依
據前述的計算方式，我們計算「目的」與「目」、「目的」與「眼」之間的釋義關聯(表
6)。在「目的」第一階層的辭典釋義之中並沒有包括任何直接與"眼睛"一詞有關的字詞，
但過濾後的詞「目標」經多階層釋義擴充之後則揭露出"眼睛"的概念，並與「目」與「眼」
詞產生語意上的關聯。
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表 6.「目的」與「目」、「目的」與「眼」第 1~4 階層釋義關聯值
第 1~4 階層

DRD1x, y

DRDx2, y

DRDx3, y

DRDx4, y

目的，目

0

0

0.049

0.298

身 觀察 視覺 眼睛 外物 器官 動物

目的，眼

0

0

0.044

0.297

身 觀察 視覺 眼睛 外物 器官 動物

x,

y

共有的媒介釋義字

接著討論多階層釋義關聯中的階層特性。我們使用相同的語料庫進行擴充多階層的
釋義，並計算從第一階到第七階層、第一百階的「眼腦」與包括「眼」字的雙字詞釋義
關聯值(圖 5)。圖中所設定的第一百階層釋義關聯值，是為了確保所有釋義的字詞都已經
透過語料庫擴充，也就是多階層釋義關聯值在本語料庫之中已經呈穩定狀態(釋義關聯值
不會因為再擴充而改變)。
「眼腦」的釋義為"眼睛"，但在使用單階層的釋義關聯計算時，會無法與「眼睛」
的釋義文字進行概念的計算，從而使 DRD 值為 0。同樣的情況發生在後續許多雙字詞之
中，如「眼圈」、「眼眉」、「眼裡」等 33 個雙字詞。但隨著多階層語意的擴展後，將
個別雙字詞與「眼腦」之間共字使用的釋義字詞納入計算後，其 DRD 數值也隨之增加。
另一方向，隨著納入計算的擴充釋義字詞的增加，會直接影響釋義字詞占 DRD 權重，
DRD 值會突然提高（如「眼神」），使得兩者之間的釋義關聯形成偏差。但這樣的現象
在所有擴充釋義詞步驟都完成之後(在本例中為 Lv7)，所有的 DRD 值就會趨於穩定。也
就是在教育部所訂的國語辭典中，在「目」字部所有字詞能解釋的範圍下，所有「眼腦」
與包括「眼」字雙字詞的釋義關聯都能從圖 5 Lv7 中得到結果。
從圖 5 中亦可看出詞義「眼腦」與「眼睛」的概念相似。雙字詞的多階層 DRD 值
較高者，表示則其概念比較明確，而且「眼睛」的語意概念占的比例較高，如「眼語」、
「眼科」「眼罩」等等。多階層 DRD 值在中程度的雙字詞相較於「眼睛」來說，一部
分著重在"器官 "的概念上，如「眼眶」(0.5)、「眼孔」(0.5)等；另一部分雙字詞的概念
則是概念延伸自"目力"、 "眼力"，如「眼格」(0.5)、「眼辨」(0.3)等。
多階層 DRD 值小的雙字詞則是含蓋「眼睛」與其它不同的概念於一詞裡，如「眼
庫」雖然與「眼腦」共同使用了 "外物"、 "器官"、 "動物"、 "身"、 "觀察"、"視覺"、
"眼睛" 七個釋義詞，但「眼庫」釋義原文"國際獅子會中華民國總會為推動眼角膜移植，

接受病人身後捐獻，以協助有眼病的人恢復視力，於民國五十七年十一月十日正式成立
的眼角膜儲備設施。"經過濾後保留的字詞很多，且能經多階層擴充的釋義文字少，從而
無法增加釋義文字的權重，因而降低了 DRD 值。

圖 5. 包括「眼」字的雙字詞對於「眼腦」之多階層釋義關聯值比較(Lv1-7, 與 Lv100)
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接着我們以上述多階層釋義關聯計算原則，進一步分析部首屬「目」的所有 115 個
字，以了解與「目」字之間的多階層釋義關聯，表 7 詳列由高至低的多階層釋義關聯值 (其
中 33 個字是無法與「目」字產生釋義關聯)。高度的釋義關聯，是使用相同的釋義字詞
擁有符合過濾釋義字詞中的比例（已於 3.1 說明）。從表 7 中可以看出「目」與「眼」
二字的釋義關聯很高，而「目」與「睛」的釋義關聯卻只有「目」與「眼」的一半，其
因在於「睛」的釋義為"眼珠。眼睛。"，其釋義的概念延伸了眼睛器官的概念，而「眼」
的釋義"目，動物的視覺器官。"則是直接使用了「目」字當作釋義，因此「目」與「眼」
釋義關聯十分高(0.9)。 其它與「目」釋義關聯較低的字，如「看」、「相」等都是透過
"觀察"與「目」產生釋義上的關聯。

表 7. 部首屬「目」的字與「目」之多階層(100 階層)關聯計算表
DRD100
x ,目

屬「目」的字

字數

0.9

眼

1

0.8

睜眺

2

0.7

瞭睍睆眵眢矐瞋盱

8

0.6

盹瞶矘矎眚

5

0.5

睛睡眶眸睚睅瞚瞬瞳眥

10

0.4

眯瞇瞌眨矓矊睫睏眹瞼

10

0.3

眉瞪盯盲眛睨睞睽眴眩眭眠眙眝眊眇矔睒瞀瞠瞽盳
瞢盻矇

25

0.2

瞎睥盼瞍瞟

5

0.1

看睪睢矉瞅瞧瞑

7

相睎睇眷睠瞥瞰瞻眄

9

< 0.1
0

睄瞄真瞿睋睹睿睾睩睬督睦睟睊眾眲眕眈省矚矕矗
矍睮瞂瞏瞞瞫瞷瞵盾眽直
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在分析這 33 個無法與「目」字產生釋義關聯的字(即 DRD 值為 0)，後可將其區分
成三類：(1)釋義文中使用到部首屬「見」的字詞，如「見」或「視」等字詞。這類字包
括了「睄」、「瞄」、「睩」、「睋」、「睟」、「睮」、「睊」、「眲」、「眈」、
「矚」、「瞏」、「瞞」、「瞫」、「瞷」、「瞵」、「眽」、「矕」、「督」、「睹」
及「矍」等 20 字；(2)「教育部重編國語辭典修訂本」沒有特別將《說文解字》的釋義
納入。「直」與「矗」，這兩個字都有「直」的義涵。《說文解字》釋「直」為“正見
也＂；「瞞」，"平目也"；「真」，"僊人變形而登天也"。段玉裁認為「真」字於字形
中包涵了「目」的概念，"獨言目者，道書云養生之道，耳目爲先。"「睿」為"深明也。
通也。"段玉裁認為此字是取「目」字的，"从 。从目。故曰深明"。「睦」為"目順也"。
「督」為"察也"。「眾」為"多也"，段玉裁認為此字為"从乑目"。「省」為"視也"。「眕」
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為"目有所恨而止也"。「睾」為"目視也。从橫目，从幸"。「瞿」為"鷹隼之視也"。「盾」
與「瞂」為"所以扞身蔽目"。上述字若在釋義之中納入《說文解字》的釋義，則 DRD 值
則不為 0。(3)無法判定為與「目」有關聯的字。「睬」字的釋義 "理會"，為聲符字（即
「睬」的聲符是「采」，形符是「目」），其義源於「偢睬」(同「瞅睬」、「偢采」)
為"理睬"。上述除了「睬」字較為特殊之外，其它部首屬「目」的字都能透過釋義與「目」
產生關聯。多階層釋義關聯無法為 33 個字建立釋義關聯，是因為本研究中沒有收集部首
屬「見」的字詞釋義與《說文解字》之中的釋義。雖然使用於計算的辭典釋義有所局限，
但透過多階層釋義關聯計算可發現多數屬「目」部的字與「目」字之間存在有字義上的
關聯，進一步的分析也可證明屬「目」部的字與屬「見」部的字詞間存在釋義上的釋義
關聯。

3.3 多階層釋義關聯程度與其它語料統計值的比較
我們於 3.2 闡釋了多階層釋義關聯程度值的原則、計算方式及應用，接下來將以語料統
計方法中，使用大樣本進行計算的 MI Value 與 t-score 為例進行比較。以 Mutual
Information 計算得到的 MI Value 是在估計兩個字之間的關係(associations)(Church &
Hanks, 1990)，MI 的計算為：

I ( x, y ) ≡ log 2

P ( x, y )
P ( x) P ( y )

(6)

其中，x, y 為兩個待測的字詞，其使用的機率為 P(x)、P(y)，I(x, y)表兩者相互共有
的訊息。I(x, y)在計算上是以聯合機率(joint probability)的方式計算兩個待測字詞之間的
獨立觀測機率。透過上述的 MI Value 計算，得到的數值決定兩字詞之間的關聯：(1)若大
於 3，則具顯著關聯(Hunston, 2002)；(2)若接近 0 則無顯著關聯；(3)若小於 0，則為互補
關聯。
另一方面，t-score 則是為了計算兩個詞之間是否具統計上的顯著(Gao & Somers,
1998)，其計算方式為：

t≈

f ( x) f ( y)
N
f ( x, y )

f ( x, y ) −

(7)

上述兩個待測的字詞 x, y，其個別出現的機率為 f(x)、f(y)，f(x,y)則為兩個詞共同出
現的次數；而 N 則是所有出現的字詞數。Hunston(2002)指出，當 t-score 大於 2 時，則視
此二字具顯著關係。在此我們則以「眼腦」與包括「眼」字雙字詞的關聯計算，來比較
多階層釋義關聯、MI Value 與 t-score 值三者的差異(圖 6)。在圖 6 中，y 軸為計算所得的
值。我們可以看到 MI Value 與 t-score 兩者趨勢是與 DRD 值相反，且都呈現正相關。從
字義上來看，「眼腦」使用了「眼睛」的釋義；但在 MI Value 與 t-score 值上卻比「眼
腦」與「眼蟲」的關聯較高，也就表示 MI Value 與 t-score 在比較兩字詞的關聯度時是
不適用的。
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圖 6.「眼腦」與包含「眼」雙字詞之多階層釋義關聯、MI Value 與 t-score 比較
從上述的 MI 值與 t-score 的計算原義來看，二者雖然都是區分兩個字詞在語料庫之
中同時出現的頻率的機率比較，但並非是從詞義概念的角度計算兩個字詞之間的關聯。
兩者的計算原理與多階層釋義關聯的共用詞所占有的比率雖然相同，但詮釋上卻不同：
MI 值是從資訊熵(information entropy)區分兩個字詞所含的釋義字詞是否有共同資訊熵；
而 t-score 則是從統計上的顯著性，來區分兩個詞之間的差異。本文提出的多階層釋義關
聯的計算是以辭典字詞的釋義做為語料庫的計算基礎，不同於過去 MI 值與 t-score 計算
上使用文本(texts)為語料庫基礎的計算。多階層釋義關聯計算的原則不僅可以透過語料庫
的內容進行多階層的釋義與擴充外，擴充的字詞的概念亦可從辭典的收集來控制釋義的
概念延伸。如前述 3.2 透過同屬「目」的字詞擴展後，計算所有部首屬「目」的字與「目」
字之間的關聯。

4. 結論
漢語的知識交流單位為字詞，而且字詞組合的釋義文字亦有知識概念的義涵。本論文試
延伸概念隱喻關聯計算至中文的字詞釋義關聯計算，透過辭典對條目的解釋說明文字，
提出一套計算詞語釋義關聯的原則。不同於人工的語感詞意分類與語料庫工具計算方式，
本文將辭典中的釋義字詞視為計算基準，並進行多階層次擴充以加強釋義字詞的權重，
最後在不同的關聯程度之下說明其集群應用與語言上的義涵。本文實作的語料庫來源「教育部重編國語辭典修訂本」，是提供大眾查尋字詞的工具。雖然此辭典自民國八十
二年編輯完成後，即很少增改其中內容，但從中取得字詞釋義語料進行計算的結果亦能
表現出多階層釋義關聯計算的特色。在本篇文章中，我們討論了單一階層的釋義關聯計
算，將與「眼」相關及屬「目」的所有字詞進行計算後，結合社會網路分析工具分析高
度釋義關聯集群，不同的集群會依其釋義中共同使用的字詞進行群聚，即同義詞的群聚。
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之後我們分析中度的釋義關聯計算中，思考如何處理釋義詞裡與不同概念的權重如何訂
定，從而發展出多階層釋義關聯的原則，並說明多階層的釋義對釋義關聯值的變化。接
著則分析所有部首屬「目」的字與「目」字之間的多階層釋義關聯，以詮釋漢字義符的
特色。並從進一步的分析中得到「目」部字集與「見」部字集的關聯，以及「教育部重
編國語辭典修訂本」內的文字釋義裡，沒有特別將字的來源加入，了解多階層釋義關聯
在分析漢字與部首之間的使用方式。在本文的最後我們又比較了多階層釋義關聯與 MI
Value、t-score 之間的差異，說明了多階層 DRD 值是從概念層級計算兩個字詞之間的交
集程度。
本文所介紹的多階層釋義關聯雖然能表現出兩個字詞共同使用的釋義字詞交集程
度，但因釋義詞來源為辭典且經過濾而得，因此仍無法完全表達該字或詞的完整概念涵
意。此外本研究進行的多階層釋義擴充僅保留動詞與名詞的釋義，且受限於所取得的辭
典語料中部首屬「目」的字與詞彙。雖然此一限制於擴充時，能維持「目」部字的字義
概念發展方向相同，但仍無法完整擴充所有的字詞。並且在辭典編寫釋義的過程中，若
作者沒有將符合條目的所有涵義都編入釋義中，使用多階層釋義關聯計算亦無法完全將
詞義的概念均列入運算。縱有上述限制，但透過多階層釋義關聯計算，能將前人所制訂
的辭典轉換成為語言計算的工具。也可再進一步與其它計算語言學的方法及網路分析原
則結合，以探討漢字字義與詞義之間的概念及釋義集群中的語意關聯。
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Deictic Functions of Huílái (回来) and Huíqù (回去): A Corpus-based and Experimental
Study
Yu-Tung Chang and Siaw-Fong Chung
Graduate Institute of Linguistics, National Chengchi University, Taiwan
Department of English, National Chengchi University, Taiwan

Although deixis has been the primary focus of research on come and go verbs, a study
incorporating both corpus-based and experimental dimensions of deixis is rarely seen. The
present study aims to differentiate the properties of Mandarin deictic motion verbs huílái and
huíqù through analyzing the collocation of both verbs as well as the deictic center of the
speaker/actor involved. It is hypothesized that (i) huílái is preferred when the deictic center
overlaps with the destination of a movement (e.g., 家里门铃响了，我纳闷的在想是谁来
访，打开门吓了一跳，只见你拎着行李回来了), and that (ii) depending on the mental
distance between a speaker and the actor of a movement, huílái and huíqù tend to trigger
different terms to collocate with them (e.g., 她夜夜不能成眠，每天总等待着儿子回来 and
如果难民真的能够回去，将可以结束数万可怜人的悲惨遭遇). Methodology-wise, first,
definitions of huílái and huíqù were obtained from the dictionary (重编国语辞典修订本).
Second, data in Sinica Corpus and Chinese GigaWord 2 Corpus were analyzed to capture the
relation between the interlocutors’ physical locations and the two deictic verbs. Third,
questionnaires were designed to test the choice of huílái and huíqù when the verbs’
interaction with speakers’ locations, as well as the verbs’ preferred collocates were
manipulated. One hundred and two subjects were paid to participate in the experiment. The
corpus results corresponded to the hypotheses, manifesting that huílái would be chosen when
the deictic center was in the destination, while huíqù was used when the deictic center was in
places other than the destination. The outcome of the questionnaires also agreed with the
findings from the corpus: (a) huílái would be selected in movements involving an insider of a
clan or of a group (e.g., 同志 and 父亲); (b) terms describing non-preferred people (e.g., 偷
渡客 and 间谍) in a society would likely to become the actors of huíqù; and (c) huílái is
prone to serve as the second verb in the V+V structure when the first action (e.g., 度长假+回
来 and 拿奖牌+回来) benefits the actor. These indicate that huílái would be chosen when a
speaker empathizes with an actor, whereas huíqù would be selected when a speaker mentally
keeps his/her distance from an actor. The findings suggest that the use of huílái and huíqù
relates to not only the location of a deictic center but also the closeness between a speaker and
an actor of a movement.
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VocabGraph:
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Semantic Graph Inspector with Referred Word Lists
August F.Y. Chao and SiawSiaw-Fong Chung
Dept. Of MIS
Dept. Of English
National Chengchi University

M

ore and more computational linguistic methods and

tools, as well as many computational techniques are meaningful in assisting EFL teachers.
For vocabulary teaching, knowing lexical meaning and the
ability to distinguish closely related meanings are basic jobs
(Gairns & Redman, 1986) but in order to make efficient comFig 1. Using AntConc Calculating Pairwise
parisons, one needs more than just word frequency in corpus.
Frequency
We claim that checking semantic relationship for each word
in teaching materials or students’ writing is worthy albeit being a time-consuming task for teachers.

The results will help teachers select the most suitable teaching approach
when introducing new vocabulary and decide what materials to use. Furthermore, we show that frequency information can be integrated into a signal
graph, through which one might obtain better understanding of vocabulary
distribution in materials.

W

Fig 2. Using VocabAnalyzer to analyze a
article and compare with Jeng et. al.
(2002) Word List.

e develop an online semantic graph inspecting tool, VocabGraph,
VocabGraph to (1) illustrate the semantic

relations of words, and (2) utilize the WordNet hyper-/hyponymy definitions (Miller, 1995).
This tool allows users to upload a pain text, analyze words’ hyper-/hyponymy paths, and aggregate
all paths into an online graph.

Fig 3. Using VocabGraph illustrating
Genesis 1:1-3.
Related Nodes: 1

Related Nodes: 2

Node Color:
[Green] Noun
[Blue] Verb
[Gray] Adj. or Adv.

Related Nodes: 3+

[Red] User input words

F

unctions on the left side can help users to adjust graph,

Fig 3. Using VocabGraph illustrating Verb
words: let, created and moved in Genesis 1:1-3
by adjust Related Nodes function (1-3+).

Fig 4. Using VocabGraph illustrating
Noun Words: form and face in Related
Nodes Degree 2.

filter unessential nodes and see how graph shows directly.

D

ifferent from checking dictionary, online semantic graph

inspecting tool, VocabGraph, illustrates words’ meaning and
relationship on a single graph. Users do not have to understand computational techniques or linguistic statistics, but
simply input text and interact directly with VocabGraph to
know more sense than doing complex corpus methods. For
teachers, this will be a user-friendly tool to show the lexical
distributions, and to facilitate vocabulary teaching.
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Comparing English-Mandarin Lexical Concepts of CRAWL
Chieh Chang, Min-Chien Lee, and Siaw-Fong Chung
National ChengChi University, Taiwan

Introduction

When a word is considered to have an equivalent in another language, it is often
taught in direct translation. The English CRAWL thus may be simply presented as
PA2 to Chinese learners. However, in a preliminary research conducted by Lu (2011),
two seemingly equivalents were found to differ in terms of metaphorical usage. Inspired further by Fillmore and Atkins (2000), who adopted a network method to contrast CRAWL against its French equivalent, the present study aims to discover and
explain the similarities and differences of CRAWL and PA2’s semantic concepts, and
to offer pedagogical suggestion to vocabulary teaching accordingly.

Corpus Data Analysis

English Corpus Data (Total hits: 962)

Research Questions

1. What are the identical semantic concepts of CRAWL and PA2? What are the differernces?
2. What are the underlying reasons that contribute to such conceptual differences between CRAWL and PA2?

Methodology

●To answer research question 1:
1. Five renowned Chinese and English dictionaries were consulted respectively, and
semantic senses of CRAWL and PA2 were compared.
2. Corpora data of CRAWL and PA2 were also collected to confirm the dictionaries’
semantic senses and to reveal more senses in real language use.
●To answer research question 2:
1. CRAWL’s and PA2’s semantics senses from dictionaries were composed into semantic networks, and their derivation routes were compared against each other to
form the hypothesized underlying reasons for differences between CRAWL and
Pas’ lexical concepts.
2. Expanded upon dictionaries and through corpora data, CRAWL and PA2’s new
semantic networks were complied and compared against each other in terms of
frequency and types of derived senses in order to testify the hypotheses with evidence from real language use.

Chinese Corpus Data (Total hits: 1048)

Dicationary Senses
English Dictionry Senses

Discussion
Chinese Dictionary Senses

●PA2 and CRAWL share some identical lexical concepts (in green boxes), but they
also have some idiosyncratic concepts encoded (in pink boxes and in red), and thus
their semantic path derived distinctly.
1. PA2: 70%↑ of vertical motion --> Positive effects or consequences anticipated or
to occur
2. CRAWL: 2%↓ of vertical motion and slowness of the motion --> Inferior status or
uncomfortable feelings
●Pedagogical implication:
1. Learning through the maps to notice how senses extend which help the acquisition of lexical items.
2. Comparing L1 and L2 similarities and differences to distinguish near-synonyms.
3. Sequences of teaching and learning (similarities from L1 to L2 & prototypical -->
idiosyncrasies)
●Future work: An experimental study: Translation tasks --> learning difficulties
(senses in pink boxes, while boxes, and in red) --> pedagogical treatment.
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A Corpus-based Analysis of “Create” and “Produce”

Siaw-Fong Chung 

Abstract
This paper examines the synonymous pair ‘create’ and ‘produce’ in English and
suggests that their similarities and differences can be elucidated based on the types of
products denoted by their objects. PRODUCTS, as part of the eventive information of
ACTIVITY,

are sometimes shared by both verbs (e.g., in ‘Manufacture’), while some

other products (e.g., ‘Farming’) are found only in one of the verbs (‘produce’). In
addition, a gradience analysis of ‘property,’ ‘creativity,’ ‘quantity,’ and ‘concreteness’ is
also postulated, as these semantic features help to decide the selection between ‘create’
and ‘produce.’ Two corpora – the Brown Corpus and the Frown Corpus (from
ICAME) – provided the data for this paper, and their results were compared to the
British National Corpus through the collocation application of the Sketch Engine.
Finally, the similarities and differences between the compared words are represented by
means of a hierarchical structure.
Keywords: Near-synonym, Corpus, Create, Produce, Sense Analysis, Gradience
Analysis
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1. Introduction
Synonyms are usually identified by linguists and lexicographers through
substitution. Other methods include the use of dictionary meanings in distinguishing
senses. However, neither substitution nor comparison of dictionary meanings is able to
provide quantitative information in a set of data such as distributional information of
object types, argument structures, and frequencies of linguistic patterns. When using
substitution, one possible problem is the non-existence of “perfect synonyms” (term
used in Taylor, 2002: 262). “Perfect synonyms,” or “absolute synonyms” in Lyons’
(1995: 61) terminology, refer to a pair of synonyms in which (a) “all meanings [being
compared] are identical”; (b) two words are “synonymous in all contexts”; and (c) they
are “semantically equivalent (i.e., their meaning or meanings are identical) on all
dimensions of meaning, descriptive and non-descriptive.” The presence of all these
characteristics, as also noted by Taylor (1995: 56), is rare: “[P]erfect synonyms – lexical
items with the same meaning and which are therefore interchangeable in all contexts –
are exceedingly rare.”
Most of the synonyms are likely to be “near” synonyms rather than “perfect”
synonyms. Near-synonyms, as Cruse (1986: 267) defines them, are “lexical items
whose senses are identical in respect of ‘central’ semantic traits, but differ […] in
‘minor’ or ‘peripheral traits’.” Therefore, there will be “central” shared meanings
between near-synonyms, in addition to the differing “peripheral” meanings. For this
present work, it is our aim to identify these central and peripheral meanings, as well as
to display them using a hierarchical representation, through a gradience analysis of
semantics.
In near-synonym research, traditional approach usually involves discrete semantic
features such as [+human] and [+animacy]. However, in some cases, it was found that
dichotomies as such might not solve the near-synonym problem. This is the case in our
analysis of ‘create’ and ‘produce’ in which a continuum-based concept must be applied.
The two research questions asked in this research are as follows:
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(1) (a) What are the similarities and differences between the verbs ‘create’
and ‘produce’?
(b) How can we represent the results from a corpus-based methodology
that differentiates the meanings of ‘create’ and ‘produce’?
These two research questions will be answered based on quantitative linguistic analyses
utilizing corpora data.

2. Approaches to Distinguishing Near-Synonyms
Near-synonyms can be examined through descriptive comparison and quantitative
analysis. Collinson (1939, mentioned in Harris, 1973: 14) was an example of earlier
descriptive studies, which used semantic features to distinguish synonyms. Collinson’s
list consisted of elements such as ‘general/specific applicability,’ ‘intensity,’ ‘emotion,’
‘moral

approbation,’

‘professionalism,’

‘written/non-written,’

‘colloquialism,’

‘local/dialect,’ and ‘child talk.’ Some of these (e.g., ‘general/specific’ and
‘written/non-written’) are still commonly used, while others (e.g., ‘intensity,’ ‘emotion,’
and ‘colloquialism’) are more often discussed at discourse level. Features such as
‘moral approbation’ and ‘child talk’ are currently seldom used as semantic features.
Unlike descriptive research, quantitative research on near-synonyms usually
involves computation of collocations or experimental results. Xiao and McEnery (2006),
for example, used collocation and semantic prosody to examine near-synonyms. Biber
et al. (1998), too, had examined the use of ‘begin’ and ‘start’ using the
Longman-Lancaster Corpus. A computational-based approach can also be seen in
Church et al. (1994) in which the verbs ‘request’ and ‘ask for’ were compared in terms
of substitutability. In addition, there are also studies such as Taylor (2002), which
carried out experiments in order to test similarities and differences of near-synonyms.
Taylor contrasted the adjectives ‘tall’ and ‘high’ using an acceptability rating task in
which subjects were asked to rate whether the use of these two adjectives was
acceptable under different contexts. Taylor later argued that the differences between
these two verbs can be captured using MacLaury’s (1997, 2002) Vantage theory. Using
this theory, Taylor claimed that the dominant (“fixed landmark” in both) and the
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recessive (“dimensional uses” for ‘tall’ and “positional uses” for ‘high’) meanings of the
two adjectives could be found.
Whether the approach is descriptive or quantitative, the ultimate aim of
near-synonym research is usually to differentiate closely related meanings. Cruse (1986:
271-277) stated that meanings can be differentiated by comparing (a) the interface
between speakers’ intentions and languages; and (b) the interactions among linguistic
items (detailed in (2) below).
(2) (a) Interface between speakers’ intentions and languages
(i) Propositional mode (which depends on types of statements, such
as question, simple statement, exclamation, command, etc.)
(ii) Expressive mode (which conveys emotion, attitude, register
effect, or formality style)
(b) Interactions among linguistic items
(i) Presupposed meanings (which contribute to selectional and
collocational restrictions)
(ii) Evoked meanings (which contribute to discourse cohesion and
communicative roles)
This current work concentrates on the level of ‘presupposed meanings’ ((2b)(i)
above) in which ‘selectional and collocational restrictions’ of the linguistic meanings
between ‘create’ and ‘produce’ will be inspected. The approach adopted by our present
paper is quantitative by first considering verb forms, followed by sense frequencies, and,
finally, collocational analyses. We also compared the two verbs in terms of similarities
by analyzing their sense frequencies in WordNet (version 3.0; cf. Fellbaum, 1998). We
showed that, unlike the seemingly separated senses, the senses of each verb can be
inter-related. We also tried to provide a list of semantic features necessary in
distinguishing the two verbs. However, unlike discrete categories, these features are
presented in continuums.
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3. Methodology and Results
All instances used in this work were taken from corpus data. All verb forms of
‘create’ and ‘produce’ were searched using the AntConc concordance (Anthony, 2005)
in two American corpora – the Brown Corpus (compiled in the 1970s) and the
Freiburg-Brown (Frown) Corpus (documents of the early 1990s). These two corpora
were comparable, as the Frown Corpus was designed to match the Brown Corpus.
Information on both corpora can be obtained through the ICAME website
(http://icame.uib.no/newcd.htm). From both corpora, 466 instances of ‘create’ and 481
instances of ‘produce’ were found. These instances were analyzed manually.
3.1 Verb Forms
The Brown and Frown corpora were searched using AntConc in order to retrieve
all verb forms of ‘create’ and ‘produce.’ The following Table 1 provides the total
number of instances collected from both corpora. (Sixteen instances of ‘produce’ as
nouns, eight instances of ‘producing’ as adjectives, and two instances of ‘created’ as
adjectives were removed manually before the results in Table 1 were analyzed.) The
number of instances found in each corpus is presented and percentages are given in
brackets.
From Table 1, one can see that both corpora are consistent in terms of verb forms,
with quite identical distributional patterns. The most often appearing forms are the -ed
form (with 39.70% for ‘create’ and 41.16% for ‘produce’) and the bare infinitive form
(with about 35% for both verbs). These two forms constitute about 75% of the total verb
forms in respective corpus. Examples of each of these forms are given in (3) below. The
other forms (-s and -ing) appear no more than 15% for both verbs.
(3) (a) Harvey said his objective was to create a better public image for
welfare.
(b) The American League expansion created, inevitably, weaker teams.
(c) This method of rinsing appears to produce maximum cleansing with
minimum soil redeposition.
(d) Then Quayle dropped in a paragraph that produced the spectacularly
silly media effect…
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Table 1: Instances of ‘Create’ and ‘Produce’ from Brown and Frown Corpora
‘Create’
Verb Forms

Brown (%)

Frown (%)

Total (%)

Bare Infinitive form

53 (30.11)

111 (38.28)

164 (35.19)

-s form

13 (7.39)

35 (12.07)

48 (10.30)

-ed form

81 (46.02)

104 (35.86)

185 (39.70)

-ing form

29 (16.48)

40 (13.79)

69 (14.81)

176 (100.00)

290 (100.00)

466 (100.00)

Total

‘Produce’
Verb Forms

Brown (%)

Frown (%)

Total (%)

Bare Infinitive form

72 (33.96)

98 (36.43)

170 (35.34)

-s form

19 (8.96)

29 (10.78)

48 (9.98)

-ed form

90 (42.45)

108 (40.15)

198 (41.16)

-ing form

31 (14.62)

34 (12.64)

65 (13.51)

212 (100.00)

269 (100.00)

481 (100.00)

Total

In (3a) and (3c), examples for the infinitive form are given (although the figures in
Table 1 also include the present tense of both verbs used with plural subjects). The
purposive ‘to’ used in (3a) and (3c) denotes a process that is not yet completely
executed; therefore, planning is undertaken so that a certain result can be expected
through the process of creation/production. In (3b) and (3d), the past tense examples are
given. For both verbs, the -ed form is often seen because the two verbs usually
emphasize the results rather than the process. The use of this form, as we will introduce
later, does not occur at random but, rather, is for specific purposes. Such motivation for
using a grammatical form can be seen, among many, in Heine (1997) and Dixon (1991),
who discussed the issue in further detail.
In addition to the verb forms presented above, we also found several similarities
and differences in constructions. For both ‘create’ and ‘produce,’ they seem to allow the
fronted-object constructions as demonstrated in (4) below.
(4) (a) to see what kind of a god these people will create or what strong
convictions they will develop…
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(b) but the noise they produce can be kept to a minimum…
(c) with the situation he had helped to create…
(d) the handful of painters that Austria has produced in the 20th
century…
In all the sentences in (4), the objects are underlined. In some uses of prepositions
following the two verbs, some common patterns are found as shown in (5) below.
(5) (a) Gaskell created such a world for herself
(b) when Grayson produced a hat for Ryder
(c) to create for a large national purpose
(d) if you are going to produce for home use only
The use of ‘for’ in (5a) and (5b) is benefective, while the ‘for’ in (5c) and (5d)
indicate purposes. Both examples in (5c) and (5d) are used intransitively, with the
demotion of the objects being created and produced.
From our analysis, we found that some constructions are found only with one of
the verbs. An example is given in (6) below, with the use of ‘out of’ for ‘create’ only in
(6a). Instances of ‘produce’ with ‘out of’ were not found in the corpora. Finally, the use
of ‘over-produce’ in (6b) is not seen with ‘create’ (‘*over-create’). In (6c), ‘upon’ is
found only with ‘produce.’
(6) (a) our consumer society created an ethos of the self out of a need for
ever more selfish consumers
(b) the American farmer’s capacity to over-produce has cost the
taxpayers a large amount
(c) as a painting produces upon the gazer
We also found the following middle-voice example in (7) below.
(7) the land cannot continue to produce with agribusiness practice
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Here, ‘the land’ is the subject that yields products. At the same time, ‘the land’ itself is
also the goal of the cultivating process. Such uses are not seen in ‘create’ in our data
(e.g., ‘*The drawing paper continues to create pictures/shades’).
In the sections that follow, results based on sense analyses and object types will be
reported.
3.2 Frequencies of Senses
One of the advantages of comparing meanings between any two words is that it
enables one to see whether there is an overlapping sense between the two words of
interest. The existence of an overlapped sense may indicate that the two words are a
near-synonymous pair. Our working hypothesis, therefore, is that there will be at least
one sense that overlaps between these two verbs to make them a near-synonymous pair.
(See also Chung and Ahrens (2008) for a similar claim on overlapping sense.) In order
to prove this hypothesis, we first analyzed all instances of ‘create’ and ‘produce’
according to their different senses without referring to a dictionary. After the categories
of meanings were produced, we then contrasted the categories with a dictionary source
in order to label each sense. We selected WordNet 3.0, an online lexical resource that
enables a search for words that are semantically related (cf. Fellbaum, 1998), and
compared the meanings of both verbs with the meanings we found, respectively. The
senses from WordNet are shown in (8) below.
(8) Senses from WordNet 3.0
(a) ‘Create’
(i)

Make or cause to be or to become: “make a mess in one’s office”;
“create a furor”

(ii) Bring into existence: “The company was created 25 years ago”; “He
created a new movement in painting”
(iii) Pursue a creative activity; be engaged in a creative activity: “Don’t
disturb him—he is creating”
(iv) Invest with a new title, office, or rank: “create one a peer”
(v) Create by artistic means: “create a poem”; “Schoenberg created
twelve-tone music”; “Picasso created Cubism”; “Auden made verses”
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(vi) Create or manufacture a man-made product: “We produce more
cars than we can sell”; “The company has been making toys for two
centuries”
(b) ‘Produce’
(i)

Bring forth or yield: “The tree would not produce fruit”

(ii) Create or manufacture a man-made product: “We produce more
cars than we can sell”; “The company has been making toys for two
centuries”
(iii) Cause to happen, occur, or exist: “This procedure produces a curious
effect”; “The new law gave rise to many complaints”; “These
chemicals produce a noxious vapor”; “The new President must bring
about a change in the healthcare system”
(iv) Bring out for display: “The proud father produced many pictures of
his baby”; “The accused brought forth a letter in court that he claimed
exonerated him”
(v) Cultivate by growing, often involving improvements by means of
agricultural techniques: “The Bordeaux region produces great red
wines”; “They produce good ham in Parma”; “We grow wheat here”;
“We raise hogs here”
(vi) Bring onto the market or release: “produce a movie”; “bring out a
book”; “produce a new play”
(vii) Come to have or undergo a change of (physical features and
attributes): “He grew a beard”; “The patient developed abdominal
pains”; “I have strange spots all over my body”; “well-developed
breasts”
As shown in (8a) and (8b) above, the overlapped senses (shaded) are ‘bring into
existence/cause to happen, occur, or exist’ and ‘create or manufacture a man-made
product.’ Based on the instances that we extracted from the corpora, we analyzed our
data according to these senses. The results are shown in Table 2 below.1
1

Note that sense frequencies are also available in WordNet based on the Brown Corpus and
Stephen Crane’s novella entitled The Red Badge of Courage (cf. Landes et al., 1998), but the
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Table 2: Sense Distributions of ‘Create’ and ‘Produce’
Create
Senses
(8a)

WordNet 3.0

Produce
Freq.

%

Senses
(8b)

WordNet 3.0

Freq.

%

i

Make/cause to be/to
become

37

7.94

i

Bring forth or yield

48

9.98

ii

Bring into existence

294

63.09

ii

Manufacture

43

8.94

iii

Pursue a creative
activity

14

3.00

iii

Cause to exist

271

56.34

iv

Invest with new title

29

6.22

iv

Bring out for display

27

5.61

v

Create by artistic
means

88

18.88

v

Release to market

62

12.89

vi

Manufacture

4

0.86

vi

Cultivate

29

6.03

vii

Grow/develop

1

0.21

481

100.00

Total

466

100.00

Total

From Table 2, one can see that the most frequent sense is ‘bring into existence’ for
‘create’ (63.09%) and ‘cause to exist’ for ‘produce’ (56.34%). These most frequent
senses constitute more than 50% of the total instances for each verb, respectively.
Examples of these most frequently occurring senses are given in (9) below (with
alternating verb added).
(9) (a) the particles of negative electricity, which by their action
create[/produce] the forces that tie this atom of calcium to the
neighboring atoms of oxygen…
(b) a vision handicap that may produce[/create] nervous tension…

analysis in this work also included the Frown Corpus. The use of WordNet’s sense categories in
Table 2 is a result of the author not finding a significant difference between her own categories
when compared to those from the WordNet, meaning the WordNet senses for both ‘create’ and
‘produce’ were found to be adequate in reflecting the categories created by the author.
Nonetheless, the author provides additional distributional data to the existing WordNet senses.
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In (9a) and (9b), both ‘create’ and ‘produce’ can be substituted by one another. As
indicated by the philosopher Leibniz (1704, cited in Church et al. 1994: 154), “two
things are identical if one can be substituted for the other without affecting the truth.” In
this case, when the two verbs overlap, this proves that ‘create’ and ‘produce’ form a
synonymous pair. This step is important because most previous studies either took
synonymy directly from a dictionary or formulated a shared meaning intuitively. In
those studies, the differences were usually the focus without first proving the proportion
of the overlapped similarities. Our analysis, thus, added distributional data to WordNet’s
existing senses.
In order to see further how collocations may become a factor in distinguishing the
two verbs, the following section shows the analyses of object types. From the analyses,
we found that many of the senses in Table 2, including the overlapping and
non-overlapping meanings, could in fact be linked to one another through the concept
of PRODUCT. (Small capitals are used for words denoting an event or components of an
event [cf. Dowty (1979, 1991) and Parsons (1990)]. In a later section, we provide a
possible solution to distinguishing ‘create’ and ‘produce.’ Our approach incorporates
both collocation information and a gradience analysis of ‘create’ and ‘produce.’
3.3 Types of Objects
This section reports the analysis of the types of objects following the two verbs.
Our analyses show that ‘create’ and ‘produce’ can be distinguished in terms of the
concreteness of their objects. The results are shown in Table 3 below.
Table 3: Comparisons of Object Types of ‘Create’ and ‘Produce’
Create
Objects

Produce
Freq. (%)

Objects

Freq. (%)

Abstract Objects

334 (71.52)

Abstract Objects

231 (49.36)

Concrete Objects

133 (28.48)

Concrete Objects

237 (50.64)

Total Objects

467 (100.00)

Total Objects

468 (100.00)

Total Corpora Instances

466

Total Corpora Instances
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The total number of objects may differ from the total number of instances, given in
Table 1, because coordinated objects such as ‘the value of goods and services
produced’ were counted twice. However, these coordinated objects constitute less than
5% of the total number of objects for ‘create’ and ‘produce,’ respectively, and should
not affect the overall patterns. The results in Table 3 also ignored the omission of
objects such as in (10) below. From the closer number of total objects to total corpora
instances in ‘create’ (467 and 466) compared to those in ‘produce’ (468 and 481), it is
possible that the objects of ‘produce’ will be omitted more often (as in (10b)) than is the
case for the objects of ‘create’ (e.g., (10a)).
(10) (a) God creates
(b) if you are going to produce for home use only…
In examples such as in (10), the objects are unmentioned either because they are
unimportant or because they are not the focus of the discussion. Many times, what is
being ‘created’ or ‘produced’ can be inferred from the context and thus it is a pragmatic
concern. Regarding object types, from Table 3, one can see that about 72% of the total
instances of ‘create’ are followed by abstract objects (‘jobs,’ ‘world,’ ‘problem,’ etc.)
while only 49% of the total instances of ‘produce’ are followed by abstract objects
(‘effect,’ ‘results,’ ‘chang,’ etc.). Examples of types of objects are provided in (11)
below.
(11) (a) Uncle Sam would then accuse them of creating a monopoly by “unfair
competition” (abstract)
(b) worthy of a pastry chef creating a wedding cake for the marriage of
[someone] and [someone] (concrete)
(c) and regulatory changes are producing significant effects, according to the
study (abstract)
(d) a new generation of farmers who will produce diversified crops that are in
demand (concrete)
From Table 3, it seems clear that the dichotomy of concrete and non-concrete (or
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[+concrete]) cannot be applied here, as both are present in the verbs. As Langacker
(1994: 9) had defined, “[a] continuous parameter has the property that, between any two
values (however close), an intermediate value can always be found.” It is different from
“discreteness,” which “implies a direct ‘jump’ between two distinctive values, one of
which is nonetheless the immediate successor of the other.” This paper, thus, argues that
a different type of concept – a gradience analysis – is needed here in order to explain
the differences between ‘create’ and ‘produce.’
In order to seek more information about the types of objects, the most frequent (top
ten) object types from the Brown Corpus and the Frown Corpus were examined and are
shown in Table 4 below. A comparison to a larger corpus, the British National Corpus
(BNC), was also undertaken (see Table 5 to follow).
Table 4: Top Ten Objects of ‘Create’ and ‘Produce’ in the Brown Corpus and the
Frown Corpus
‘Create’
Objects

‘Produce’

Frequency

%

jobs

15

3.21

world

9

problem

Objects

Frequency

%

effect

14

2.99

1.93

results

12

2.56

9

1.93

change

7

1.50

opportunities

8

1.71

response

6

1.28

image

6

1.28

energies

5

1.07

thing

5

1.07

power

4

0.85

situation

5

1.07

energy

4

0.85

environment

5

1.07

variables

3

0.64

effect

5

1.07

forms

3

0.64

right

4

0.86

evidence

3

0.64

From Table 4, one can see that the most frequently appearing objects for both
verbs are mostly abstract. ‘Jobs’ is most often seen with ‘create,’ and ‘effect’ is most
often seen with ‘produce.’ Referring back to Table 2, most of these objects fall under the
‘bring into existence’ sense for ‘create’ and ‘cause to exist’ for ‘produce,’ indicating that
a majority of the top objects are constituted by these two senses which are identical.
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The collocate lists in Table 5 were collected through the English Sketch Engine
(Kilgarriff and Tugwell, 2001). With the help of the Sketch-Difference function, we
listed only the collocates that were found with one of the verbs (i.e., they do not appear
with the compared verb). The frequency indicates the frequency of the verb-object
combinations.
Table 5: Types of Objects That Appear with ‘Create’ and ‘Produce,’ Respectively
(only the top results are presented)
‘Create’-only
Objects

‘Produce’-only
Freq.

Objects

Freq.

job

491

result

515

problem

395

report

319

atmosphere

208

goods

188

condition

197

evidence

187

opportunity

174

document

175

impression

165

material

172

environment

154

product

157

image

144

book

146

situation

133

figure

137

system

133

output

136

market

129

range

117

world

123

list

101

Modifier
newly

Subject
162

company

109

Modifiers
only

179

now

107

Based on Tables 4 and 5, it was found that the top few collocates from the two
corpora (Table 4) consist mostly of abstract objects for both verbs. A larger sample from
the British National Corpus shows that more concrete nouns (bold) were found with
‘produce’ than with ‘create.’
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Based on the object arguments of both verbs, we found distinctive differences,
which are important for distinguishing the two verbs. For instance, we discovered that
‘create’ is usually followed by objects that are more often abstract in nature, while
‘produce’ is usually followed by objects that are more concrete and that might represent
massive quantities, such as objects that are manufactured in factories (e.g., ‘machines,’
‘seeds,’ ‘goods,’ etc.).
Because ‘produce’ usually denotes factory-made products, the objects it collocates
with are naturally fixed, disallowing much creativity. In contrast, ‘create’ seems to be
followed by objects whose properties are not fixed (such as ‘problems’ and ‘image’)
and allow more creativity (usually artistic-related). These two differences may explain
our earlier example in (6b), whereby ‘*to over-create’ is implausible while ‘to
over-produce’ seems to make more sense. The analyses enable us to explain why certain
constructions are allowed or disallowed with a certain verb.

4. Discussion
From previous analysis, the WordNet senses were listed as separate entries. For
instance, the meanings of ‘create by artistic means’ and ‘create or manufacture a
man-made product’ (cf. (8) earlier) were not explicitly linked in WordNet. In this
section, we will show that the seemingly discrete senses from a dictionary (WordNet in
this case) can be re-analyzed as in Figure 1 below. Figure 1 also provides the
corresponding senses taken from Table 2 in square brackets.
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products of bringing-about
(‘create/produce a movement/company’)
[Create: ‘cause to be’ (7.94%), ‘bring into existence’ (63.09%), ‘invest with new title’ (6.22%);
Produce: ‘cause to exist’ (56.34%)]

PRODUCTS

products by means of nature
(‘produce a beard’)

products by means of man-made actions
(‘create/produce cars’)

[Produce: grow/develop (0.21%)]

[Create: ‘manufacture’ (0.86%);
Produce: ‘manufacture’ (8.94)]

products of agriculture

products of creativity/intellect

(‘produce crops’)

(‘create an art piece’; ‘produce a movie’)

[Produce: ‘bring forth or yield’ (7.94%),

[Create: ‘pursue a creative activity (3%),

‘release to market’ (12.89%)]

‘create by artistic means’ (18.88%);
Produce: ‘cultivate’ (6.03%)]

products of presentation
(‘produce pictures (in displaying manner)’)
[Produce: ‘bring out for display’ (5.61%)]

Figure 1: Re-analyzing Senses of ‘Create’ and ‘Produce’
In Figure 1, one can see that all the meanings of ‘create’ and ‘produce’ can be
derived from the core meaning of PRODUCTS. The distributional data from the corpora
are also seen. For instance, one can see the prominence of metaphorical meanings for
PRODUCTS

in ‘create’ and ‘produce’ among all other meanings—A majority of the

corpora instances come from the more metaphorical meaning of PRODUCTS (‘products
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of bringing about’). An example is ‘create/produce a movement or a company’ in which
‘movement’ and ‘company’ are not physical products of the action. They refer to
notions that are more abstract. This high occurrence of metaphorical use can also
explain the results from the top collocated objects in the previous section, in which the
objects of both verbs are constituted mostly by abstract objects. Distributional
information as such cannot be obtained without the use of a corpus. Conversely,
PRODUCTS

under ‘products by means of nature’ and ‘products by means of man-made

actions’ usually denote products that are more physical. Under ‘nature,’ there is
‘products of agriculture.’ In this sense, only the use of ‘produce’ was found.
As agricultural products cannot be separated from human labor, there is a dotted
link between ‘products of agriculture’ and ‘products by means of man-made actions.’
Similarly, humans cause the rise of events, such as a movement or the building of an
organization. Therefore, there is also a dotted line linking ‘man-made actions’ to
‘products of bringing-about.’ Under ‘products of man-made actions,’ there are ‘products
of creativity/intellect’ and ‘products of presentation,’ of which the latter denotes a
physical action in presenting something, usually referring to proof or evidence, in a
straightforward manner.
The meanings of PRODUCTS in Figure 1 are the result of the re-analyses of
WordNet senses. By doing so, this paper argues that the seemingly unrelated meanings,
as listed in WordNet, could be related at a higher, conceptual level. From Figure 1, one
can see the ‘produce’-only senses – ‘products by means of nature,’ ‘products of
agriculture,’ and ‘products of presentation.’ From information as such, we can obtain
hints regarding the overlapping use in ‘products of bringing-about,’ ‘products by means
of man-made actions,’ and ‘products of creativity/intellect.’ (Note that the similarity in
‘products of creativity/intellect’ cannot be obtained by using the sense listing in Table 2.)
Yet, however inter-related the senses are in Figure 1, it is unable to display precisely the
differences between ‘create’ and ‘produce.’ In order to make the results complete, we
hypothesized that a gradience analysis must be undertaken, which is elaborated below.
A gradience analysis of meanings has been adopted in many studies – as early as
1961 by Bolinger. Coleman and Kay (1981) are among the scholars who related
gradience in linguistics to prototypical semantics. In addition, there are also studies that
locate gradience in grammar. Owen (2009), for instance, used gradience analysis in
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analyzing the headedness of Noun1 of Noun2 (‘a lot of money,’ ‘a hatred of money,’ ‘a
child of money,’ etc.), in which headedness was found shifting from Noun1 to Noun2
gradually. Sorace and Keller (2004) had also used this notion to examine
grammaticality judgments by native speakers. Furthermore, a representation of
near-synonyms using hierarchies can also be seen in the computational model by
Edmonds and Hirst (2002), which compared near-synonyms using a representation of
word meaning through different levels of granularity. Words at a more fine-grained
level were gathered under coarse-grained ontological concepts. The fine-grained level
comprises attributes or peripheral concepts with various degrees of meaning. For
instance, the word ‘error’ was distinguished from ‘blunder’ by being medium in
‘Blameworthiness’ and low in ‘Concreteness,’ whereas ‘blunder’ was found to be
comparatively high in both ‘Blameworthiness’ and ‘Concreteness.’
In this section, we explain the similarities and differences between ‘create’ and
‘produce’ based on a gradience principle, which serves as a complement to our previous
sense analyses in Figure 1. Our representation is given in Figure 2 below.

Figure 2: Core and Peripheral Meanings of ‘Create’ and ‘Produce’
Our representation in Figure 2 allows the display of eventive information
encompassing an ACTIVITY, an AGENT, and a PRODUCT. An AGENT (which can be a
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person or an organization) will ‘bring about the existence’ of a PRODUCT through an
ACTIVITY.

‘Farming,’ one of the distinguishing features found from the analysis of

WordNet senses and from the ‘produce’-only example in ‘products by means of nature’
and ‘products of agriculture’ in Figure 1, is a specific PRODUCT used only with
‘produce’ (e.g., ‘their seeds produce vigorous blooming plants’). This explains the node
of ‘Farming’ in Figure 2.
Another shared PRODUCT is ‘Manufacture,’ which comprises different types of
PRODUCTS

distinguishable through an inspection of scaled information in semantic

features, such as ‘property,’ ‘creativity,’ ‘quantity,’ and ‘concreteness,’ represented as
antecedents of ‘Manufacture’ in Figure 2 above. These semantic features cannot be
shown in Figure 1 by inspecting the senses and their relations per se. Therefore, Figure
2 can be seen as an in-depth analysis of the meanings discovered previously – that is,
even though some senses are shared by ‘create’ and ‘produce,’ their distinctions can
only be made clearer with additional interpretation from Figure 2.
In Figure 2, the verbs falling at both ends of the scales are given in brackets. The
ends of the continuum show a tendency toward using a particular verb. For instance, if a
product has high concreteness and is manufactured in massive amounts, as in (12a)
below, there is a high possibility that the verb is ‘produce’ rather than ‘create.’ However,
if the product is concrete yet the level of creativity cannot be stated clearly from the
context, as in (12b) below, both ‘produce’ and ‘create’ are possible (but a different
reading is expected). When ‘he creates smoking guns,’ he is more likely to design a first
sketch of the smoking guns. In contrast, when he ‘produces smoking guns,’ he produces
in a large amount. (‘Produce’ in (12b) can also mean ‘display all the smoking guns as a
proof’.)
(12) (a) We have been able to _________ and deliver our machines throughout
1960. (produce)
(b) He cannot _________ the smoking guns they demand. (produce/create)
(c) Before he was forty, Griffith had __________ the art of the film. (created)
On the other hand, if a product is high in ‘creativity,’ the verb ‘create’ is likely to
be used, as in (12c). Therefore, from (12a) through (12c), a gradient decrease in
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creativity and in quantity is observed. However, sometimes it is not easy to separate the
semantic features in the examples, as no example can be purely ‘creative’ but neither
‘concrete’ nor ‘abstract,’ etc. In (13) below, we show the objects that come in different
quantity.
(13) (a) The Holocaust __________ a world of its own. (created)
(b) Jobs in the U.S., Asia, and Europe are ________ by smaller companies.
(created)
(c) a bleak motif with barren octaves _______ a rather ancient effect
(creating/producing)
(d) because the Bahia region ________ most of the world’s cacao beans
(produced)
(e) Polyether foams on the market had to be _________ by the two-step
prepolymer method. (produced)
In (13a), with ‘a world’ (in which there is only one), the verb is always ‘create.’
When the noun represents many, as in (13b) (‘jobs’), ‘create’ is still preferred. When the
noun becomes less certain in quantity, which sometimes might appear in singular or
plural forms (‘effect’ or ‘effects’) as in (13c), both ‘create’ and ‘produce’ are seen.
When the noun is massive and is usually ‘multiplied,’ especially as agricultural products,
‘produce’ is the preferred verb, as in (13d). In (13e), when the noun is massive and
might be uncountable, ‘produce’ is usually used. Similarly, moving in a reverse
direction from (13e) to (13a), one also sees a gradient change from a more definable
property to a less definable one.
The examples in (13) above show how a gradience analysis might explain the
(non-)overlapped meanings between the two verbs. From these examples, one can
observe the use of these scaled semantic features in determining the selection of ‘create’
and ‘produce.’ Based on the above, we found that differentiating ‘create’ and ‘produce’
allows a tendency reading of a word through which a prediction can be made for the
choice of verb to select. For instance, given a definition of a verb that denotes an
activity between an AGENT and a PRODUCT, in which the product is manufactured in
massive quantities, the verb suggested is likely to be ‘produce’ rather than ‘create.’ A
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model as such can be further utilized for computational purposes, especially in
predicting a verb choice given its surrounding features. As for the case of ‘create’ and
‘produce,’ although continuity is found to be a better way to explain their differences,
“[o]ur task is not to choose among them [continuity or discreteness], but rather to
explicate the specific ways in which this fundamental opposition plays itself out across
the full range of linguistically relevant phenomena.” Highlighting the importance of
continuity in semantics is by no means demoting the role of discreteness (a statement
based on Langacker (1994: 18)).

5. Conclusion
This work proposes a corpus-based inspection of two verbs using corpus linguistic
techniques, as well as a gradience analysis of similarities and differences of two
near-synonyms. Two questions were presented in this paper. The first question was
related to discerning the similarities and differences between ‘create’ and ‘produce,’
while the second question focused on whether the results from a corpus-based
methodology could be represented in any forms in addition to displaying the
percentages from the corpora. The answer we provided for each question was positive.
The corpus provided quantitative linguistic data for analyses but, as demonstrated
in this work, we also incorporated a gradience analysis, in addition to re-structuring the
conceptual relatedness of meanings for both verbs. We also realized that although many
of the senses of the two verbs, and even their object types, might seem unrelated, they
could be linked through the notion of PRODUCT (as products of agriculture, as products
of creativity, as products of presentation, etc.). We also provided an explanation
encompassing the non-discrete semantic features of ‘create’ and ‘produce’ and
discussed the literal and/or metaphorical extensions of PRODUCTS of both verbs. Senses
that seemed to be unrelated were re-structured and represented as a conceptual system.
Similarities within several shared senses were distinguished using scaled-based
semantic features.
Regarding the similarities and differences between the verbs ‘create’ and
‘produce,’ our results showed the following findings. First, ‘create’ and ‘produce’ have
two similarities: (a) they both appear most frequently as a bare infinitive and in the -ed
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forms; and (b) they share two overlapping senses, namely ‘bring into existence/cause to
happen, occur, or exist’ and ‘create or manufacture a man-made product.’ Information
about verb forms and senses are sometimes available in dictionaries but only a corpus
will provide distributional information. Second, in terms of selectional restriction, there
are preferences for the selection of object argument for ‘create’ and ‘produce’ – ‘create’
tends to be followed more often by abstract objects than ‘produce’ does. ‘Create’ is
usually followed by objects that are fewer in quantity and whose properties are not
fixed, and these objects therefore possess a higher possibility of applying creativity in
its creation. Comparatively, ‘produce’ is usually followed by objects that are produced
in great number (usually manufactured by factories), with a low threshold for creativity.
Third, only ‘produce’ was found to occur in the sense of ‘Farming.’ Most of the
semantic differences (i.e., ‘property,’ ‘creativity,’ ‘quantity,’ and ‘concreteness’) are
better measured on a scale rather than in discrete dichotomies.
Our suggestion of a hybrid model including sense analyses and hierarchical
representations was found most adequate to capturing the similarities and differences
between the two verbs. In addition, we also argued for the inter-relatedness of meanings
for the seemingly discrete senses provided in traditional dictionaries. This was achieved
through re-analyzing the senses from WordNet, by adding distributional information
from the corpora.
For future work, more near-synonyms can be attested using the model suggested
herein. The similar or differing translation for ‘create’ and ‘produce’ into Mandarin can
also be considered for cross-linguistic work. Mandarin work on creation-related verbs
can be seen in Hung (2010). Furthermore, incorporated ontologies based on more than
one language will also provide additional cross-linguistic references for near-synonym
research. It is also possible to examine predictability across languages based on closely
related words.2
On the other hand, we also found that our analysis is, to some extent, in
accordance with Pustejovsky’s (1991) notion of coercion, in which the semantic load of

2

It is by coincidence that in the author’s recent work (Chung, 2010) on the investigation of the
classifier buah in Malay, an Austronesian language, the nouns classified by this classifier are all
types of products. The author is interested in finding out whether the verbs preceding this
classifier are also verbs of creation/production.
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the nominals may be shared by the verbs. For instance, the metaphorical reading in ‘to
create a market’ may come from the ‘market,’ whereas the literal reading in ‘to create a
healthy two-system eastern railroad’ may come from the physical image of the
‘railroad.’ Pustejovsky’s (1991: 426-427; 1995) further proposal of qualia structure in
the nominals following the four roles in (14) below has also received similar research
on verbal semantics.
(14) (a) Constitutive role (i.e., the relation between an object and its proper parts,
such as ‘narrative’ for a novel)
(b) Formal role (i.e., role that distinguishes the object within a larger domain,
such as ‘book’ or ‘disk’ for a novel)
(c) Telic role (i.e., the purpose and function of the object, such as ‘read’ for a
novel)
(d) Agentive role (i.e., factors involved in bringing about the object, such as
‘artifact’ or ‘write’ for a novel)
The four roles in (14) were found to be able to distinguish meanings of polysemy,
too. For instance, ‘a red pen’ can carry both the formal role (‘a red pen, not a blue pen’)
and the telic role (‘a pen with red ink, not a pen that is red’) (cf. Croft and Cruse, 2004:
137). In the examples above, ‘market’ in ‘to create a market’ emphasizes the ‘offer and
demand’ of transactions in the market (thus, a telic role). On the other hand, ‘railway’ in
‘to create a railway’ emphasizes the agentive role, whereby the bringing-about of the
artifact is highlighted. In (15a) below, the distinction of ‘Mrs. Gaskell’ as a person or as
a character in the novel can be seen as the formal role in which the role based on a
larger domain is emphasized. Such an example can be explained using a metonymy
model; however, this is not the focus of the current paper.
(15) (a) she denied in creating ‘Mrs. Gaskell’
(b) [the] family of Luxemburg immigrants, in fact, produced two exceptional
children
(c) biological beings, family men, those who produce the next generation
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In (15b) and (15c), the relation between an object and its proper parts, such as
‘children’ (15b) and ‘generation’ (15c), is shown for ‘produce.’ However, this part of the
analysis still requires more in-depth investigation because the roles in (14) are
noun-based and therefore, when applied to verbs, each individual noun must be
inspected separately. We will reserve this topic for future research.
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以語料庫為本分析近義詞 Create 和 Produce
鍾曉芳 

摘

要

本文旨在以語料庫研究 create 和 produce 此組近義詞，得出此組近義詞
與 product 相關之事件類型搭配，能夠說明兩者間的異同。語料來自 ICAME
所收錄之 Brown Corpus 和 Frown Corpus 兩語料庫，並與 British National
Corpus 中的 Sketch Engine 搭配詞搜尋法呈現的語料做比較。語料庫分析結
果發現，有些 product 事件(如：Manufacture)均能與兩個動詞搭配；而其他
product 事件(如：Farming)只能與其中一個動詞(Produce)搭配使用。此外，
利用梯度分析法(Gradience Analysis)，本文以事件的本質(Property)、創造力
(Creativity)、數量(Quantity)及其具體性(Concreteness)等語意成分區分 create
和 produce 的篩選機制，並以層級結構呈現 create 和 produce 的異同處。

關鍵詞：近義詞、語料庫、Create、Produce、語義分析、梯度分析法
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Abstract
This paper analyses English news reporting in Malaysia (New Straits Times) and in the United
Kingdom (The Times) over several consecutive months during the SARS epidemic in 2003.
While the physical features (word counts, standardised type/token ratio, number of sentences,
etc.) of both corpora were consistent (and the two newspapers used mostly the same metaphorical lexis), diﬀering features of the two newspapers were found in the rhetoric meaning. A corpusbased investigation of the presentation of news, selection of lexis, and the foci of reporting
during the SARS epidemic is thus proposed. The results show that news from Malaysia focused
on patriotism along with an emotional hopeful attitude, while news reporting in The Times
seemed to be emotionally detached and less personal, reporting mainly on the fall of the stock
markets and cancellations of cultural and sports events. In addition, The Times was found to
have often considered manifestations of global economic status and power.
Keywords
SARS, Malaysia, United Kingdom, newspaper, lexis, collocations, metaphor

1. Introduction
After the Conceptual Metaphor Theory was ﬁrst proposed (Lakoﬀ and
Johnson, 1980; Lakoﬀ, 1993), many cross-linguistic studies on conceptual
metaphors were conducted (e.g., Marin-Arrese (1996) studied metaphors of
death and dying in English and Spanish; and Özçalışkan (2003) compared
motion metaphors in English and Turkish). These studies tend to focus on
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comparing and conﬁrming whether certain conceptual metaphors are cognitively salient in a particular culture. In comparison, research on the use of
conceptual metaphors in two communities speaking diﬀerent varieties of the
same language is rare. Since conceptual metaphors are largely a reﬂection of
how language represents conceptualisation, any occurrences of shared conventional conceptual metaphors in varieties of the same language are expected.
Therefore, similarities between any two compared cultures can be inferred
from these shared conceptual metaphors, while diﬀerences are usually interpreted from the dissimilar ones. Yet if the same metaphors (e.g., the conventional metaphor You’re wasting my time (time is money)) or metaphorical lexis
(ﬁght, outbreak, etc.) are used equally frequent by two communities speaking
the same language, how else could one possibly unveil the news reporting differences between the two? This becomes an issue when examining the use of
conceptual metaphors with regard to the SARS (Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome) epidemic, which occurred in 2003 in many countries, some with
higher infection rates than others.
Based on the above issue, this paper aims to compare two newspapers from
two nations in the presentation of SARS to its respective readers. We suggest
that, in addition to using conceptual metaphors, there may be rhetorical and
attitudinal diﬀerences between the two newspapers that may not be apparent
when inspecting metaphorical lexis alone. There have been studies, such as
Chung (2008), Deignan (2006), and Charteris-Black (2004), which proposed
the need to add elements to the Conceptual Metaphor Theory. Chung’s study
suggested that syntactic patterns should be incorporated into Lakoﬀ and
Johnson’s model. Deignan’s study drew attention to the grammar of linguistic
metaphors, in which parts-of-speech and diﬀerent grammatical forms were
added to metaphor research. Charteris-Black’s study suggested that Critical
Discourse Analyses (CDA) (cf. van Dijk, 1993) should be integrated (thus,
re-named Critical Metaphor Analysis). Following van Dijk, CDA is deﬁned as
a type of discourse analysis that focuses on analysing social motivations or a
speaker’s ideology behind his or her choice of language in a discourse. In
CDA, metaphors have been said to be an indicator of socio-cultural struggle
(cf. Kress, 1989), a point further emphasised by Charteris-Black.
The present paper supports the idea that rhetorical analyses can be incorporated with metaphor analyses, especially in situations where conceptual metaphors are unable to diﬀerentiate between any two sets of data. We argue that
through a corpus-based examination of text features, possible contrastive attitudes of the two compared newspapers can be elicited. This paper displays
how quantitative measures can be used to highlight diﬀerences in the language
used in the two newspapers. We use the term “rhetoric meaning” to refer
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generally to the examination of discourse, including the meaning of lexis
which might reﬂect attitudinal diﬀerences between the newspapers.
Previous work on disease metaphors using CDA can be seen. In Chiang and
Duann (2007), SARS was examined in broadsheet newspapers in China and
Taiwan. In Li (2008), comparisons of Chinese-English disease metaphors
were carried out. Chiang and Duann’s study attempted to apply CharterisBlack’s Critical Metaphor Analysis when analysing Mandarin data. The present paper diﬀers from Chiang and Duann’s in that both regions in their study
were geographically located in areas where SARS was actively spreading.
Furthermore, Mandarin is the ﬁrst language in both of their compared nations.
In our paper, we compare two nations – one within the active zone of the
SARS virus (Malaysia) and one outside of the active zone (United Kingdom)
– by inspecting one newspaper from each nation, namely New Straits Times
for Malaysia and The Times for the United Kingdom. (The fact that Malaysia
fell in the active zone does not mean that its death rate was necessarily high.
Nonetheless, the fear that was created due to the high number of cases in its
neighbouring countries did contribute to the panic caused in the nation.)1
The selection of these two newspapers was also motivated by the following
reasons: First, the two nations have diﬀerent socio-economic backgrounds,
with Malaysia considered a developing nation. In addition, Malaysia embraces
a spirit of collectivism, a term often used to describe any moral, political, or
social outlook, that emphasises the interdependence of every human in some
collective group and the priority of group goals over individual goals. In contrast, this characteristic is not salient in the culture of the United Kingdom,
which embraces individualism (cf. Wheeler et al. (1989) for a fuller comparison of the two). Second, as mentioned previously, Malaysia was in a region
that had higher SARS infection rates while the UK was not. Third, media’s
treatment of the epidemic may have also aﬀected the portrayal of the disease
to the public although during the period the data were collected, both newspapers were considered conservative in their respective country. Finally, since
English is a second language in Malaysia, there may be diﬀerences in the linguistic expressions used. All of these factors were considered by the author and
thus were used as background information for interpreting any diﬀerences
found between the two newspapers based on a corpus-based methodology,
albeit these reasons might not directly aﬀect the results of the ﬁndings herein.

1
See statistics on SARS cases at http://www.nationmaster.com/graph/hea_sar_tot_cas-health
-sars-total-cases.
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2. Methodology
The corpora used in this paper are New Straits Times (NST) from Malaysia
and The Times from the United Kingdom. All SARS-related news reports
from March 2003 on were collected using the EBSCO host electronic database for both nations. The author searched for “SARS,” “sars”, and “Severe
Acute Respiratory Syndrome”.2 In order to produce data from the two similarly sized corpora, the word count was controlled. All articles were automatically cleaned by a computer program that removed descriptors and metadata
of the EBSCO host database. Titles and dates were kept for all articles but all
html marks and webpage information from the EBSCO were cleaned before
the total word count was calculated. For NST, news reports on SARS started
on March 19 and continued through October 25, 2003. For The Times, news
reports were collected from March 18 through December 31, 2003. Both
corpora covered the period when SARS was most reported and this correlated
with the number of infected cases, which was in May (statistics according to
Wikipedia).3 These two corpora comprised 83 articles from NST and 108
articles from The Times. Figure 1 shows the number of articles per month for
both NST and The Times.
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Figure 1. Number of articles on SARS collected from NST and The Times.
2
The searches, nonetheless, could not cover other possible names for the disease before the
term SARS was introduced.
3
http://zh.wikipedia.org/wiki/SARS%E4%BA%8B%E4%BB%B6.
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From Figure 1, one can see that most of the articles published were found in
April. The number of reports in Malaysia dropped in May but The Times
reported almost the same number of articles in April and May. Since the highest number of death cases worldwide was reported to have occurred in May, it
seems natural that the greatest concern over the SARS issue peaked in April in
both newspapers.4
The cleaned texts were analysed using both WordSmith version 5 (Scott,
2008) and AntConc 3.2.1 (Anthony, 2005). All news articles were read carefully and analyses of metaphorical lexis and rhetorical features through lexical
collocations were undertaken.

3. Results
The searches in NST returned 187 instances of “SARS” in abbreviation and in
its name in full (i.e., “Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome”).5 The corpora size
for NST was 16,981 words, indicating one instance of “SARS” in every
91 words. The Times, on the other hand, returned 185 instances of “SARS”,
which included only one instance of its full name. On average, in The Times
corpora of 15,122 words, one instance of “SARS” appeared in every 82 words.
In order to compare the features of both corpora, we also analysed the tokens,
types, sentences, word length, etc., as demonstrated in Table 1. The purpose
of presenting the characteristics of both corpora in Table 1 is to ensure that the
two corpora were consistent in their physical features so that all diﬀerences
discovered later would be attributed to factors other than these.
The higher number of articles in The Times amounted to fewer word counts
than those in NST, indicating that the news articles in The Times were relatively shorter. This can also be seen in the average number of tokens per article, in which NST contained an average of 205 words per article and The
Times contained an average of 140 words per article. The number of sentences
for The Times was also smaller (541) compared to NST (682), indicating an
average of 28 tokens per sentence for the Times and 25 tokens per sentence for
NST. Considering the diﬀering number of articles for both corpora, the
average number of sentences per article was also calculated – eight for NST
and ﬁve for The Times. These statistics indicate that the higher number of

4
More statistics on SARS in Malaysia can be found at http://www.diaspoir.net/health/sars/
Malaysia.html.
5
Double quotation marks with SARS were used to refer to its instances in the corpora. When
used without the double quotation marks, SARS serves as the name of the disease.
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Table 1. Statistics on the corpora based on NST and The Times

Instances of “SARS”
Number of Articles
Tokens
Average Tokens Per Article
Sentences
Average Tokens Per Sentence
Average Sentences Per Article
Types
Standardised Type/Token Ratio
(STTR) (basis=1,000)
Mean Word Length

New Straits Times (NST)
March 19~October 25

The Times March
18~December 31

187
83
16,981
205
682
25 (SD=13)
8
3,385
45.6 (SD=50.14)

185
108
15,122
140
541
28 (SD=18)
5
3,062
44.29 (SD=50.89)

5 (SD=3)

5 (SD=3)

articles in The Times yielded fewer word counts, resulting in shorter article
length, as mentioned above.
In terms of the types (i.e., distinctive words in the corpora – say and says are
two types), the number of distinctive words used in NST was higher (3,385)
than in The Times (3,062). However, since the word counts diﬀered slightly
in both corpora, a standardised type/token ratio (STTR) was calculated.
STTR with a basis of 1,000 represents the percentage of new types found in
every 1,000 tokens. In other words, the statistics demonstrate that there were
about 46 word types per 1,000 tokens in NST and there were about 44 in The
Times. As for the mean word length, both corpora contained words that were
an average of ﬁve letters in length. All these results, when compared using a
correlation analysis, returned a 100% correlation, r2(9)=1.00, p<.05, indicating that the features of the two corpora were largely similar, despite the diﬀerences noted. Therefore, based on the results, even though the data from The
Times were collected over an additional two months, the newspapers’ corpus
size did not diﬀer signiﬁcantly from each other. Both corpora showed that
there were approximately one to two articles featured per day during the SARS
epidemic.

4. SARS and Metaphor Analyses
According to Lakoﬀ and Johnson (1980) and Lakoﬀ (1993), a conceptual
metaphor is identiﬁed when two mapped domains such as those in example
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(1) below are found. The information from these domains is usually realised
through linguistic expressions. For instance, the expressions threat and Sars
represented by both domains (war and disease, respectively) were highlighted
diﬀerently in (1).
(1) … the Preston oﬃce of Ricksons Solicitors has sent out brieﬁngs to clients about
how to handle the threat posed by Sars … (T20030506_22.txt)6

In (1), the epidemic SARS was seen as an agent causing a threat to its receivers.
The word threat may fall into the domain related to ﬁghting in war. Once an
instance of “SARS” is found to have a mapping between domains, this instance
will be manually categorised as an instance of metaphor. On the other hand,
a literal use of “SARS” can be seen in example (2) below. Its occurrence in (2)
is literal in that it refers to the matter of the disease.
(2) He said pamphlets on SARS would also be distributed to school administrators to
keep them informed about the disease. (NST20030410_17.txt)

Based on the criterion above for identifying metaphors, all instances of “SARS”
were examined manually using the context immediately surrounding the keyword “SARS”. This methodology returned the number of metaphorical lexis
shown in Table 2 below.
In total, 39 instances of metaphors were found from 187 instances of
“SARS” in NST, indicating 20.9% of occurrences of metaphors amongst all

Table 2. Types of Metaphorical Lexis found in NST and The Times

NST (Malaysia)
Metaphorical Lexis Instances
outbreak

22

threat
ﬁght
against
risk
resurgence
ﬁnd its way
knows no borders
Total

5
3
2
1
4
1
1
39

The Times (UK)
%

Metaphorical Lexis Instances %
threat
risk
hit
plunged
come back

33
4
3
1
1
1

76.74
9.30
6.98
2.33
2.33
2.33

Total

43

100.00

56.41 outbreak
12.82
7.69
5.13
2.56
10.26
2.56
2.56
100.00

6
NST stands for News Straits Times and T stands for The Times, followed by the date and
the number given to a particular news article.
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the instances found. On the other hand, The Times returned 43 instances of
metaphors from 185 instances of “SARS” (23.2%), a result similar to NST.
In Table 2, the most common expression relating to SARS is outbreak in both
newspapers. The use of outbreak when referring to a disease has become conventionalised in that some dictionaries have listed “disease” to be a major
meaning of “outbreak,” along with “war” (Oxford online dictionary).7 The use
of outbreak is shown in example (3) below.8
(3) At the ﬁrst-quarter ﬁgures in May, M&C said that its Asian business had been
“severely aﬀected” by the outbreak [of SARS]. (T20030724_26.txt)

Some scholars such as Baehr (2006) also commented that the use of unexpectedness in language with SARS not only emphasises the suddenness of the
disease but also the avoidance of responsibilities for an uncontrollable situation as such.
In example (4) below, even though the expressions resurgence and plunge
seem to refer to two opposite directions, both were used to indicate the seriousness of the epidemic, either in its increasing number of cases or in the drop
of business by diﬀerent companies.
(4) a. Malaysia is monitoring the reported resurgence of the Severe Acute
Respiratory Syndrome cases in Hong Kong … (NST20030725_10.txt)
b. … the Sars epidemic plunged the carrier into a loss of Euro 415 million in the
ﬁrst three months. (T20030814_17.txt)

Another example of work on SARS is that by Wallis and Nerlich (2003), who
studied the news reports in the UK media during the SARS epidemic. They
aimed to discover how SARS was framed in the ﬁve major newspapers in the
UK. They found an extensive use of killer metaphors (e.g., the killer virus) and
they argued that this metaphor is neither related to army nor force. The reason
for this is probably that SARS occurred during the war in Iraq. Larson, Nerlich
and Wallis (2005: 260-261) stated the following regarding how media in the
UK treated the story of SARS:
Media concerns with deﬁning the SARS story played a part in this: some of the
responsibility for the glaring absence of war metaphors from SARS coverage in
the UK may be attributed to the immediate context of war in Iraq.

As a response to this point of view, a search in The Times was carried out based
on the keyword killer. Nevertheless, based on the period during which we

7

The word “outbreak” means “a sudden or violent occurrence of war, disease, etc.”
Anaphora is a diﬀerent paradigm in corpus linguistics research because their examination is
not based merely on KWIC, as reference across paragraphs may be needed.
8
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collected our corpus data, only two instances were found and both were headlines, as exempliﬁed in (5) below.
(5) a. Action on killer virus imperative (T20030403_08.txt)
b. The killer virus (T20030405_05.txt)

Even though this result was unexpected, one possibility for the claim of the
absence of war metaphors may be its relative comparisons to other diseases.
HIV/AIDS (Wallis and Nerlich, 2005) and Foot-and-Mouth disease (Larson,
Nerlich and Wallis, 2005) were both more widespread in terms of the reference to war and ﬁghting, and their high number of war metaphors might
display a relatively low number of war metaphors used with SARS. Washer
(2004), on the other hand, examined infectious disease over the past 30 years
in Britain and the study showed that the British have faith in their ability to
“conquer” diseases. For SARS, Washer (2004: 2570) discovered an important
“Other” mechanism in British newspapers: “We lay the blame for the new
threat on those outside one’s own community, the ‘other.’” This “Self ” and
“Other” construction was also mentioned in Pennycook (1998: 33), and it
highlights the “cultural products of colonialism” of English, not only in terms
of their pride in the English language (etymologically, English is a derived
form from England) but also in their power of colonialism.
The above view, nonetheless, points out the core of the issue presented in
this paper; that is, if two nations use the same language (the journalists of the
Malaysian newspaper may speak colonial English or the news might be edited
by a native speaker), then how can the attitude towards SARS be diﬀerentiated? From the similar metaphorical lexis in Table 2, we observed that there
were no major diﬀerences in the metaphors used. The issue, hence, may not
have to do with conceptual metaphors, even though conceptual metaphors
have been found to be able to speak for a culture. It may have to do with the
choice of lexis and the connotation behind its selection. Koller (2005: 201),
for example, when attempting to combine the analysis of CDA with cognitive
linguistics, had precisely pointed out the possible shortcomings of the
Conceptual Metaphor Theory – the “freedom text producers have when it
comes to metaphor usage [is] another issue not tackled by Lakoﬀ and Johnson
(1999)”. From our earlier attempt to analyse according to the physical features
of texts (word counts, standardised type/token ratios, etc.) and according to
metaphorical lexis, no obvious diﬀerence was found between the two newspapers. Since these factors were consistent in both corpora, we hypothesise that
the characteristics that distinguish the two newspapers, if any, may lie in
aspects other than the physical features of texts and their use of metaphorical
lexis. The following section will present the re-analyses of the two newspapers
based on rhetoric meanings.
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5. Revisiting SARS in NST and The Times
Eagleton (2004: 34) argued that the media “mentally directs how we experience and react to an event”. For example, she said that the SARS crisis was
often over-emphasised when looking speciﬁcally at the situation in Hong
Kong. In the discussion that follows, we attempt to compare the two newspapers based on how SARS was presented to the readers.
5.1. Presentation of News and Appearance of SARS
In addition to observing the statistics of the two compared corpora given in
Table 1 (e.g., comparisons of the number of articles, number of word counts,
average words per article, number of instances of SARS, etc.), we will also
present in this section the overall treatment of SARS-related news in the two
newspapers.
Almost none of the SARS-related news articles in The Times were featured
as main news stories. Article lengths were often as short as a paragraph, which
sometimes appeared as a list at the back of the newspaper. An example of a
news article consisting of one short paragraph can be seen in excerpt (6) below.
(6) Sars Reaction
Beijing: Hong Kong’s Chief Executive, Tung Chee-Hwa, is facing an unprecedented no-conﬁdence motion after his Government’s late response to Sars, which
has killed at least 215 people. The motion is unlikely to win enough support to
depose him. (T20030514_10.txt)

Not only were the contents of news in The Times shorter (as in (6)) but also
their titles were comparatively shorter. In contrast, the news reports in NST
were usually longer.9
Another diﬀerence is that the word SARS was always capitalised in NST,
whereas in The Times, it was presented as “Sars.” More analyses of the language can be seen in the following sections.
5.2. Selection of Lexis
The choice of lexis is one important feature of news presentation. Stubbs
(1996: 158) provided two meanings of “discourse,” with the ﬁrst being

9
First- or second-language issues were not assumed at this stage because The Times also
publishes full-length news articles with detailed coverage of other events, some with shorter or
longer titles. Nonetheless, as the (non)native-speaker status of the news writers is unavailable to
the readers, we would reserve this for possible future research.
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“naturally occurring instances of language in use” and the second “recurrent
phrases and conventional ways of talking”. The ﬁrst is parallel to the use of
natural continuous language; the second refers to language that “circulate[s] in
the social world, which form[s] a constellation of repeated meanings”. This
“constellation” of meaning usually “embod[ies] particular social values and
views of the world [such that] [v]ocabulary and grammar provide us with the
potential resources to say diﬀerent things”. The focus of this part of the paper
will be on the level of vocabulary within the second sense of “discourse”.
In order to ﬁrst show how an examination of rhetoric meaning may yield
diﬀerent conclusions regarding the uses of SARS in the two newspapers, we
use the word risk as an example. In The Times, risk is often related to world
issues, such as cities at risks (T20030425_35.txt), a signiﬁcant risk to global
trading (T20030424_38.txt), and a high-risk area (T20030506_22.txt).10
Excerpt (7) below shows an example of risk in The Times.
(7) Alan Milburn, the Health Secretary, will urge the World Health Organisation to
set up a tracking system to expose countries that put the world at risk from diseases, after the mishandling of Sars in China. (T20030519_06.txt)

In the text above, the world was at risk as the result of mishandling of Sars in
China. In another text, risk was used in the phrase cutting the risk of Sars transmission by people in China’s public share-dealing rooms (T20030430_30.txt).
Again, risk was brought by people from China. In contrast, the attitude
towards the word risk was diﬀerent in NST. All three occurrences are given in
example (8) below.
(8) a. The health of well-wishers could be at risk. (NST20030425_41.txt)
b. In Singapore, I believe all food stall operators are now required to use gloves to
minimise the risk of SARS infection. (NST20030604_20.txt)
c. They need not fear because suspected SARS cases are treated at a special ward
and precautions are taken to eliminate risks. (NST20030415_13.txt)

All three uses of risk in NST showed concern and hope for the elimination of
the SARS problem. By comparing the example risk in the two newspapers,
we see who were at risk and who brought the risk. These two are at diﬀerent
ends of the same meaning of risk. For example, The Times often named the
countries with higher infection rates for causing the spread of the disease;
thus, the UK and the whole world were at the receiving end of risk. NST,

10

Since the methodology is now diﬀerent, the number of instances found in the discourse
may not match those in Table 2 previously, as the analysis now extends beyond the immediate
contexts of “SARS”.
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comparatively, accorded the disease itself as the risk-causer (i.e., not any particular nation but the epidemic itself ). This diﬀerence can be attributed to the
power status of the country, in which The Times seemed to speak louder than
NST in judging the fault of the risk-causer; that is, because the UK had lower
infection rates, they blamed the countries with higher infection rates for causing risk.
In order to have a thorough understanding of the use of lexis, we used a
quantitative method in which we compared the word lists created by both
corpora. Similar comparisons of word lists can be seen in work by Garzone
and Santulli (2004), in which the event of September 11, 2001, was investigated in the British press editorials and in the election speeches by Silvio
Berlusconi, the Prime Minister of Italy, who served during the event of
September 11. In this study, by using the keyword function of AntConc 3.2.1,
words that are particularly infrequent in the target word list but more frequent
in the reference word list are given in Table 3 below. The second and third
columns show the keyness data (deﬁned by the default log-likelihood in
AntConc 3.2.1) for infrequent words (headed by Malaysia, Minister, Ministry,
etc.) in the target corpus (The Times) as compared to the reference corpus
(NST). This method shows that words that are comparatively low in frequency
in the target corpus but higher in frequency in the reference corpus are important words that distinguish the two sets of data. In the fourth and ﬁfth columns, the more frequent words in The Times as compared to NST are cent,
per, (organisation) group, yesterday, etc.
From Table 3, one can see that NST focused more on government-related
actions or responses by the Prime Minister, Health Minister, Tourism Minister,
etc. An example is given in (9) below.
(9) The Prime Minister’s Department today denied sending out SMS or e-mails urging the public to avoid certain places which had purportedly been infected with
the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome virus. (NST20030417_08.txt)

In The Times, reports of numbers and statistics of market (10a below) and
share (10b) prices were found often. The Times also provided statistical information, such as money spent by diﬀerent countries (10c) after the SARS outbreak or the number of cases of deaths in diﬀerent countries (10d).
(10) a. Chinese markets have fallen by about 8 per cent in a week as fears over Sars
have mounted. (T20030430_30.txt)
b. SHARES in Texas Instruments fell up to 12 per cent to $18.50 (Pounds
11.20), … (T20030612_40.txt)
c. The Hong Kong Government has said it will spend $92 million (Pounds 55
million) to help to cut unemployment and counter the eﬀects of the Sars
virus. (T20030616_37.txt)
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Table 3. Comparisons of target and reference word lists

Target WL (The Times)
Reference WL (NST)
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Target WL (NST)
Reference WL (The Times)

Keyness (Loglikelihood)

Keywords
(NST >> T)

Keyness (Loglikelihood)

Keywords
(T >> NST)

81.144
55.168
43.63
31.981
29.012
28.371
27.99
26.956
26.93
24.827
21.277
20.859
19.399
19.397
18.293
14.224
13.079
12.877
12.877
12.118

Malaysia
Minister
Ministry
Kuala (Lumpur)
and
local
public
times
we
government
he
Dr
products
tourism
also
computer
information
she
these
event

44.796
42.737
37.007
34.523
31.211
28.726
27.584
27.168
26.422
25.921
25.921
23.424
20.654
20.61
20.471
19.937
19.211
19.062
18.901
18.439

cent
per
group
yesterday
in
million
(Hong) Kong
that
1
Hong (Kong)
world
UK
airline
east
company
half
proﬁts
its
china
2

d. Sars death toll
The worldwide death toll from Sars was at least 536 yesterday with ten new
deaths: ﬁve in China, three in Hong Kong and one in Taiwan and Singapore.
At least 7,300 people have been infected in 25 countries. (T20030512_11
.txt)

NST in Malaysia tended to quote speeches from the authorities (government
or government-related ministers) when reporting the news. The Times, on
the other hand, was more concerned about the number of victims, in which
countries they were reported, and how the global markets were responding to
the epidemic. These features are also seen in the following analyses of the foci
of attention in news reporting.
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5.3. Foci of Attention in Reporting SARS11
The foci of attention in the two newspapers diﬀered greatly. First, NST focused
on local markets (in example (11) below), especially local tourism (example
(12) ).
(11) Despite the weak economic outlook, and the threats of the Gulf war and severe
acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) crisis, the local market is expected to be
resilient enough to grow this year. (NST20030421_04.txt)

In (11), positivism was seen in the growth of local markets, despite the outbreak of SARS. In example (12) below, the concern was on boosting local
tourism.
(12) Local tourists were at times over-cautious to the point of not going anywhere,
… travel and tour agents should introduce better packages to boost domestic
tourism, including promoting cultural activities. (NST20030422_02.txt)

In the excerpt above, government-related bodies were cited in order to convince the readers of the intensity of the measure to boost local tourism. In
order to contrast the foci on local and global issues, a search for local was ﬁrst
conducted. The results showed that NST mentioned local 28 times but local
only appeared once in The Times, where it referred to the local managing partner (T20030506_22.txt), which had nothing to do with the local economy.12
Amongst all of the 28 instances of local, 24 (85.71%) modiﬁed a noun, as
shown in Table 4. As discussed previously, most of the uses of local (12.50%)
referred to government bodies (i.e., local authorities).
In contrast, a search of the word global returned 10 instances in NST and
16 instances in The Times. All of these occurrences of global appeared in the
form of global+noun, as listed in Table 5.
It was apparent that The Times worried about the world economy and
global trading more often in their news reports. An example is given in (13)
below.
(13) The WTO said that the virus posed a signiﬁcant risk to global trading patterns
this year … The organisation added that it could be forced to revise down forecasts for a modest recovery in global trade in 2003 … China and East Asia – the
engines of world trade growth in 2002 – were seen as particularly vulnerable to
the economic fallout from Sars. (T20030424_38.txt)

11

The author would like to especially thank Wen-Yu Chiang for her insightful comments on
this section.
12
Since the two corpora are almost equal in size (with a diﬀerence of 1,859 words fewer in
The Times), raw data are reported here.
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Table 4. Nouns modiﬁed by Local in NST
Local + Noun

local

authorities
companies
information
market
tourists
artistes
council
ﬁnancial
traders
transmission
vegetables
cafes
cuisine
industries
pc
players
top jewellers
universities
Total

Freq.

%

3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
24

12.50
8.33
8.33
8.33
8.33
4.17
4.17
4.17
4.17
4.17
4.17
4.17
4.17
4.17
4.17
4.17
4.17
4.17
100.00

The news article in (13) further conﬁrms our observation that The Times was
more concerned about reporting global issues during the SARS epidemic. This
could be a reﬂection of what Pennycook (1998) and Washer (2004) said about
the “Other” mechanism in Britain; that is, the British often view the world
through a global perspective. The following excerpt (14) is another example
showing how global pictures were presented to the readers of The Times,
reporting statistics from country to country.
(14) The global total of infections from the Sars virus rose to 3,200, with 126
deaths, including ﬁve more deaths in Hong Kong, two in China and three in
Canada. (T20030414_48.txt)

Examples (13) and (14) show that British reporting emphasised the fall of
market shares as well as the loss caused by the epidemic in other countries.
In order to validate further the contrast between the local market (NST)
and the global economy (The Times), the word world was also searched in
both corpora. Amongst the nine instances found in NST, there were only two
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Table 5. Nouns modiﬁed by Global in NST and The Times
NST

Freq.

%

The Times

economic
uncertainties
concern
epidemic
events
market
outbreak
phenomenon
global
trend

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00 global

uncertainties

1

10.00

10

100.00

Total

economic backdrop
economic downturn
attention
banking
death
fund
list
mergers
outbreak
pattern
performance
total (of infections)
trade
trading
transactions
travel
Total

Freq.
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
16

%
6.25
6.25
6.25
6.25
6.25
6.25
6.25
6.25
6.25
6.25
6.25
6.25
6.25
6.25
6.25
100.00

used with a noun (world body and world’s economic instability). In The Times,
which returned 26 instances, the nouns phrases were world economy (2), world
trade (2), world events (1), and world stock (1). In addition, there were seven
uses of world’s with superlative forms, some are exempliﬁed in (15) below.
(15) a. GENERAL ELECTRIC, the world’s second biggest company. (T20030712_
30.txt)
b. Roche, the world’s largest diagnostics group. (T20030716_28.txt)
c. Paciﬁc, one of the world’s most successful airlines. (T20030510 _14.txt)

From (15), one can see that The Times tended to report events happening at
the world level, including the top companies of the world, and this was also
reﬂected in Table 3 when words such as group, company, and airline were
amongst the few most frequent words found in The Times.
More importantly, British reports also focused on sporting events. During
the SARS epidemic, sports were no longer taking place in the infected areas,
as preventing oneself from being in contact with the public was perhaps the
best precaution against contracting the disease. However, in The Times,
reports of sporting events were repeatedly found, but the tone of the articles
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was one of regret because the events had been cancelled. Examples are given
below in (16) and (17).
(16) The tournament has been taken away from China because of the outbreak of
Sars there. (T20030509_18.txt)
(17) Cycling: The World Track Championships … will be moved elsewhere because
of the Sars outbreak (T20030503_24.txt)

In (16), the verb phrase taken away shows a passive and non-volitional meaning, indicating that the tournament was originally an honour to the hosting
country but it was then unexpectedly taken away because of SARS. The same
is seen in (17).
As the geographical scientists Chalkley and Essex (1999) mentioned in their
work, that most cities that have held the Olympics Games were shown to have
signiﬁcant urban development, organising sports is a way to display power.
Therefore, to have a tournament taken away from an infected area was a great
loss economically; furthermore, any cancellation of sporting events would be
a great dismay to both the host and the participating countries. The Times,
therefore, played the role of a reporter presenting how these worldwide sporting events were handled during the outbreak, as seen in examples (18) and
(19) below.
(18) … the event [badminton tournament] can go ahead despite fears over spreading
the Sars virus. (T20030430_31.txt)
(19) Table tennis: The World Championships will be held as planned … despite the
outbreak of Sars in the sport’s leading nations. (T20030506_23.txt)

Comparatively, in most reporting of SARS in NST, sporting events were
seldom mentioned. In order to provide a quantitative analysis of the sports
issues in the newspapers, a search for sports-related terms was conducted.
Thirty-three sports terms collected from the homepage of the International Olympic Committee (http://www.olympic.org/uk/sports/index_uk
.asp) (with additional terms added by the author – sport(s), tournament(s),
championship(s)) were searched as a collective list using AntConc 3.2.1 in both
corpora. The results are shown in Table 6 below.
It is clearly shown that The Times returned more instances of sports terms
than NST did. The only two times sports were mentioned in NST were in
reference to a shopping mall called the Penang International Sports Arena,
shown in example (20a) below. As for taekwondo, it appeared twice in the
same article entitled Abdullah: Private sector doing well despite SARS, war,
which mainly reported the words spoken by Abdullah, the Finance Minister,
concerning the success of tax collection that year. Taekwondo was mentioned
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Table 6. Comparisons of topics in NST and The Times

NST
Sports Terms

Freq.

The Times
%

Sports Terms

sports

2

50.0

championship(s)

taekwondo

2

50.0

Total

4

100.0

badminton
tournament
cycling
sport(s)
table tennis
sailing
Total

Freq.

%

10
3
2
2
2
2
1
22

45.5
13.6
9.1
9.1
9.1
9.1
4.5
100.0

not as a sporting event but as a way to describe the ﬁtness of the employees in
the tax collection oﬃce, as shown in example (20b) below.
(20) a. She came to the Penang International Sports Arena with the sole purpose of
shopping … (NST20030407_24.txt)
b. Abdullah, who commended the board for its public friendly activities, drew
laughter when he described its move to encourage its employees to take up
martial arts as a “sure bet” to get the people to pay their taxes. “I see many ﬁne
men and women among your employees who are taekwondo exponents …
this could be one reason why your collection keeps increasing each year”, he
said, … (NST20030503_37.txt)

From Table 6, one can see the diﬀerent foci of attention during the SARS
epidemic using a lexical approach in examining the selection of words by the
diﬀerent newspapers. The foci of attention are important because they reﬂect
what the main concerns of the nations were at that time. It should also be
mentioned that the Iraq War was also occurring during the SARS epidemic.
Despite this fact, the reports in The Times still highlighted the importance of
sporting events, as playing and hosting sports seems to be a way to display
power.
5.4. Overall Impressionistic Views of Both Newspapers
In general, the overall impression of the Malaysian media is that of protectionism. “Protectionism” is commonly considered an economic policy opposed to
“free trade.” In this paper, “protectionism” is used in the sense that the readers
are protected to some extent, as they have been shielded from some of the
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negative facts concerning the SARS epidemic. In NST, there were times where
hope and positivism were purposefully portrayed. Examples are given in (21)
and (22) below.
(21) THIS Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) patient and the two doctors with her are in high spirits despite being in the isolation wards…
(NST20030424_44.txt)
(22) WELL done to all concerned for ensuring that SARS is not spread to all
Malaysians, but what has been done is still not enough as all must help ﬁght it so
as to break the cycle of its spread. (NST20030424_43.txt)

In (21), the patient was described as having high spirits. In (22), words of
encouragement were given so that Malaysians would continue to ﬁght SARS.
In example (23) below, unity and solidarity were evident, also evidenced
through the title “Let’s ﬁght SARS together”.
(23) “Let’s ﬁght SARS together”
… The entire Malaysian community should wage an “all-out war” against SARS,
… (NST20030407_25.txt)

The situation in Malaysia reﬂected what Baehr (2006: 53) said about mobilising the whole population to ﬁght against problems. In fact, the overall response
from the Malaysians had been positive, and, to a certain extent, they did not
want to be informed with regard to how serious the problem was. This can be
seen from the following excerpts in examples (24) and (25) below.
(24) You (reporters) don’t have to report that someone has died due to SARS, just
because he is down with very high fever and seeking treatment at the hospital’s
SARS ward. [sic] (NST20030413_14.txt)
(25) Combative, negative and destructive commentary will not help.
(NST20030415_12.txt)

The State Culture, Arts and Tourism Committee chairman was quoted in
excerpt (24), while excerpt (25) shows a letter to the editor. Some readers
resorted to self-censorship, which also showed the seriousness of the problem
at that time. Comparatively, the British news reports did not show such emotion because they were far from what was happening in the infected areas.
In contrast, The Times often listed the number of cases and the number of
deaths. Those numbers seemed to be statistics from the way they were presented. An example list of cases and deaths can be seen in (26) below.
(26) CASES/DEATHS
Australia 7/0
Belgium 1/0
Brazil 1/0
Britain 6/0
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Canada 304/14
China 2,209/92
France 14/0 (T20030422_41.txt; top of list)

In addition, several times, SARS was a topic for quizzes in The Times, as
shown in example (27) below.
(27) a. 2. What is SARS and where is it thought to have originated? (T20030318_11.
txt)
b. 5. How many cases of Sars have been conﬁrmed in Britain by the World
Health Organisation? (T20030423_40.txt)

Moreover, the tone of reporting SARS was sometimes light-hearted. One
example is the discussion regarding the re-naming of SARS in memory of a
Scottish doctor (Dr Carlo Urbani) who died in a SARS-infected area, as shown
in example (28) below. Yet in the countries with higher infection rates, those
ﬁghting SARS were regarded as heroes. The single case in (28), which was
largely publicised, became a major contrast to those in countries with higher
infection rates.
(28) I suggest that Sars be renamed Urbani’s syndrome in memory of a very brave
colleague. (T20030403_08.txt)

In (27a), Hong Kong was thought to be the place where SARS originated,
according to the quiz in March 2003. It was not until May 3, 2003, that The
Times reported that the epidemic was believed to have spread from Guangdong,
China, as shown in excerpt (29) below.
(29) The event [The World Track Championships for cycling] had been planned for
the southern Chinese city of Shenzhen, in the Guangdong province, where Sars
is believed to have originated. (T20030503_24.txt)

Again, SARS was reported because of the cycling championships, not the seriousness of the disease. These kinds of news articles were seldom seen in highly
infected areas, as people were fearful of the disease, not of the loss of a sporting
event. Another example of a light-hearted news report in The Times is seen in
excerpt (30) below.
(30) AIG Europe, the insurer, yesterday said that it will cover travellers against all
Sars-related claims, including business travel to Hong Kong and China … .
(T20030501_29.txt)

The fact that AIG was able to insure against SARS-related claims suggested
that the chance of getting infected was low. Compare (31) below:
(31) … Travellers who cancel their journeys will still have to pay cancellation fees, …
(NST20030321_33.txt)
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The travellers in Malaysia were not only uninsured, but also those who cancelled their reservations had to pay cancellation fees. In addition, the news
reports in The Times mocked SARS and those who gained proﬁts from it. For
instance, the whole context of excerpt (32) below was presented in a lighthearted tone.
(32) As the company [AIG Europe] in question is best known for insuring against
virgin birth and alien abduction, no chance there, chum. Then there is the dear
old Chiswell Street brewery, which has “responded to the global outbreak of the
Sars virus” by building a 3D video conferencing facility.
“The only thing that can’t be done is to shake hands”. it says. Probably just as
well. Now up pops the irrepressible Noel Edmonds, “poised to meet the surge in
demand for video conferencing facilities” through one of his companies. Truly,
bad news throws up the most unlikely contenders. (T20030502_27.txt; selected
excerpts)

Example (32) gives some information regarding the policy of the company
AIG in example (30). This company was said to be best known for “insuring
against virgin birth and alien abduction”, both of which are logically impossible. This means that contracted SARS was also impossible; thus, AIG was
gaining proﬁts from these cases. In (32), other businesses during the epidemic
were also mocked. Similarly, the tone when stating, “The only thing that
can’t be done is to shake hands,” was both playful and satirical at the same
time. It revealed the unaﬀectedness of SARS in Britain. It should be mentioned that this article was written at the height of the SARS epidemic in May
2003.
In general, the Malaysians were to some extent protected from the actual
seriousness of the problem. Self-censorship was applied by implanting positivism and high-spiritedness through media, news reporting included. (Yet one
may say that the same could have happened in the UK if the SARS virus was
active there. If this were the case, a quantitative account of the data should also
be able to display the diﬀerences by observing how linguistic features work.)
However, there were times when individual voices criticised the government
for not reporting the seriousness of the situation. An NST news excerpt (33)
below is one such case.
(33) Keep public informed
WE know Malaysia doesn’t report its air quality index because the Government
is afraid of scaring away tourists. And now with SARS spreading, are we keeping
mum again? The fact that we have suspected SARS patients in quarantine has
been reported in the newspapers. [ … ] One hopes the health authorities are not
holding back information because they fear that Malaysia’s economy might be
aﬀected by travel advisories. (NST20030402_28.txt; selected excerpts)
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When SARS started to cease in July 2003, there appeared a news article paying tribute to the “front-line” health “heroes” (cf. Baehr, 2006: 55); cf. excerpt
(34) below.
(34) MANY would have recognised him as the man who helped keep the nation
abreast of the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome or SARS for the past four
months. (NST20030708_12.txt)

The above comparisons show how diﬀerent the two nations were in terms of
the treatment of news, though the same language was used in both corpora.

6. Conclusion
This paper postulates that when two varieties of the same language are analysed in terms of the use of metaphorical lexis, a direct comparison of lexical
items usually does not work because only minor diﬀerences can be found.
From the analysis of metaphorical lexis, the same use of words was replicated
in the press of the second-language users. We thus propose that an examination of the presentation of news, the selection of lexis, and the foci of attention
will show additional information. This paper presents a situation when all
other factors (word counts, corpus size, etc.) were consistent, diﬀerences could
be identiﬁed in the rhetorical meaning. Furthermore, when the same language
could not be diﬀerentiated in terms of the use of metaphorical lexis in the two
nations, an analysis of rhetoric meanings may provide a solution to the problem. The results showed that the two nations were found to be portraying
diﬀerent messages to the public. In Malaysia, the press was playing the role of
an encourager, a patriot, uniting the whole nation by using language such as
to ﬁght SARS and not to be discouraged by SARS. As for The Times, the newspaper functioned more like a world reporter and occasionally employed the
“Self ” metaphors where “Others” were blamed for the outbreak. The Times
also seemed to play the role of world controller, where the UK was to be “concerned” about things around the world, such as stock markets, trades, shares,
tournaments, championships, and all other power-related events. Therefore,
our investigation shows the other side of the “battle” – where one played a role
not as a “ﬁghter” but rather as a “maintainer” of world situations.
In sum, this paper uses examples from news reports and analyses the perspectives of the British as compared to the Malaysians regarding SARS. The
results suggest that the SARS reports in Britain diﬀered in terms of their presentation of news and their tone of writing. The news reports in Malaysia
displayed patriotism, solidarity, and hopefulness towards the epidemic. In
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NST, the government-related bodies were always referred to whenever a news
report was made. In Britain, satire and mocking sometimes appeared in the
news reports. In The Times, the role of the government was not apparent, but
the role of world companies and organisations seemed to be the main concerns of The Times.
As Eagleton (2004: 34) says, language “imposes values – social, cultural, or
otherwise – on a particular discourse.” In unveiling the treatment of the SARS
epidemic, we ﬁnalise with a statement by Koller (2005: 206) that goes, “[R]
eaders are positioned mainly as consumers and their power is restricted to
meaning construction in reading”. We have shown that rhetoric meanings
were reﬂected in the language of the media. News became the “tool” to implant
ideologies subtly into the readers’ minds. The above cross-cultural diﬀerences
found through rhetoric meaning analyses were a satisfying addition to the
comparison of conceptual metaphors.
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The PI attended the conference in Seoul, Korea on June 15, 2012. The submission to
this conference was motivated by the sharing of corpus-based prepositional research
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Professor Jeong-ryeol Kim from Korea National University of Education, Ms. Min
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fascinating as there were abundant questions asked to the four speakers and it was a
real new experience to hear about Korean policy making and participants’ questions
about corpus and prepositions.
二、 與會心得
The whole session was held in an organized manner, with instant interpretation from
Korean to English for foreigners who did not speak Korean especially when there
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三、 建議
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